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Pad++ Reference Manual 
(Version 0.2.7) 

Introduction 
This reference manual describes the complete Tci API to Pad++. It describes how to create and modiry a pad widgct, and all the commands 
associated with a pad widget that allow you to create and modify items, attach event bindings to them, navigate within the pad widget. etc. 

This document in organized into the following sections: 

• Padwish synopsis 

• Tel synopsis 

• Widget-Specific Options 

• Widget Commands 
• Overview ofltem Types 

• Default Bindings 

• Global TCL Variables 

• KPL-I'ad++ Interface 

Each section contains all the relevant entries in alphabetical ordcr. Related commands and options are also grouped togcther here 10 show 
which commands are related. Every command and itemconfigure option are listed. 

Related Commands and Options 

Items 

lI110cimageill Allocate data for an image item 

CICeate il1l Create new items 
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deletel..!.2l [)clete existing items 

HndQll Search for items by various keys 

freeilllage ll!..l Free data from an image item 

iteraconfigure1!!l. Configure existing items 

lower1!ll Push W1 item lower in the drawing order 

piel:ll.ll Find the item under a point 

popeoordframescil!l Pop a relative coordinate frame off of the stack 

pushcoordframell!l Add a new re lative coordinate frame to the stack 

raisell1l Bring an item higher in the drawing order 

reutcoordrameJ!U Reset coordinate frame stack to empty 

setidil1l. Change the id of an item 

textl1.ll Modify text item 

type11lU Getthc type ofan item 

-urow l.TI!.I Some items only: Whether 10 draw arrow heads with this item 

-arrowshapellll Some items only: The shape of drawn arrow heads 

-di ther H1.I Some items only: Render with dithering 

-filell1l Some items only: File an item should be defined by 

-heightill Height ofan item. Normally computed automatically. but can be set 

-htllll!:Q1 Some items only: The HTML item associated with an htmlanehor 

-htmhnchoullil Some items only: The anchors associated with an HTML page 

-imageilll Some items only: Image data associated wilh item (allocated by allocimage) 

-infoill A place to store application-specific information with an ilem 

-ismapil!l Some items only: True if an htmlanchor is an image map 

-locl:ill Locks nn item so it can not be modified or deleted 

-,Ute.[!ll Somc items only: State of an item (such as visi ted. unvisited. etc.) 

-sticky l..!.±I Specifies if an item should stay put when the view changes 

-title.i1.2l Some items only: Title of an item 

-udl!!J. Some items only: 1be URL associated wi th an item 

-widthllll Width of Wl item. Normally computed automatically, but can be sct 

-1oomaction!lli A script thai gets evaluated when an item is scaled larger or snlBlIer than 8 SCI size 

Item Transformations 

bbox 121 Get the bounding box of an item 
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eoor<ls.il.§.l Change the coordinates of an item 

qetshe 1J2l Get the Si7.e of an item (possibly within portals) 

seolle1!.U Change the size of an item relatively 

sli<le11!l Move an item relatively in (x, y) 

-anehorill lbe pan of the item that -place refers to 

-pbeel!ll Transfonnation of an item - Translation (x. y). and magnification (z) 

-xllll X componenent of -place transfonnation 

- yQ1l Y componenent of -place transfonnation 

- t.11a Z componene nt of -place transfonnalion 

View Transformations 

Tags 

eenter .L!U Change the view so as 10 center an item 

eenterbboxil1l Change the view so as to center a bounding box 

qetview.1!ll Get the current view (possibly within portals) 

IDOvetoll!!l Change the view (possibly within portals) 

zoom l.&ll Zoom the view around 8 speci fied point 

-viewscript l.!21 A script that gets evaluated wherte\'er the view is changed 

-viewl1!l Some items only: Specifies the view this item sees 

- lookon.1!1l Some items only: Specifics thc pad widget this item sees 

addtaq ill Add a tag to an item 

<le l eteug.1!ll [)clete a tag from an item 

<lug l..!.2l Synonym for ddetetag 

getugs.1!.2l G..::t the tags an item has 

haaug.i!!l. l)ctennine if an item has a particular tag 

-ugsl!ll List of tags associated with an item 

Events 

addmoclit'hrill Add a new user-defined modifier for future use 

bin<lil.!U Create. modify. access. or delete event bindings 
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bindtags1!!l Specify whether events should go to the most-specific or most-general description 

deletemodifiergQl Delete a user-defined modifier 

focus1l.!:ti Set the focus for keyboard events 

getmodilier !Mil Get the current user-defined modifier 

setmodifierlill Make the specified user-defined modifier the current one 

-events HI True if item receives events, false otherwise 

Groups 

addgroupmeroberlll Add an item to a group 

getgroupilll Get the group an item belongs to 

removegroupmember~ Remove an item from a group 

-divisible IMil True if events go through a group to its members 

-membeullll The list ofmembcrs ora group 

Layout 

gridilll Layout pad items in a grid as with the Tk grid command 

tree 1111 Layout pad items with a dynamic graphical-fisheye view tree 

Rendering 

damage l.!1!l Specify that a group of items needs to be redrawn 

update.i22l Force any requested render requests to occur immediately 

-alwaysrender ill True if the item must be rendered, e\'cn if the system is slow and the item is small 

-borderll!.l Some items only: Specifics border color ofitem 

-borderwidth llll Some items only: SpeCifies width of border 

-capstylelill Some items only: Specifies how to draw line ends 

- faderangeill Range o\'cr which an item fades in or out 

-filll12..l Some items only: Specifies fill color of item 

-font Llll Some items only: Speci fics font to use for lext 

-joinsty lel2!l Some items only: Specifies how to draw the joints wilhin multi-poinllines 

-layerill The layer an item is on 

-noisedata ~ Some items only: Specifies parameters 10 render item with noise 
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-1NI>:shel!ill The maximum size an item is rendered it (absolute or relative to window size) 

- ra.inshe l!!l The minimum size an item is rendered it (absolute or relative to window si7..c) 

-pen lJ!ll Some items only: Specifies pen color of item 

-penwidth ~ Some items only: Specifies width of pen 

-relief.1!ll Some items only: Specifies how a border should be rendered 

- transpareneYil!l Tmnspareney of an item. 0 is completely transparent. I is completely opaque 

-vbiblelayersil!l. The layers that are visible within this view (just for ponals and pad surface. item Il l ) 

File 1/0 

readil!J. Read a .pad file 

write.l!!ll Writc a .pad file (all the items on a widget) 

M iscellaneous 

configun.1!ll. Modify the pad widget 

infol!ll. Oct type-sped fie information about an item 

blinked ~ Determine if the top-level window that a pad widget is in has been mapped yet 

aetlanguagell!l. Set the language to be used for future caJback scripts 

settoplevel.l1ll Sel the language to be used by the lOp-level interpreter 

windowsh.pe..l.!ll Modi fy the shape of the lop-level window that a pad widget is in 

Uti lities 

clockil.!l. Create II clock to measure elapsed milliseconds 

getdne 1m Oct the current date in unix fonnat 

getpads Lll.l Gct a list of al! pad widgets currently defined 

line2.pline.1!ll Generate points for a spline that approximate a line 

nobeilll. Generate 'perlin' noise 

padxylll.l COO'Jen a window point (x, y) to pad coordinates 

.pline2Une11!l. Generate points for II line that approximate a spline 

urlfeteh1!Ql. Retrieve a URL over the internet in the background 

-doneseriptil!l Some items only: A seript to evaluate when a background act ion has completed 

-erroncript Q2 Some items only: A script to evaluate when a background action has an error 

-updateseript I..:ffi..I Some items only: A script to evaluate when a background action has made progress 

Re nderscripts 
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allocborderill Allocate a border for future rendering 

alloccol.or1:U Allocate a color for future rendering 

all.ocimage ill Allocate a image for future rendering 

drawimage Ib!I Draw an image within a renderscript 

drawlinel£!l Draw a line within a renderscript 

drawpolygon ~ Draw a polygon with in a renderscript 

drawtext l1fr.l Draw text within a renderscript 

freeborder l12l Free a border previously allocated 

fre ecolor ll.Ql Free a color previously allocated 

f reeirnageilll Free an image previously allocated 

getlevelll:!l Get the render level within a renderscript 

getmag~ Get the current magnification within a rendcrscript 

getporta19U!l Get the list of ponals being rendered within during a renderscript 

ge ttextbboxliil Get the bounding box of a text string 

renderi tem1!.Ql Render an item in a render cal lback 

s e tcaps t yle.!.m Specify how thc end caps of lines should be drawn 

s e tfont il..ll Specify the font to be used for renderscript drawing 

s e tfontheightl!!l Specify the font height 10 be used for renderscript drawing 

setjoinstylel§.!l Specify how the joints with in mult i-point lines should be drawn 

setlinewidth.12.Ql Specify the penwidth of lines when they arc drawn 

-rendeucriptl!..ll A script that gets evaluated every time an item is rendered 

- bb ~A script that gets cvaluated to specify the bounding box ofan item 

De bugging 

pt i nttreellU Print all the items on the pad surface in their internaltTCC st ructure 

E xte ns io ns 

addopt i on ill Create a new option for an existing type 

addt ype.ln Crealc a new item type 

Executables 

When Pad++ is built and installed correctly. there arc two executablc files that may be run. padwish runs a version of the Tel interpreter 
extended with the pad widget. This is a complete superset o f the standard Tk wish program. The pad command is the sole addition which is 
described below. In addition. the Pad++ distribution comcs wi th an application wTi!!cn cntirely in Tcl called PadDraw. This application is a 
gcneral-purpose drawing and demo program that shows many capabili!ies of the pad widget. PadDraw is staned by running the pad script 
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which automatically runs padwish and starts the Tel program. When running PadDraw by executing pad, the Tel interpreter is not available. 

Padwish Synopsis 
padwhh [options] [arg arg ... ] 

Valid options are: 

-d~splay display 

Display (and screen) on which to display window. 

-geometry geometry 

-name name 

-sync 

Initial gcometry to use for window. 

Usc name as the title to be displayed in the window, and as the name oftllC interpreter for send commands. 

Execute all X server commands synchronously. so that errors are reported immediately. This will result in much slower 
execution. but it is useful for debugging. 

-colormap col ormap 

Specifies the colormap that padwish should use. If colormap is "new". then a private colormap is allocated for padwish, so 
images will look nicer (although on some systems you get a distracting Oash when you move the pointer in and out ora 
PadDraw window and the global colormap is updated). 

-v~sual vis ual 

-language 

Specifies the visual type that padwish should use. The valid visuals depend on the X server you are running on. Some 
common useful ones are "truecolor 24" and "trucco]or 12", which speci fy 24 bit and 12 bit mode, respective ly. 

Specifies what scripting language the top-lcvel interpreter should use. Pad++ always suppons Tel, but can be compiled 10 
use the Elk vers ion of Scheme also. In addition, I'ad++ provides a mechanism to support other imerpretcd scripting 
languages as well. Defaults 10 'tcl'. 

-sharedmeroo r y 

Specifies if Pad++ should try and use X shared memory. Some machines (notably a particular Solaris 5.4 machine) crashes 
and the X server dies when I'ad++ is used with shared memory. so it can be disabled if there is trouble. Defaults to I (true). 
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-help 

Print a summary of the command-line options and exit. 

Pass aU remaining arguments through to the script's argv variable without in terpreting them. This provides a mechanism for 
passing arguments such as -namc to a script instead oflmving padwish interpret them. 

TeL Synopsis 
pad [pa thName [opti ons I I 

The pad command creates a new window (given by the pathName argument) and makes it into a 1'00++ widgct. [fno pa thName is specified. a 
unique top-level window name will be generated. Addi tional options may be specified on the command (jue or in the option database to 
coufigure aspects of the Pad++. The pad command returns the name of the created window. At the time this command is invoked, there must 
not cxist a window named pa thName, but pa thName'S parent must exisl. 

Once a Pad++ widget is created. there are five ways of writing Tel code for it. They are: 

• Configuring the widget: Each widget has sevcral configuration options that control the widget as a whole. For example, - width and 
height cOnlrol the geometry ofthc widgct. 

• E.xecuting widget comm ands: Thcre are many commands associated with the widget. They are actually sub-commands of the primary 
widgct command. When a new pad widget is created, a command is also created whose name is the name of the widget. For instance, 
evaluat ing pad . pad creates a widget named . pad. and a command named. pad. For example, to find out what the current view on the 
pad widget is, use the get v:!.e ... command with: . pad 'letvie .... 

• Creating items on the widget: Each pad widget can contain many graphical items. such as lines, text. etc. These are all created with the 
create sub-command. For example, .pad create line 0 0 10 10 creates a line rrom the origin to the point(IO, 10). 

• Configuring those items: Once items have been created they can be modified with the itemconfigure sub-command. For examp[e, 
supposing that the previous line had an id of2, we could change its pen co[or and width with: . pad i temconfigure 2 -pen red -
pen ... idth .') 

• Accessing globa l Pad variables: The pad widgct declares cenain global Tel variables that can be used by applications. For example, to 
see thc current version of Pad++, examine the Pad_Version variable. 

This version or Pad++ works only with TcI7.5f1'k4. I. 

Note that in this reference manual. optional paranleters are listed in square brackets, [ ... J, Whilc this is traditional for reference documentation, 
thc TclfT'k documentation uses ? .. . ? 10 denote optional paranlcters in order to avoid confusion with the meaning of[ .. ] in the Tcllanguage. We 
decided to risk the confusion with Tel for the increased clarity of squarc brackets. 

Widget-Specific Options 

Name: background 

Class: Background 

Command-Line Switch: -bac kground 

Specifies the normal background color to usc when displaying the widget. 

Example: 
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.pad config -background gray50 

Name: closeEnough 

Class: CloseEnough 

Command-Line Switch: -closeEnough 

Specifies a noming-point value indicating how close the mouse cursor must be to an item before it is considered to be "Oll~ the 
item. Defaults to 3.0. 

Name: colorCubeSize 

Class: ColorCllheSiz e 

Command-Line Switch: -colorCubeSize 

Specifics how many colors to allocate for images. Whenever images are displayed, the system tries to allocate coiorCubeSizc3 
colors. For example, if colorCubeSize is 5, then 5·5·5 or 125 colors will allocated. IfunsuccessfuJ. smaller color cubes are tried 
successively. Default is 5. 

Name: cursor 

Class: Cur.!3or 

Command· Line Switch: -cursor 

Specifies the mouse cursor to be used for the widget. 1fie value may have any ofthc forms acceptable to l"k_GetCursor. 

Class: OebugBB 

Command-Line Switch: -debugBB 

Turns on and off display of bounding boxcs. Default is O. 

Name: debugEvent 

Class: OebugEvent 

Command-Line Switch: -debugEvent 

Turns on and off debugging of events. Default is O. When event debugging is turned on. pad outputs a description o f C\'en\ 
handlers as they fire. In addition. if a break or event in a handler stops some events from firing, those events no\ fired are shown. 
By default, the event debugging output goes to stdou!. however, it ean be sent to a Tel variable with the .debugOw configure 
option. Also note that PadDraw comes with a graphical interface that cremes a GUI for seeing and examining events as they fire. 
This graphical event debugger can be used in othcr pad applications. See drm fldebugevenl.lcl. 
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Name: debuqGen 

Class: PebuqGen 

Command-Line Switch: -debugGen 

Turns on and ofT general debugging. Default is O. 

Name: debugOut 

Class: DebuqOut 

Command-Line Switch: -debugOut 

Conlrols where debug outpul goes. By default. debug OUlPUI is senllO Sldoul. However. the -debugOIlI configure option can 
specify a Tel variable that all debug outpul will be appended 10. It is then possible to set a Tel trace on that variable to be notified 
whenever debug output is available. Currently, only -drbllgEvem uses the -debllgOut variable. 

Example: Evaluating" .pad confiq -debugOut too H will cause all future debug output 10 be appended to the Tel variable 'faa'. 

Name: debugRegion 

Class: DebugRegion 

Command-Line Switch: -debugRegion 

Turns on and ofT visual display of portion of the screen that actually gets re-rcndered, Used to debug region management. Default 
isO. 

Name: debug-sUt 

Class: PebugSta t 

Command-Line Switch: -debugstat 

Turns on and off status line on the Pad (for debugging). Default is O. The status line shows the total number of items on the pad 
surface, the number of items checked for rendering. and the number of items actually rendered during the most recent render. 

Name: dehultRenderLevel. 

Class: DefllultRenderLevel. 

Command-Line Switch: -defllultRenderLevel 

Specifies the default render level to use to display the Pad if no specific level is speCified. The render level is generally used for 
efficiency where render level 0 is the fastest and least pretty way to render the pad (texi is uglier. smaller items are not rendered. 
some items are rendered at a lower resolution). As the render level goes higher, the pad is rendered slower and prellier 
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Name; desiredFrameRate 

Class: DesiredFrameRate 

Command-Line Switch: -desiredFrameRate 

Specifies the desired frame rate (in frames per second). This number is used by the rad++ rendering engine to decide how to 
render the scene while animating. If a high frame rate is requested. small objects may not be rendercd (see -alwaysrender) flag, 
and some objects may be rendered at low resolution. The default is 20 frames/second. 

Name: dissolveSpeed 

Class: DissolveSpeed 

Command-Line Switch: -dissolveSpeed 

Specifics how quickly dissolves should occur upon refinement. When the pad widget refines, it uses a dissolve effect instead of a 
simple buffer swap. l"e dissolve is controlled by -dissolveSpeed. This option may vary between 0 and 3 where 0 is a simple buffer 
swap. I is a fast dissolve, and 3 is the slowest dissolve. The default is 2. 

Name: doubleBuffer 

Class: DoubleBuffer 

Command-Line Switch: -doubleBuffer 

Specifies if the system should use double buffering for rendering. If doubleBuffer is set to 0 (00). renclcring will be a little faster, 
but the screen will flash quite a bi!. Mostly useful for debugging. Default is I. 

Name: enableOpaque 

Class: EnableOpaque 

Command-Line Switch: -enableOpaque 

Nonnally, objects which are completely behind opaque objects are not rendered. Tum this flag off to !Urn ofT this efficiency 
mcthod. Default is 1. 

Name: fastPan 

Class: FastPan 

Command-Line Switch: -fastPan 

Pad++ nonnaHy does fast pans, i.e., copying the ponion of the screen that doesn't change, and re-rendering the new portion. This 
results in an approximation which can make the view be ofT by up to a half of a pixel. Fast panning can be disabled by setting this 
flag to 0 which results in slower but more accurate pans. Default is I. 
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Name: fontCacheSize 

Class: fontCacheSize 

Command-Line Switch: -fontCacheSize 

POO++ employs a simple caching mechanism when drawing text in Type I fonts, The caching mechanism remembers what si7..e, 
font and bitmap it used when it last drew a particular character. and if that character is drawn again at the same size and font, 
poo++ reuses the last bitmap image for that character rather than generating the bitmap for the character from its outline 
description. This greatly increases the speed of rendcring large quantities of tex\. 

You can configure thc caching mechanism using the -jomCacheSize option. The font cache size is measured in Kilobytes (rounded 
to the nearest lOOK). Setting -jonlCacheSize to ° turns off font caching. and characters are always drawn from their outl ine 
descriptions. The default value is I()() which produces significantly faster font rendering than using no font cache. Values above 
100 have a lesser impact on pcrfommnce. but may be effective for applications which usc a lot of text with different fonts and 
sizes. 

Name: ga"",,a 

Class: Gamma 

Command-Line Switch: -ganuna 

Specifies 'gamma' used for allocating colors for images. This number controls how light or dark an image appears to be. Larger 
numbers will make images appear lighter. Default is 1.0. 

Name: height 

Class: Height 

Command-Line Switch: -height 

Specifics the height of the Pad in pixels. Dcfaults to 400. 

Name: heightmmofscreen 

Class: HeightMMOfScreen 

Command-Line Switch: -heightmmofscreen 

Specifies the height of the physical screcn in millimeters. Normally, Ih is information is given by the X scrver. but sometimes it is 
incorrect (for example, on SOme laptops). If it is incorrect, coordinates on the Pad++ surface will be incorrect. If this valllC is sct to 
0, the X server information will be used. Defaults to O. 

Nanle: interruptible 

Class: int erruptible 

Command-Line Switch: -interruptible 
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If this flag is true (I), then animations and slow renders will be interrupted by events (mouse and keyboard). Defaults to true (1). 

Name: maxZoom 

Class: Hadoom 

Command-Line Switch: -max zoom 

This controls the maximum zoom (in and out) that any view is allowed. This way, it not possible to crash pad by zoonting in or out 
too far. It defaults to 100.000.000 which gives 16 orders of magnitude of zooming (8 in and 8 out). Note that the amount one can 
zoom in is detennined by the product of the (x, y) position and thc zoom. So, while you can zoom into the position (0, 0, 
100000000), you can only zoom into (1000. 1000. 100000). Selling -m{]);zoom to 0 disables the checking. 

Name: refinementDelay 

Class: RefinementDelay 

Command-Line Switch: -re£inementDelay 

Specifies the delay in milliseconds after the last X event to stan refinemcnt. Default is 1000. 

Name: sync 

Class: Sync 

Command-Line Switch: -sync 

Specifics if X event synchronization should be turned on. When it is on. the X server executes every command as it is exccuted 
rather than caching them and executing commands in groups. Generally useful just for debugging. Default is 0. 

Name: uni t s 

Class: Unit~ 

Command-Line Switch: -uni ts 

Specifies unit dimensions for all coordinates used by Pad++. It can be any of "points". "mm". "inches". or "pixels". Defauh is 
points. 

Name: width 

Class: Width 

Command-Line Switch: -width 

Specifies the width of the Pad in pixels. Defaults 10 400. 
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Name: widthrnmofsc:reen 

Class: WidthMMOfScree n 

Command-Line Switch: -widthnvnofscreen 

Specifies the width of the physical screen in millimeters. Nonnally. this information is given by the X server, but sometimes it is 
incorrect (for example, some laptops). If it is incorrect, coordinates on the Pad++ surface will be incorrect. If this value is set to 0, 
the X server information will be used. Defaults to O. 

Widget Commands 
The pad command creates a new Tel command whose name is p<lthNa me. This command may be used to invoke various operations on the 
widget. It has the following general form: 

pathName option [arg arg ... J 

Optioll and the args determine the exact behavior of the command. The following widget commands are possible for Pad++ 
widgets: 

[II pathName addgroupmember [- no transformj tagOr l d groupTagOrld 

Add all items specified by togOr/d to the group specified by groZlpTogOrld. I fgroupTogOrld specifics more than one item. the 
first one is used. The items are added to the end of the group in the order specified by IOg0r/d. Groups automatically update their 
bounding boxes to enclose all of their members. Thus, they will grow and shrink as their members change. 

By default, items are transformed so they don't change their location when added 10 a group, even if the group has a 
transformation. This is implemented by transforming the item's transformation to be the inverse of the group's transformation. If 
the -llotralls/orm Oag is specified, this inverse transformation is not applied. and the item will move by the group's transformation 
when added. (Also see the removegroupme mbe r, and getgroup commands). Returns an empty string. 

Example ; 

sct idO [.pad create line 0 0 100 100] 

254 

sct id I l.pad create line -10 20 80 -60J 

255 

set gid l .pad create group -members "$idO Sid I"] 

256 

.pad ic $gid -members 

254255 

set id3 l.pad create rectangle -20 -20 130 40) 
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266 

.pad addgroupmember Sid3 $gid 

.pad ic $gid -members 

254255266 

; ........... j .. : 

I '<: I 

.pad removcgroupmembcr $idO Sgid 

.pad ic $gid -members 

255266 

/ 
I 'x< I 
........... ':-.. ... .. 

. pad getgroup $id2 

256 

12] pathName addJoodifier modifier 

Define modifier to be a user-defined modifier that can be used in future event bindings. (Also see the delet;emodifier, 
set.modifier, getrnodifier. and bind commands). 

[3] pathName addoption [-nowritej typename optionname optionscript default 

Add a new option (named oplionname) 10 all objects of type typename. typenamc must either be a buil t-in type. a user
defined type previously defined by addtype. or the special word "al!" which means that this option applics 10 all types. 
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When option script is ca lled, the following arguments will be added on to the end of the script: 

pathName: The name of the pad widget the item is on 

item: The id of the item being configured 

[value]: Optional value. If value is specified then the option must be sct to this value. 

optionscript must return the current (or new) value of the option. defaul t specifies the dcfaul! value of this option. This is 
used to detennine if the option should be written OUI when the write command is executed. Note that the option will only be 
written out if the value is different than the default. If · nowrite is specified then this option won't be written out. Sec the 
section APPLI CA n ON· DEFINED ITEM TYPES AND OlyrrONS in the Programmer's Guide for more information. (Also 
see the add type command.) 

f4] pathName add tag- tag-ToAdd t ag-Orld 

For each item specified by the list oftagOrlds, add tagToAdd to the list of tags assoeimed with Ihe item ifit isn't already present on 
that list. It is possible that no items will be specifi ed by tagOrld, in which ease the command has noefTeet. This command returns 
an empty string. 

This command is designed to be used in conjunction with the find command. Notice the necessity of using eva l in this exanlple: 
eval .pad addt<'lg- too I . pad t i nd withtag bar] 

[5) pathName <'Iddtype typcname createscript 

Add typenanle to the list of allowed user defined Iypes. When a new object of type typenanle is ereated, the eremescript will 
be evaluated and it must return an object id. When createscript is evaluated the pad widget the object is being created on 
will be added on as an extra argument. followed by any parameters before the options. Sec the section APPLICATION· 
DEFINED ITEM TYPES AND OPTIONS in the Programmer's Guide for more infonnation. (Also see the addoption 
command.) 

[6J pathName a lloc:boICder color 

Allocates a border for future use by render callbacks. A border is a fake 3D border created by a slightly lighter and a slightly 
darker color than specified. Color may have any of the fonn s accepted by Tk_ GetColor. (Also see the t reeborder and 
duwbo IC deIC commands). 

[7J pathName .. lloccol or color 

Allocates a color for future use by render callbacks. Color may have any of the fonns accepted by Tk_GetColor. (Also see 
the tree col or and setcolor commands). 
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[8) pathName allocimage file [-norgb] 

Allocates an image for future use by image objects and render callbacks. file specifies the name of a file containing an 
image. allocimage can always read gif file formats. In addition. if Pad++ is compiled with the appropriate libraries, 
a llocimage can also read jpeg and tifT image £ile fonnats, and will automatically determine the file type. Nonnally, images 
are stored internally with thcir full rgb colors in addit ion to a colormap index. This allows images to be rendered with 
dithering, but takes 5 bytes per pixel. If the -norgb option is specified, then the original rgb information is not stored with the 
image and the image can not be rendered with dithering. but only takes I byte per pixel. The image may have transparent 
pixels. This returns an image token which can be used by related commands. (Also see the freeirnage. drawimage, and 
info commands. and the description of imag e items.). 

[91 pathName bbox [-sticky] tagOrld [tagOrJd tagOrJd ... } 

Returns a list with four clements giving the bounding box for all the items named by the /agOrld argument(s). The list has 
the form "xl y I x2 y2" such Ihat the drawn areas of an the named clements arc within the region bounded by x I on the left , 
x2 on the right. y 1 on the bottom. and y2 on the lOp. If -sticky is specified, then the bounding box of the item in sticky 
coordinates. that is, the coordinates of a sticky item that would appear at the same location on the screen is returned. 1 fno 
items match any orthe /agOrJd arguments then an empty string is returned. 

I fthe item is sticky then bOOx returns Ihe bounding box of the item as it appears for the current view. That is. the bounding 
box will be difTeren! when the view is different. If -slicky is specified. then the bounding box returned is independent of the 
current view (i.e" it returns the bounding box as if the view was "0 0 1 "). 

If the item is the Pad++ surface (item Il l), then bbox will refer to the bounding box of the ponion of the surface that is 
currently visible (based on the view and window size) . 

. pad bbox 27 37 

-75 -55 68 79 

[IOJ pathName bind tagOrld [sequence [command]] 

This command associates command with all the items given by lagOrid such that whenever the event sequence given by 
sequence occurs for one of the items the command will be invoked. 
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This widget command is similar to the n. bind command except that it operates on items on a poo++ widget rather than 
ent ire widgets. See the n. bind manual entry for !;omplcte details on the syntax of sequence and the substitutions performed 
on command before invoking it. 1be Pad++ widget defines extensions described below. but it is implemented as a complete 
superset of the standard bind command. I.e .. you can do everything you can with the can\'as with exactly the same syntax. 
but you can also do more. 

If all arguments are specified then a new binding is created replacing any existing binding for the same sequence and 
tagOrld (if the first charncter of command is "+" then commond augments an existing binding rather Ihan replacing il). In 
this case the return value is an empty string. If both command and sequence are omitted then lhe oommand returns a list of 
all the sequences for whkh bindings have been defined for {agOrld. 

The only cvents for whi!;h bindings may be specified are those relnted to Ihe mouse and keyboard su!;h as Enter, LeOl'e, 
BlittOnPreSS, Molion. HlIl/onRe/ease. KeyPress and KeyRe/ease. In addition, Pad++ supports sonte extra bindings including: 
Create, Modify, De/ele. Porlo/lnlercept, and Write. The handling of events in Pad++ uses the current item defined in Item 
IDs and Tags in the Programmer's Guide. Enter and LeOl'e events trigger for an item when it becomes the current item or 
ceases to be the current item; note that lhese events are difTeren t than Emer and I.eave events for windows. Mouse-related 
events are directed to the current item, if any. Keyboard-related events are directed to the focus item, if any (see the focus 
command below for more on Ihis). 

It is possible for multiple bindings to match a partkular e\·enl. This could occur. for example, if one binding is associated 
with the item's id and another is associated with one of the item's lags. When this occurs. all of the matching bindings are 
invoked, 1be order of firing is conlrol led by lhe pad bindtll<]s command, 1bc default is that a binding associated with the 
all tag is invoked first. followed by one binding for each of the item's tags (in order). followed by a binding associated with 
the item's id, If there are multiple matching bindings for a single tag. then only the most specific binding is invoked. A 
COntinue command in a binding scriptlerminates that script. and a break command terminates Ihat script and skips any 
remaining scripts for the e\·ent. just as for lhe bind command. 

I fbindings have been created for a pad window using the Tk bind command. then they are invoked in addition to bindings 
created for the pad's items using the bind widget command. The bindings for items will be invoked before any of the 
bindings for the window as a whole. 

The Pud++ bind command is extended in three ways: 
• Extra maero expansions are added 
• New events are added: <Create>, < Modify>, <Delete>. <Wri te>. and <Portallntcrcept>, 
• User-specified modifiers are added 

Extr a mlicro npansions 

When a command is invoked several substitutions are made in the text of the command that describe the speci fic 
event Ihat invoked the command. In addition to the substitutions thalthc Tk bind command makes. Pad++ makes a 
few more. As wilh the n. bind command all substitutions are made on two character sequences that stan with %'. 
The special Pad++ subslilutions are: 

0/01': The pad widget that receh-ed the even\. This is nonnaJly the same as %W. but could be different if the event goes 
through a portal onto a different pad widget. 

• 0/00: The id of the specific item that receh'ed lhe e\'col. 
• %1: Informal ion about this even\. This has difTerent meanings for difTcrent c\'enttypes. For <MOdify> events. it 

specifies lhe command that caused the modification. For <PortlllI ntercept> events, it specifies the name ofthc 
event type generating the Portallntercep\. Standard Tel event names. such as ButtonPress or BunonRelease are used. 
This can be used by Portallntercepl events to only let certain event types go through the portal. Note that only a single 
Portallntercept event is generated for a Bunon. Motion. BullonRelease sequence. so thcse three e\'enlS can not be 
distinguished in this manner. 

• %i: 'Ille X-coordinate of the event on the 1'00++ surface. This is slx:cified in the current units (i.e., pixels or inches) of 
the pad widget. 

• %j: 'l1te Y -coordinate of the event on the Pad++ surface, This is specified in the current unils (i ,e .. pixels or inches) of 
the pad widget. 
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• '%z: Size of event in pad coordinates. This is dependent on thc view. [t efTectively says how much the event is 
magnified. I.e .. if the view is zoomed in by a factor of two, then this will have a value oft....-o. [I is also affectcd by 
portals that the event travels through. 

• %U: The X-coordinate of the event in object coordinatcs. This means that the point will be transformed so that it is in 
the same coordinate system of the object (independent of the object's transformation as wel[ as the current view). This 
is specified in the current units (i.e. , pixels or inches) of the pad widget. 

• %V : The V-coordinate of the event in object coordinates. This means thallhe point will be transformed so that it is in 
the same coordinate system of the object (independent of the object's transformation as well as the current view). This 
is specified in the current units (i.e., pixels or inches) of the pad widget. 

• 0/02 : Size of event in object coordinates. This is dependent on the view and Ihe magnifications of the object. 
• %1: The list of portal ids that the event passed through. 
• %L: The list of pad surfaces orthe portals the event passed through. TIlis list corresponds to the list of portal ids from 

'%1'. 

New Events 

Several new events fire at special times. depending on the semantics of the event. 

<create> : This event gets fired whenever new pad items are created. Because items Ihat Ihis is attached to don't have 
id's yet , it only makes sense to attach this evcnl to a tag. Then this event gelS fired immediately after any item oflhe 
relevant tag is created. Example: 

. pad bind too <Create> (puts "A too was created , id"'O" ) 

. pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -tags " foo " 
- > A foo wa s created , id- 5 

<Modify> : This event gelS fired whenever an item is modified. Modification occurs whencvcr an item's configuration 
options are changed, and whenever the following commands are execUled on an item: coords, i t emconfigure, 
~cale, slide, text . The %1 macro specifies the command that caused thc modification. Example: 

. pad bind f oo <Modify> lputs "A foo was modified, end_U " ) 

. pad Create rec t angle a a 50 50 -ta gs "foo " 

. pad itemconfigure foo -pen r ed 
-> A foo was modified , cmd-itemconfigure 

<Delete> : This event gets whenever an item is deleted. It is Iypically used to clean up application resources 
associated with thc item that was deleted. 

<Write> : This event fires whenever an item is written out with Ihe pad write command. While Pad++ knows how to 
gcnerate the Tel code necessary to recreate itself, items are often part of an application with associated data structures, 
etc. When an item is written out. it is frequently necessary to write out these associatcd struCtures. Sometimes, the 
application may prefer to substitute its code for pad's. This event provides a mechanism to augmcnt or replace 
(possibly with an empty string) the Tcl code wrillen out to recreate a pad item. 

Whatever string a <Write> event returns is appended on to the string pad uses to write out that object. In addition. the 
application may modify the special globa[ Tel variable. pad ~ Write which controls whether the item will get written 
out. This defaults \0 I (true). but may be set to 0 (false) by the event binding. In addition. the <Write> event gets fired 
on the special tags "preWri. te" and "postWri te" althe beginning and end of the file, rcspectively, to allow an 
application to write out code at the ends of the file. Example: 

.pad bind preWrite <Write> { 
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return "Stuff at the beginning of the file" 

.pad bind post Write <Write> ( 

return "Stuff at the end of the fil e" 

.pad bind foo <Write> { 

return "Stuff after foo objects" 

.pad bind bar <Write> { 

set Pad~ Write 0 

rcturn "Stuff instead ofhar objects" 

1/ This forces all objects with the "cat" tag 

/1 10 have nothing written out. NOlice that an 

/I empty string must be returned, or "0". the 

/I result of the sct comm(lnd, will be wrillen oul. 

.pad bind cat <Write> { 

return "" 

/I This exrunple also has nothing wrillen out, 

/I but in addition. no other event h(lndlcrs 

/I will fire (thc object could have multiple 

/I tags, each with < Write> event handlers) . 

. pad bind dog <Write> { 

Sct Pad~ Wri te 0 

<PortalIntercept>: This event gets fired just before an event passes through a IXlrta1. I rthe event handler executes 
the break command. then the event stops at the ponal and does not pass through. Exrunple: 

/I Events will oot go through ponals of Iype "foo" 

.pad bind foo <Ponallnlcrcept> ( 

break 
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User-specified modifiers 

Event handlcrs are defined by sequences as defined in the 11; bind reference pages. A sequence contains a list of 
modifiers which are direct mappings to hardware such as the shift key, control key, etc. Event handlers fire only for 
sequcnces with modifiers that are active, as defined by the hardware. 

Pad++ allows user-defined modifiers where the user can control which one of the user-defined modifiers is active (if 
any). The advantage of modifiers is that many different sets of event bindings may ~ declared all at once - each with 
a different user-defined modifier. Then, the application may choose which set of event bindings is active by selling the 
active user-defined modifier. This situation comes up frequcntly with many graphical programs where there are 
modes. and the effect of interacting with the system depends on the current mode. 

New modifiers must be declared before they c(ln be used with the pad addmodifier command (and may be deleted if 
they are no longer needed with the pad deletemodifier command.) Then, the modifier can be used in the pad bind 
command just like a system defined modifier. There may be (It most one active user-defined modifier per pad widget. 
The active user-defined modifier is set with the setmodifier command (and may be retrieved with the getmoditier 
comm(lnd). The current modifier may be sct to '''' (the defaul t) in which case no user-defined modifier is set. Example: 

.pad addmodifier Create 

.pad addmodifier Run 

.pad bind all <Create-Hul\onPress-] > { 

# Do stutTlo create new objects 

) 

.pad bind all <Run-ButtonPress- l> { 

# Do stuff to interact wilh existing objects 

# Now the system will be in "Create" mode 

.pad setmodifier Create 

# Now the system will be in "Run" mode 

.pad setmodifier Run 

[II] pathName bind taqs tagOrld ltype] 

I f type is specified, this command changes the ordering of event firings on all objects referred to bY!agOr/d. Since more 
than one event handler may fire for a given event. this controls what order they fire in. Iftype is "general", events fire most 
generally first. ThaI is. a binding associated with the all tag is invoked firs\' followed by one binding for each of the ilcm's 
tags (in order), followed by a binding associated wi th the item's id. (i.e .. all. tags. id). If type is "specific", then events fire 
most specific first. That is. a binding associated with the item's id is invoked first , followed by one binding for each of the 
item's tags (in order), fOllowed by a binding associated with the all tag (i.e .. id. rags. all). 
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If wgOr/d is palhName, then it does not change the ordering of any objects, but controls the default ordering of objects 
created in the future. 

The default event firing order for all objects is "general". This command returns the current event firing order for the first 
item specified by logOr/d. 

[12J pathName center [-\wostep] tagOrld ]time x y [z lponallD ... J IJJ 

Change the view so as to center the first of the specified items so the largest dimension of its bounding box fills the specified 
amount of screen (2). If ,/WoSiep is specified. then make the animation in two steps if appropriate (i.e .. points not too close). 
The two steps are such that it zooms out to the midpoint between the Iwo points far enough so that both stan and endpoints 
are visible, and then zooms to the final destination. Iflime is specified, then make a smooth animation to the item in lime 
milliseconds. The view is changed so that the item's center appears at the position on the screen specified by x and y, both in 
the rangc (0.0 ... 1.0). Here. 0.0 represents the left or bottom side of the window. and 1.0 represe11ls the right or top side of 
the window. x and y default to (0.5, 0.5). i.e. the center of the screen. lfa list ofpQrtallD's is specified change the view 
within the last one specified . 

. pad ce11lcr 23 

[13] pathName centerbbOx l-twoslep1 xl yl x2 y2 [lime [x y Lz [porlanD ... m] 

Changc the VlcW so as to center the specified bounding box so that its largest dimension fills the specified amount of screen 
(z). If -(Woslep is specified. then make animation in two steps ifappropriale (i.e .. points not too close). The two steps are 
such that it zooms oUlto the midpoint between the two points far enough so thai both stan and endpoints are visible, and 
then zooms to the final destination. Iflime is specified. then make a smooth animation to the item in time milliseconds. The 
view is changed so that the item's center appears at the position on the screen specified by x and y, both in the range (0.0. 
1.0). 1·lere. 0.0 represents the lell or boltom side of the window, and 1.0 represents the right or top side of the window. x and 
y default to (0.5. 0.5). i.e. the center of the screen. If a list of portal/D's is specified, change the view within the lasl one 
specified. 
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[14J pathName clock [c1ockName [reset I de1ete]J 

Creates a clock that is set to 0 at the time of creation. Returns the name of the clock. Future calls with cfockName return the 
nwnber of milliseconds since the clock was created (or reset). Calls wi th resel speCified reset the clock countcr to 0, and 
return an empty string. Calls with delele specified delete the clOCk, and return an empty string . 

. pad clock 

clock I 

.pad clock clock I 

8125 

.pad clock clock I reset 

.pad clock clock I 

1825 

.pad clock clock I delete 

[15] pmhName configure [optionl [value] [option value ... J 

QUCI)' or modify the configuration options of the widget. If no option is specified, returns a list describing all of the 
available options for pathName (see Tk _ConfigureInfo for infonnation on the fonnat of this Jist). If option is specified 
with no valuc, then the command returns a list describing the one named option (this list will be identical to the 
corresponding sublist of the value returned ifno option is specified). If one or more option-value pairs are specificd. then thc 
command modifies the given widget option(s) to have the given value(s); in this case the command returns an empty string. 
Option may have any of the values accepted by the pad command. See the section on WIDGET-SPECIFIC OPTIONS for a 
description of all the options and their descriptions. 

[ 16 J pathName coord~ [-objectcoordsJ [-append] r·nooUlplllj tagOrld [xO yO .. . J 

Query or modify the coordinates that define an item. This command returns a list whose clements are the coordinates of the 
item named by /agOr/d. If coordinates are specified then they replace the currcnt coordinates for the named item. If /ugOrld 
refcrs to multiple items. then the first one in the display list is used. The flags may be specified in any order. Note that the 
coords command generates a <Modify> event on the items modified by it (see the bind comrnand for a description of the 
<Modify> event). Lockcd items may not be rnodified by the coords command (see the -lock itemconfigure option). The 
coords cornrnand can only be used on line, rectangle, polygon and portal ilerns. 

If the flag -objeclcoords is specified, thcn al1 coordinales are returned in the item's local coordinate system (i.e. , as they were 
original1y specified). If this flag is nOl specified, then all coordinates are returned in the global coordinate system (i.e .. thcy 
are transformed by that item's translation and scale parameters). 

I fthe flag -append is specified thcn all the specified coordinates are appended on to the existing coordinates rathcr than 
replacing them. 
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[fthe flag -11001ltPllt is specified. then this command returns an empty string. Typically, the -appel1d and -1100utPUt flags are 
specified together whcn adding points to an item and time is of the essence. 

set id [.pad create line -200 200) 

'0' lset i -20) '" <- 20) liner " '" • [expr " 
. 
" , '" , [expr 0.5 . (Si . Si ) J 

. pad coord! -append -nooutput Sid 5. 5, 

[17[ pathName create type [option value ... J 

Create a new item in pOlhName of type type. The cxact format of the arguments after type depends on I)pe . but usually they 
consist of tile coordinates for one or more points, followed by specifications for zero or more item options. See the 
OVERVIEW OF ITEM TYPES subsection below for detail on the syntax of this command. This command returns the id for 
the new item. 

[18] pathName damaqe ItagOridl 

Indicates that some of the screen is damaged (needs to be redrawn). Damages the entire screen if togOrJd is not specified, or 
just the bound ing box of each orthe objects specified by IOg0r/d. The damage will be repaired as soon as the system is idle, 
or when the update procedure is called. Returns an empty string. 

[19] pathName delete tagOrld [tagOrld ... J 

Delete each of the items given by each /agOr/d. and return an empty string. Note that the delete command generates a 
<Delete> event on the items modified by it (see the delete command for a description of the <Delete> event). Locked 
items may not be modified by the delete command (see the -lock itemconfigure option). 

l20] pathN" me deletemodifier modifier 

Delete modifier from the list of valid user-defined modifiers. Any event bindings that are defined with this modifier become 
invalid. (Also see the addmodifier, setmodifier. qet.modifier, and b ind commands). 

[21) pathN"ame deletetaq taqToDelete taqOrId [taqOrId ... 1 
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For each item specified by the list of lagOrlds. delete IagToDelele from the list of tags associated with the item if it isn't already 
present on that lis!. II is possible that no itcms will be speci fied by lagOrld, in which case the command has no effect. Note that 
dtag is an acceptable synonym for deletetag. This command returns an empty string. 

This command is designed to be used in conjunction with the lind command. Notice the necessity of using eval in this example: 
eval . pad deletetag foo ( .pad find withtag bar) 

122] pathName drawborder border type width xl y l 1'2 y2 

Draws a fake 3D border cormeCling thc specified coordinates. (See alloc:border and freeborder commands). This 
command can only be called within a render callback. Border must have been previously allocated by alloc:border. Type 
must be one of "raised". "flat ", "sun~en". "groove". ~ridge", "barup". or "bardown". The following example creates an 
object that draws a border: 

set border [.pad allocborder 8803030) 
.pad create rectangle 0 0 100 100 -render.'lcdpt 
.pad drawborder Sborder raised 5 0 0 100 100 

[23] pathName drawimage imagetoken x y 

Draws the image specified by imagetoken at the point (x. y) . (Also see allo<::image. freeimage , and info commands as 
well as the description of image items). This command can only be called within a render callback. 

124] pathName draw line xl y l x2 y2 [xn yn ... J 

Draws a multi-segment line connecting the specified coordinates. (See setco1or. setlinewidth , se t capstyle , and 
setjoinstyle commands). This command can only be called within a rcndercal1back. 

[25] pathName drawpolygon xl y l x2 Y2 1xn yn ... J 

Draws a elosed polygon connccting the specified coordinates. (See .,etcolor and setlinewidth). This command can only 
be called within a rendcr callback. 

[26) pa!hName drawtext SIring xloc yJoc 

Draws the specified text at the specified location. 'l1lis command can only be called within a render callback. (Also see the 
setcolor. set font, and setfontheight commands.) 
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[27} pathName find l-groupmembersJ searchCommand larg arg ... 1 

This command returns a list consisting of all the items that rnectthe constraints specified by search Command and arg's. The 
objects arc returned in display list order, and if -grollpmembers is specifi ed, then group mcmbers are returned, otherwise, 
they arc not. Note that this command does not return the pad surface (id # I). Search Command may take any of these forms: 

Returns all the items on the pad. 

below ugOrld 

Returns the item just before (below) the one given by tagOrld in the display lis\. IflagOrJd denotes more than one 
item, then the first (lowest) of these items in the display list is used. 

closest x y {hal o] {startTagOr ld] 

Returns the single item closest to the point given by x andy. Ifmore than one item is althe same closest distance (e.g. 
two itcms overlap the point), then the top-most of these items (the last one in thc display list) is used. If holo is 
specified, then any item closer than halo to the point is considered to overlap it. (Halo must be a non-negative 
number.) If halo is not specified. then only items at the point (x. y) will be found. 

The slartTagOrld argument may be used to step circularly through all the closest items. If slortTogOrld is specified, it 
names an item using a tag or id (lfby tag. it selects the first item in the display list with the gillen tag). Instead of 
selecting the topmost closest item. this form will select the topmost closest item tha! is below start in the display list: if 
no such item exists, thcn the selection behalles as if the start argument had not been speCified. 

withinfo i nfo 

Returns all t~ items containing the string info in their info itemoonfigure option. 

withla ye r layer 

Returns all the items on t~ layer layer. 

withname name 

Returns all the items having name. 

withtag t a gOrld 
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Returns all the items given by tagOrld. 

withtext text 

Returns all the items containing text. 

withtype type 

Returns all the items of type type. 

enclosed xl yl x2 y2 

Returns all the items complctely enclosed within the rectangular region givcn by x l, y l , x2, and y2. x l must be no 
greater then xl and y\ must be no greater than y2. 

overlapping xl yl x2 y2 

Returns all the items thai overlap or are enclosed within the rectangular region given by x l , y I, xl. and y2. x I must be 
no greater then xl and)' 1 must be no greater than )'2. 

m· m :~ ..... ~ ... : rH4 
. ,t 
: ~. . .... .., 

.pad find withtag selected 

527292 

[28J pathName focus ItllgOrld [portullO ... JJ 

Set the k~ board focus for the poo++ widget to the item gh'en by lagOrld. If II list of porlolllYs are specified, then the item 
sits on the surface looked onto by the last portal. If togOrJd refers to several items, then the focus is set to the first such item 
in the display list. I f tugOrJd doesn't refer to any items then the focus isn't changed If IbgOrld is an empty string, then the 
focus item is reset so that 110 item has the focus. If lagOrld is nOi specified then the command returns the id for the item that 
currently has the focus, or an empty string if no item has the focus. If the item sits on a different surface than pbthName, 
then this command also returns the pathName of the item. 

Once the focus has been set to an item. all keyboard e\'cnts will be directed to that itcm. The focus item within a Pad++ 
widgct lind the focus window on the scrten (set with the 11; focus command) are tOially independent: a given item docsn't 
actually have the input focus unless (a) its pad is the focus window and (b) the item is the focus item within the pad. In most 
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cases it is advisable to follow the focus widget command with the focus command to set the focus window to the pad (if it 
wasn't there already). Note that there is 00 restriction on the type of item that can receh'e the Pad++- focus. 

1291 pmhNamc freeborder border 

Frees the lwrder previously allocated by all.o<::OOrder. (Also see thc allocbor der and drawoorder commands). 

130J pathName freecolor color 

Frees the color previously allocated by 1l1occolor. (Also see the all.occolor and aetcolor commands). 

PII pathName f r ee image image token 

Frees Ihe imoge previously allocated by a ll.o<::image. (Also see the all.ocimage and drawimage commands. as well as the 
description of i,...g. itcms). 

132] pathNamc ge t d a te 

Rcturns the cum:nt date and time in the standard unix time fonnat. 

% .pad getdate 

Wed May 29 20:01 :49 1996 

[33 ] pathName getgr oup tagOrld 

Return the group id that togOrld is a member of. IfwgOrld is oot a member ofa group. then th is command returns an emply 
string. If wgOrld specifies more than one object, then this command refers to the first item spedfied by tagOrld in display- list 
order. (Also see the addgroupmember. and relllOvegroupm.ember commands). 

134] pathName getlevel 

Returns the current render Icvel This command can only be called within a render callback. (See the sections on Rejillemem 
and Region Management ond Screen Updating in the Programmer's Guide for more infonnation about render Icvels). 

PSI pathName getmag tagOrid 
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Returns the cunent magnification of /ogOr/d for this specific render (it could be rendered multiple times ifvisible through 
different portals). Magnification is defined as the multiplication of the current view (including portals) with the object's size 
(from the -place itcmconfigure option). This command can only be called within a render callback, 

[361 pathName ge~modifier 

Return the current active modifier, (Also see the addmodifier, deletemodifier, setmodifier. and bind commands). 

137] pathNrune getpads 

Returns a liS! of all the Pad++ widgets currently defined. 

PSJ pathName ge tpo.- ta ls 

Returns the list of the portals the currenl object is being rendered within. This command can only be called within a render 
callback. 

(39] pathName getslze tagOrld ?portallD ... ? 

Returns the largest dimension of the first item specified by tagOrld. If a portal1ist is specified, then the size of the item 
within the last portal is returned. 

[40j pathName gettags tagOrld 

Return a list whose elements are the tags associated with the item givcn by tagOr/d. If tagOrld refers to more than one item, 
then the tags are returned from the first such item in the display list. IfwgOr/d doesn't refer to any items, or if the item 
contains no tags, then an empty string is returned. 

[41 J pathName gettextbbox string 

Returns a list with four elements giving the bounding box of string if it is drawn with the drawtext command. Thc list has 
the form "xl yl x2 y2" such that the text is within the region bounded by x l on the left. x2 on the righ t, yl on the bottom, 
and y2 on the top. The bounding box is affected by the set font and setfonthei ght commands. 

[42J pathName getview [portanD ... } 
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Returns the current view of the main window in ",rview yview zoom" form. Here, (xview,yview) specifies the point at the 
center ofthc window, and zoom specifies the magnification. If a lisl of par/allD's is specified, than the view of the last ponal 
is returned instead of the view of the main window. (See moveto to set the current view) . 

. pad getview 

14 1342 

.pad ie 221 -place 

S liS I 

d •• t' , ... 6 t " ... 

. pad movelo -250 -150 0.5 

.pad getview 

-250-1500.5 

. pad ic 221 -place 

8.1125118.7531 

....... "' . 
., .. ~' ........ _'10 0.,;: ; 

~ .. . . . -. -. -... ~ 

143J pathName grid option arg larg ... J 

The grid command arranges one or more objects in TOWS and columns and treats them as a group. It is based on the Th: grid 
geometry manager and its behavior and Tel syntax are very similar to il. In pad, all grid commands are sub-commands of the 
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pad command. See the section on GRID ITEMS for a complete description of this command. and how to create and use 
grids. 

144] pathName hastag tagOrld tag 

Detcnnines if the item specified by /agOrld contains the specified tag. This command returns" 1" if the item docs contains 
the specified tag. or "0" otherwise. If wgOrld refers to more than one item. then the comparison is performed on the first 
item in the display list. IflagOrld doesn', refer to any items, then "0" is re turned. 

145) pathName info subcommand 

A general command for accessing infonnalion about pad and items on the pad surface. SlIbcommand may be any of the 
following: hlmlor image. Eaeh subcommand may have sub-subcolnmands and options. All the subcommands and their 
options foliow: 

htrnl getlastchangedate <tagOrld> 

Returns the last date this page was modified as specified by the server. 

html getlength <tagOrld> 

Returns length Oflhis page in bytes. 

html getsource <tagOrld> 

Returns HTML source of this page. 

html gettype <tagOrld> 

Returns Mime type of this page as specified by the server. 

image 'letdim <image token> 

Returns dimensions (x y ) of this image in pixels. 

image getname <imagetoken> 

Returns filename this image was loaded from. 

[46] pathNrune hlinked 

WARNING: hlinked is an obsolete command and will be removed in the next release. Replace all uses of hUnted with 
the n 'winfo ismapped' command. 

Returns a nag specifying if pathName has been mapped to the display yet. 
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[47] pathName itemconfigure [-nondefaultsJ tagOrrd [option [value] ... } 

This command is similar to the configure command except that it modifies item-specific options for the items given by 
tagOrId instead of modifying options for the overall pad widget. ic is an allowed synonym for itemconfigure. If no option 
is specified, then this command returns a list describing all of the available options for the first item given by logOr/d. If the 
-nonde/olilis flag is specified., then only those options modified by an application will be returned. If oplioll is specified with 
no value. then the command returns the value oflhat option. rf one or more option-value pairs arc specified, then the 
command modifies the given widget option(s) to have the given value(s) in each of the items given by IGgOrld; in this case 
the command relUrns an empty string. Ifvallle is an empty string, then Ihat option is set back to ils default value. 

The options and values are the same as those permissible in the create command whcn the ilem(s) were created: see the 
sections below staning with OVERVIEW OF ITEM TYPES for details on the legal options. Note that the itemconfigure 
command generates a <Modify:> event on the items modified by it (see the i temconfigure command for a description of the 
<Modify:> evcnt). Locked items may not be modified by the itemconfigure command (see the -lock itemconfigureoption). 

[48} pathName line211pline error xl y l ... xn yn 

Takes the coordinates for a line. and uses an adaptive curve fitting algorithm to generate the coordinates for a spline that 
approximates Ihe line. The spline coordinates arc returned. error is a floating point number indicating how closely the spline 
curve should follow the line. USing a smaller crror will tend to generate a spline made with more bezier segments that follow 
the line more accurately. Using a larger crror will produce fewer bezier segments but the fit will be less accurate. See the 
section on SPLINE ITEMS on how splines are specified in Pad++. (Also see spline2line.) 

[491 pathName lower [-onel lagOrld [belowThis] 

Move all of the items given by wgOrJd to a new position in the display list just before the item givcn by belown,is. If 
wgOrid refers to more than one item then all arc moved but the relative order of the moved items will not be changed. 
belawThis is a tag or id; if it refers to more than one item then the first (bottommost) of these items in the display list is used 
as the destination location for the moved items. If belown/is is not specified, then logOrld is lowered to the bottom of the 
display list. I f the -one flag is specified thcn lagOrld is lowered down one item in display order which mayor may not have 
a visible efTect. -one and above This may not both be specified. rfany items to be lowered are h>TOUP members. they are 
lowered within their group rather than being lowered on the pad surface. Returns an empty string. 

[50} pathName JOOvet.o [-twostep) xview yview zoom [time jponall D ... n 

Change the view so that the point "xview)'View" is at the center of the screen with a magnification of zoom. If xview, )'View, 
or zoom is specified as '''', then that coordinate is not changed. If -fWQSlep is specified then make animation in two steps if 
appropriate (Le .• points not too close). The two steps arc such that it zooms out to the midpoint between the two points far 
eoough so that both start and endpoints arc visible. and then zooms to the final destination. If lime is specified, then the 
change in view will be animated in enough evenly spaced frames to fill up lime milliseconds. If a list ofparwflD's are 
specified. then the view will be changed within the last specified par/alID rather than wi thin the main view. The return value 
is the current view. (See getview to gel the current view). 

(5 1] pathName noise index 
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Returns a repeatable ooise value based on Ihe fioaling-JXlinl value of index. 111is noise function is equal 10 0 whenever index 
is an integer. Typically, noise is called wilh slowly incrementing values of index. The closer the consecuti\'e values of index 
are. the higher Ihe frequency oflhe resulting noise will be. This noise function is from Ken Perlin at New York University 
(http://www.mrl.nyu.edulperlin). 

Example: 

set coords "" 
set noiseindex x 0. 1928 
set nOiseindex-y 100.93982 
set noiseincr 0.052342 
for {set i 0) {$i < 100) {incr i ) { 

set x [expr 500.0 [.pad noise Snoiseindex xJl 
set y [expr 500.0 • [.pad noise $noiseindex=y]] 
lappend coord9 $x 
l append coords Sy 
set noiseindex x [expr Snoiseindex x + Snoiseincr] 
set noiseindex:::y [expr Snoiseindex:::y + $noiseincr] 

eval .pad create line $coords 

r52] pathName padxy [-stickyl [-portals] winx winy [-gridspacing value] 

Given a window x-coordinate wim and y-coordinate winy, this command TCturns the pad x-coordinate and y-coordinate that 
is displayed at thaI location. If -slicky is specified. the coordinate transform is done ignoring the current view (Le .. as for 
sticky objects.) If -portals is specified, then the JXlint (winr, winy) is passcd through any JXlnals it on. If -gridspacing is 
speCified, then the pad coordinate is rounded to the nearest muhiple of value units. 

[53] pathName pick [-divisible] I-indivisible] win." winy 

Given a window coordinate (wim, winy), it returns the visible object underneath that point. If the JXlint should pa~s through 
any portals, a <Portallntercept> event will be fired which will detcnnine if the event will pass through that JXlrtal. By 
default. the pic~ command uses the divisibility of individual groups to determine if group members should be picked. 
However the -divisible or -indivisible flags (only one of which may be specified) override group's divisibility. I f -divisible is 
specified, then group members will be picked from any group the JXlint hits. If -illdivisible is specified. then group objects 
and not group members will be picked. 

, _pad create line 0 0 100 100 

" .pad C~eate rectangle 30 30 80 80 
23 

. pad addmodifier Pick 

. pad bind all <Pick-ButtonPress-l> { 
event_Press U ' j I x Iy ' 0 

proc event_Press {i j x Y obj) { 
• Get the gr oup object not the group members 
i underneath the point x y 

set container I .pad pick -indivisible Sx Sy) 
puts "container Scontainer object : Sobj coords : lSi , $j)" 

.pad setmodifier Pick 
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Now, group the line and rec:tangle : 

,; (J ..... J 

, .pad c:reate group -members "22 23 " 

" 

0 ·" 
/// • • ;0) ' • 

•• 

Now, clic:k on the line, the system response with : 

/' 
/ 

container 24 object: 22 coords: (37 . 5, 36) 

L.21
/,.~ .,,' 

/0.><) ' . 
/ . 

/ . ., 
Now, click on the rectangle, system response wi t h : 

container 24 object: 23 c:oord,,: (66.S , 28) 

NOw, change the pick cotmtand as: 
set container [.pad pick -divisible S" Sy]: 

Then click on the line: 
container 22 object : 22 coord!! : (52 . 5, 52) 

Click on the rec t angle : 
container 23 object: 23 coord s : 163.5, 30) 

l54) pathName popcoordfrarne 

Page 34 of 84 

Pops the top frame off the stack of coordinate frames. The resulting frame on the top oflhe stack becomes active. Also see 
pushcoordfrarne and resetc:oordframe. Returns the frame popped off lhe stack. 

[55 ) pathName print tree 

Prints the current hierarchical tree of items to stdout (used for dcbugging). Returns an empty string. 

l56) pathName pushcoordframe tagOrld 

pathName pushcoordfrarne xl y1 x2 y2 

Pushes a coordinate frame onlO the stack of coordinate frames. When any coordinate frames are on the stack. all coordinates 
are interpreted relative to the frame instead of as absolute coordinates. A frame is a bounding box. and all coordinates are 
specified within the unit square whcre the unit square is mapped to the frame. 
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Note thai the -penwidlh and -minsize and -maxsize itemoonfigure options are also relative to the coordinate frame. In these 
cases, a value of I refers to the average oflhe frame dimensions. 

Text and images are scaled so that one line oftexl. or the height of the image is scaled to the height of the coordinate frame 
at a scale of I (using the -place or -z itemconfigure options) . 

For example, the following code makes 50 nested rectangles. Note that the width ofthc rectangles shrinks proponionally. 

for [set 1 0) lSi < SO) tincr 1\ { 

, 
set 1d [ . pad create rectangle 10 10 110 110 -penwidth 21 
.pad pushcoordframe Sid 

.pad resetcoordframe 

Also see popcoor dframe and resetcoordf rame. Returns the current coordinme frame. 

[57] pmhName raise [-oncl tagOrld labove1l1is] 

Movc all of the items given by /agOr/dto a ncw position in the display list just after the item givcn by above This. IftagOrld 
refers to more than one item then all arc moved but the relative order of the moved items will not be changed. above This is a 
tag or id: if it refers to more than one item then the last (topmost) of these items in the display list is used as the destination 
location for the moved items. If above This is not specified, then wgOrld is raised to the topofthe display list. [fthe -olle 
nag is specified. then lagOrld is raised up one item in display order which mayor may not have a visible effect. -one and 
above This may not both be specified. If any items to be raised are group members. they arc raised within their group rather 
than being raised on the pad surface. Returns an empty string . 

. pad raise 24 

If we use t he - one option : 
.pad raise -one 24 

The original position tur ns to be : 
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[58] pathName read filename 

ExecUies the tel commands in the filename. J f filename is created with the write command, then this command reads the pad 
scene back in. Rcturns an empty string. 

[59] pathName removegroupmembet [-notnnsfotmj t agOrld 

Remo\'e all itcms specified by tagOrld from the group they are a member of. and return them to the pad surface. Ifany of the 
items were members ofhieran:hical groups. they are removed from all groups, If any of the items are not a member of a group, 
then they are not affected. Items removed are added to the pad surface just after the group in terms of display-list order. 

By default. items are transformed so they don't change their location when removed from a group - even if the group has a 
transfonnation. This is implemented by transforming the item's transformation to be the inverse of the group's transformation. If 
the 'IIQtralis/orm flag is specified, this inverse transfonnation is not applied. and the item will move by the group's transformation 
when TClnO\'ed. (A lso see the addgroupmember. and getgroup commands). Returns an empty string. 

[60] pmhName tenderitem [tagOrldj 

During a render callback lTiggered by the -renderscript option. this function actually renders the object. During a
renderscript callback. if renderitem is nOI called. then the object will not be rendered. If /agOrld is specified, then all the 
items specified by /agOrld are rendered (and the current ilem is nol rendered unless it is in lagOr/d). This function may only 
be called during a render callback. Returns an empty string. 

[6 1] pmhName resetcoordftame 

Pops aU the frames off of the coordinate stack. Results in an empty stack. so all coordinates arc back to absolute coordinates. 
Also see pushcootdframe and popcoordframe. Returns an empty string. 

[62] pathName scale tagOrld IscaleAmount [padX padYjJ 

Scale each of the items given by /agOr/dby multiplying the size of the item with scaleAmollni. Scale the items around the 
item's cen!er. or around the point (padX. padY). if specified. This command returns the scale of the first item. Note thai the 
scale command generates a <Modify> evcn! on the items modified by it (see the scale command for a description of the 
<MOdify> evcnt). Locked items may not be modified by the scale command (sec the -lock itemconfigure option). 
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[63J pathName setcapsty1e capsty1e 

Sets the capstyle orlines for drawing within render callbacks. Capstyle may be any of: ~butt~, Mprojccting", or "roundM. This 
command can only be called within a render callback. 

[641 pathName ntco10r color 

Sets the color for future drawing with render callbacks. Color must have previously been allocated by &l1oc<:olor. lbis 
command can only be callcd within a render callback.. (Also see the a11occo10r and freecolor commands). 

[65] pathnamc set font fontname 

Scts the font for future drawing with render callbacks. This affects the result of the get textbbox command. FQnlname must 
specify a filename which contains an Adobe Type I fonl, or the string MSystemM which causes the Jlad++ line-font to be 
used. Defaults to ~systemM. (Also see the "etfontheiqht command). 

[661 pathname setfonthei'1ht height 

Sets the height of the font for future drawing with render callbacks. I-Ieight is specified in the current pad units. This affects 
the result of tile '1ettextbbox command. (Also sec the set!ont command). 

[67] pathname "tid tagorid id 

Sets the id oran exist ing item to id. If tagord specifies more than one item. then the first item is used. Returns an empty 
string. This generates an error if an invalid id is specified (i.e .. if it is in use). or if togorid does not specity an object. 

r68] ptllhName setjoinstyle joinstyle 

Sets the joinstyle of lines for drawing wi thin render callbacks. Joil/style may be any of: "bevel". "miter", or "round". This 
command can only be called within a render callback. 

[69] pathName set1an'1u&'1e language 
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Sets the language to be used for callback scripts that are created in the future. All callback scripts that have already been 
created will be evaluated in the language that was active at the time they were created. 'Illis command refcrs to all callback 
scripts including event handlers, render scripts, timer scripts. zoom actions. etc. Pad++ always includes atleastthc Tcl 
scripting language, but others may be active. depending On how Pad++ was built. This command controls whatever 
languages are currently installed. The language dcfaults to "automatic" where it tries to guess the language based on the 
syntax of the script. See the SCRIPTING LANGUAGES section in the Programmer's Guide for more details. (Also sec the 
s ettopl evel command.) 

[70J pathName setlinewidth width 

Sets the linewidth (in currcnt units) to widlh for future drawing with render callbacks. The actual width of the line will 
dcpend on the size of the object and the magnification of the view. Ifwidth is O. then Ihe line is always drawn I pixel wide. 
11lis command can only be called within a render callback. 

[71] pathName s etmodifie r modifier 

Make modifier be the current active modifier for this pad widget. modifier must have been previously defined with thc setmodifier 
command. (Also see the addmodi fier, dele temodifier , getmodifier. and bind commands). 

172] pathName settoplevel language 

Sets the language that the top-level interpreter should use. Pad++ always includes at least the Tel scripting language. but others 
may be added. Returns an empty siring. See the SCRlI)T1NG LANGUAGES section iuthe Programmer's Guide for more details. 
(Also see the s et l anguage command.) 

[73J pathName shape [innercoords outercoords] 

WARNING: shape has been renamed to windowshape, and will be removed in the next release. Replace all uses of shape 
with the windowshape command. 

[74] pathName slide tagOrld lei.>; dy] 

Slide each of the items given by tagOrld by adding dr and dy to the x and y coordinates of the item's transformation (i.e., 
their -place itemoonfigure option). This command returns a string with the (x, y) position at the item'S anchor point. Note 
that the slide command generates a <Modify> event on the items modified by it (see the slide command for a description 
of the <Modify> event). Locked items may not be modified by the slide command (sec the -lock itemconfigure option). 
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.set id [.pad create line 0 0 200 200] 

.pad slide Sid -80 30 

20.000000 70.000000 

[75] pathName splin.,2lin., error x I y J ... xn yn 

Takes the coordinates for a spline and uses an adaptive bezier algorithm to generate the coordinates for a line that 
apprxoimates the spline. error is how much error is allowed - a small error produces a greater number of points and more 
accuracy. A large error yields fewer points but the line is Jess accurate. See the section on SPLINE ITEM S for details on 
how splines are created. (Also sec line2spline.) 

['76] pathName text tagOrld option larg ... J 

Controls all interaction with a text item . See TEXT ITEMS for a description of indices and marks. lagOrld specifies the text 
item to apply the following command to. Option and the args determine the exact behavior of the command. Note that the 
text command generates a <ModHy> event on the itcms modified by it (see the text command for a description of the 
<Modify> event). Locked items may not be modified by the text command (see the -lock item configure option). The 
following command options are available: 

• 
• compare indexl op i ndex2 

Compares the indiccs given by indexl and index2 according to the relational operator given by op, and returns [ if the 
relationship is satisfied and 0 ifit isn't. Op must Ix:: one of the operators <, <"-=. >=, >, or !=. Ifop is = then I is 
returned if the two indices refer to the same character, ifop is < then I is returned if indexl refers to an earlier 
character in the text than index2, and so on. 

• delete indexl li ndex21 

Delete a range of characters from thc text. If both index 1 and index2 are specified. then delete all the characters 
staning with the one given by index I and stoppingjusl before index2 (i.e. the character at index2 is not dele ted). If 
index] doesn't specify a position latcr in the text than indexl then no characters are deleted. If index] isn't specified 
then the single character at indexl is deleted. The command returns an empty string. 

• get indexl [index2 J 

Return a range of characters from the tex\. 11le return value will be all the characters in the lext starting with the one 
whose index is indexl and ending just before the one whose index is index ] (the character at index] wil! not be 
returned). I f index] is omined then the single character at index } is returned. If there are no characters in the specified 
range (e.g. indexl is past the end of the file or index] is less than or equal to index l) then an empty string is returned. 

• index index [char] 

Returns the position corresponding \0 index in the form line.char where line is the line number and char is the 
character number. If char is specified, then the position is returned in the form char which is the character indcx from 
the beginning of the file. Index may have any of the form s described under INDICES. 

• insert index chars 

Inserts chars into the text just before the character at index and returns an empty string. 
• mad option [arg- arg ... J 

This command is used to manipulate marks. The exact behavior of the command depends on the option argument that 
follows the mark argument. The following forms of the command are currently supported: 
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mark names 

Returns a list whose elements are the names of all the marks that are currently set. 

mart set markName index 

Sets the mark named markName to a posilion just before the character at index. If markName already exists, it is moved from its old IX'si tion: if 
it doesn't exist, a new mark is created. This command returns an empty string. 

mark unset markName ImarkName ... J 

Remove the mark correslX'nding to each of the markNamr arguments. The removed marks will I10t be usable in indiccs and will not be returned 
by future calls to piithName IIIIIrt nall>e3. This command returns an empty string. 

(771 pathName tn. subcommand (args ... 1 

This commwld creates. maintains, and animates dynamic trees of Pad items. Items arc created by other pad functions.. and 
are placed into hierarchical tree structures 10 be managed by this code. '11ese trees suplX'n a focus + context viewing 
structure. mul tiple focii. and a focus function which has a controlled level of infiut.'Tlce on the tree. 

Each node has a layout object associated with it which controls the IX'sition and resizing of the p..1d item at thai node during 
a layout. Each layout controls a link item· a pad item created by the tfCe code. which graphically connects the node to its 
parent. This link item is maintained automatically by the tree code. but may be accessed and manipulated through the tree 

subcommand. 

Each pad has a treeroot objcct. which is a list of all pad tree nodes on the surface. Each of these "rOOI nodes· is an invisible 
trecnode which controls cenain subtrees on the pad surface. This organizat ion is necessary to keep trecs independent. 
Animation done at a node affects thai node and its children. so we need to be careful to organil..c the nodes in such a way that 
all nodes we wish 10 "know" about each other are connected in some manner. Separate hierarchies can be made 10 "avoid" 
each other during animation by connecting them togcthe under an invisible TOOt node. When the layout function is called on 
the root node. bolh hicrarchied will be laid OUI according 10 Ihe layout object which resides at the root node. 

A dynamic tree suppons an abitrary number of foci. Managemcnt of lhese foci is left up to the user. A node's focus is spread 
by a function which has scveral parametCfS. See the setfocuB subcommand for more infonnation. 

Manipulation of the II\.'C structure falls into four pans· tree management. layouL animation control, and parameter comrol. 

Tree Managem~nl 
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A tree can be added to by creating new nodes and adding them to the existing tree structure. Nodes and subtrees can be 
moved within trees. Nodes and subtrees can be deleted, which will also delete thc pad item associatcd with the treenode. 
Nodes and subtrees can be removed, which simply rcmoves the trcenode associated with the object, but leaves the object 
itself alone. 

Layout 

The default layout provided with the current version of this code creales a hierarchical tree in which a node's children are 
laid out to the right of the node. This layout prevents any overlapping of nodes by calculating the bounding box of the 
subtree rooted at a node. and laying out nodes so that these bounding boxes do not in tersect. 

Anim ation cont rol 

A tree always animales its members. It may also animate the view at the same time the members are being animated. 

Panlmcter cont rol. 

TIlere are a variety of parameters associated with the layout at a node, and the control of animation of a tree. 

Trees are creatcd and manipulated through the tree subcommands: 

Bddnode ehiidtagOrld parenttagOrld 

Adds chi/dwgOrld to fNlrenllagOrld as a child. If childwgOrld already has a parent. this command also removes 
chifdlOgOrld from that parent. When it is added to the tree, the item's currellt zoom is recorded and is used in all 
future calculations in the dynamic tree layouls. This means thaI an item's si7.e when il is added to Ihe tree is the size 
that it will have when it has a focus of 1.0. (See the tree setscale command 10 modify the size of an item after il has 
been added to a tree.) 

anirnatelayout lagOrld [-view view] 

Uscd in conjunction with compulelayout. Ihis command performs Ihe animated layout of a tree. It may be given a view, 
which Corces the system to animate the system view while the tree animation is laking place. Use getlayoutbbo>: to 
calculate a view for the finished animation. See computehyout for specific implementalion instructions. 

USing ani matelayout with the -view option forces an allimation or the view as the tree is animat ing. The view animates 
from the current view to Ihe one specified a~ Ihe tree animation is laking place. 

animaceview tagOrld [valucJ 

Sets the animatcView flag al /agOrJd. Conlrols whelheror not a layout will animate the view when layout is called at 
/agOr/d. 

connect lagOrld 

Draws links from wgOrld 10 its parent, and from /agOrlc!s children to lOgOr/d. 
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O::Olnpl,lulllyol,l t tagOrJd 

Computcs the final layout statc for a dynamic tree. This places final layout state infonnalion in the tree, some of which can 
be accessed in order to control the layout. For infonnation on accessing some of this infonnation. see the getlayol,ltbbox 
command. 

This code computes the future layout of a tree. then animates its view so that the center of the tagOrld's future position is in 
the center o f the screen at the end of the animation. Note that any trcenode which is a descendant of /agOrld wilJ return \'alid 
infonnation on a catlto get layoutbbox. Other nodes are not guaranteed to have valid infonnation . 

create tagOr[d 

. pad tree compl,ltalayout $node 
set futureBbox [.pad tree getlayoutbbox $nodel 
set view [bbcenter $tutureBbox) 
. pad tree animatelayout -view $view 

Creates II tn."tnode to monitor /agOrld. Creates default layout for trecnode. Adds lagOrld to the padroot. in preparation for 
placement somewhere else in the hierarchy. 

createroot 

Creates an invisible root node which is used to organize subtrees of infonnation. and returns the pad id of the dummy object 
at that node. Used to connect sc\"eraJ nodes together so that they appear to be root nodes at the same leveL Because this is an 
invisible node. no links will be drawn to it. 

delete I-subtree I tagOrld 

Delete the /agOrld and its associated pad object. layout. and link. By defau lt. when there is no subtree option. lagOrlds 
children nrc promoted to be children of /agOrlds parent. If the -subtree option is used. the entire subtree and all of its 
associated data and pad objects are deleted. 

getehildren tagOrld 

Returns a list of the ids of the pad objects which are children of lagOrld 

getfocus tagOrld 

Returns the focus value at 3tagOrld. which is 3 number on the interval 10.0. I.OJ 

g,tlayol,ltbbox lagOrld 

Returns the approximate bbox lagOrld will have at the end of tile current animation. This is only valid when used after 
cOlllputalayout . and before any manipulation of any member of the tree. Moving or resizing any object affccted by 
eomput,hyout will cause a few bugs in the animation oftoosc objects .... hen anilQuhyout is called. TIle system will not 
break. but any moved Object will first instantly move to the position it held when o::omputdayout was called, and then will 
animte to the position computelayout detennined for that object . Relatil'c sizing o f objects will be ignored by the system. 

getlink tagOr[d 

Retum the id of the item which graphically links /agOrld to its parent. 
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getparent tagOrld 

Return the id of the parent of wgOrid. 

getroot tagOrld 

Gets the root node of wgOrkls hierarchy - the node which resides just below the padroOl. 

isnode tagOrld 

Returns a boolean indicating whether or not wgOrld has a trcenodc attaehed to it. and is therefore a member of a hierarchy. 

layout tagOrld I-view view] 

Performs a recursive layout of lhe subtree rooted at lagOr/d. If the ~view oplion is used the tree will animate to the view 
provided. 

lower tagOrld [belowtagOrld] 

Controls the position of togOrid in the order of its siblings. If belowwgOrld is not provided, togOrld is moved to the bonom 
of the list. If belowtagOrid is provided. wgOrld is moved to a posilionjust above (after) belowtagOrld. 

raise tagOrld labovetagOrld] 

Controls the position of wgOr/d in the order of its siblings. If abo\'etagOrld is not provided. wgOr/d is moved to the top of 
the lis\. If abovewgOrid is provided, tagOrld is moved to a positionjusl above (after) abovetagOrld. 

rem:;.venode [-subtree]tagOrld 

Removes the treenode and layoul objects associated with tagOrld. If the -subtree is not included, togOr/ds infom13tion is 
removed. and togOrkls children are promoted. If the -subtree option is used. the entire lreenode hiemrchy is removed. 

reparent [-subtree]tagOrld parenttagorid 

Reparents wgOrld to belong to parenflagorid. The default case, in which the -sllblfee oplion is not used. rcparcnts wgOr/d, 
and promotes any children logOrld may have to be children of /agOr/ds original parent. If the -subtree option is used. the 
sublree rooted at lagOrid is moved. 

setani ma tespeed tagOrld mi lliseconds 

Sets the time for an animation to occur. Iflhis number is O. the animation will proceed immediately 10 the end state. During 
an animation. if any event is detected. the animation will proceed to Ihe end state. Thus, a double cliek on a trccnodc forces 
the animation 10 happen instantaneously. 

setfocus tagOrld [value [levels [fa1!off]J] 

Set Ihe focus value al a lagOr/d. This must be a number on the runge 10, I]. [fno vallie is provided. Ihe focus is sel to 1.0. 
The levels parameter conlrols the number of levels this focus is allowed to spread. Thefalloffparameter is a multiplier which 
controls the portion of focus which is passed on to the next level of recursion. For example. if this number is 0.75. then 
focus· O.75 of the focus is passed on at the nexl le\'el of recursion. 
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setfocusmag tagOrld value 

Recursive set command - works on the ernire subtree of the tagOrld is is given. Set the magnification diITerencc between an 
object of focus 0 and an object of focus 1. 

ser.scale tagOrld value 

Set the scale that an object will have when its focus is O. This is the smallest size that an object wi][ have in a dynamic tree. 
When a tree lagOr/d is creatcd, this value is au tomatically sel to the z value of the objcct. 

ser.spacing tagOrld xvalue (yvalue] 

Set the x and y spacing at a /agOr/d. This is Ihe amount of spacing between a tagOr/d and its spatial neighbors. 

[78] pathName type tagOrld 

Returns the type of the item given by /(IgOr/d. such as rectangle or text. [ f lagOr/d refers to more than one item. then the 
type of the fi rst item in the display list is returned. [f lagOrld doesn't refer to any items at all then an empty string is 
returned. 

f79] pathName update [-dissolve speed lwithRefinement]] 

This forces any outstand ing updates to occur immediately. I fthe -dissolve nag is specified. then speed determ ines how 
quickly the update is done. If speed is 0, the update will happen quick ly with a swap buffer. I f speed is between 1 and 3. the 
update will happen wi th a dissolvecffect where 1 is the fastest and 3 is the slowest. If the wilhRefinemem nag is specified, 
th is forces all refinements to occur immediately as well - which could be a slow process. Returns an empty string. 

l80] pathName urlfe tch URL ?option value ... ? 

pathName urlfetch Token 
where valid options are: 

-file <filename> 
- var <variable> 

-upda tescript <updateScript> 
-donescript <doneScript> 
-error script <errorScript> 

Retrieves the specified URL (Universa[ Resource Locator) from the World Wide Web. This command retums immediately, 
and the retrieval is done in the background (within the same process using a file handler.) As portions of the data comes in. 
updateScripl will be executed, and doneScripl will be executed when all of the data has completely arrived. [f there are any 
errors retrieving the data, then errorScripl will be executed. urlfetch returns a token that can be used to interact with this 
ret rieval. This token is appended to IIpdalcScripl. doneScripl and error5cripl when the scripts are executed. 

There are three methods to access the data retrieved by urlfetch. The first method is to specifY a file (with -file) in which 
case the data is written to that file as it is retrieved. The second method is to specify a Tel variable (with -var) in which case 
the data is Slored in that global variable as it is ret rieved. The variable will be updated with the current data before 
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IIpdateScript and doneScript are executed. Note thai the variable is not cleared by urlfetch and it is the responsibility of the 
eaJler to free it (with un!:let). The third method is to usc the second form of u rlfetch by passing it uri token during an 
updatescripl callback in which case it will return the data retrieved by that fetch. Three code segments follow which show 
the use of urlfetch. 

• I urlfetch example using a file 

• proc done (filename token 1 ( 
set file [open $filename " r " J 

I handle file 

set file "foo " 
. pad urI fetch http : //www . cs.unm.edu -file $file \ 

-donescript "done Stile " 

• I urifetch example using a Tcl global variable 

• p r oc done (tokenl ( 
global foo 

* handle data in "foo " 
unset foo ; ~ no longer nee d URL data 

I 
.pad urlfetch http : //www.cs.unm . edu -var f oo \ 

-donescript "done " 

• 8 urI fetch example using a token to incrementally 
t handle data as it ComeS in . 

• proc update {token} ( 
set data ( . pad urlfetch Stoken] * handle incremental data 

. pad urlf etch http : //www . cs . unm . edu \ 
-updatescrl.pt "upaate " -aonescrl.pt oone" 

[811 pathName windawshape [innercoords outercoordsl 

Changes the shape of the top-level window containing the pad widget specified by palllNome. The two parameters each 
specify lists of coordinates that specify the shape of the window. All coordinates are scaled to fi t the existing width of the 
window. larger numbers in X go to the right. and larger numbers in Y go up. illflercoords represents the area that can be 
painted in. and olilercoords represents the overall window shape. The difference between these two shapes becomes the 
windows border. J f innercoords and Olllercoords are both empty strings. then the window returns to its default rectangular 
shape. This command returns the current window shape. 

For example, the following command changes the lop-level window shape to an invcncd triangle . 

. pad wi.ndaw~hape {O 50 50 50 25 01 (0 50 50 50 25 0) 
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[821 pathName .. rite filename !tagOrld tagOrid ... } 

Writes the Tel commands necessary to re!;reate the items on the Plld++ surface into filename. If tagOrM's are specified. then 
just those items are wriuen out. The fil e that is written out should be read back in with the read command. [ffilename is an 
empty string, than this command returns the string instead ofwriling it 10 n file. If a valid filename is specified. then this 
command returns an empty string. 

Only non·defauh slots of each object are written out 

As lhe write command writes oul objects on the pad. it generates II <Write> event for each ilem il .... Tites. l1le return string 
from the <Writ.> c\'cnt handler will be appended 10 whatever string this funclion writes oul for each ilem. See the bind 
command for more infonnation on this. 

183] palhName ZOOIli zoomFaclor padXJoc padYloc [animatcTime Iportal lD , .. n 

Zoom around specified pad position by multiplieiti \"c factor. If anima/eTime is specified, then animme the zoom and take 
animO/crime mill iseconds for the animation. If an optional lisl of portals is specified. then change the view within the last 
portal. The entire list is necessary in case the last portal is sitt ing on II different surface then Ihis function is cal1ed with. 
Relurns an empty SIring. 

Overview of Item Types 
The sections below describe the various types of items supported by poo++ (grid. group, handle, html. image. kpl , line, polygon. portal. 
rectangle. spline. tel. text. and lextfile). Each item type is characterized by twO things: first, the fonn o f the command used to create instances 
of tile type: and sewnd. II sel of item configurat ion options for ilems of that type. which may be used in the create and ite~onfi9ure widget 
commands. See the iUlDCon!i\l\,lre command for the syntax 10 use these options. 

• Alllum 'I\(I'$ 
• Grid Iltnl\ 

• (;rulI(llt\"m~s 

• !landlt Itcm ss 

• IlT\lI , IItm~ 
• Inll\gr Itrmss 

• h:I'1. Itfm\ 

• !.int Itrllls 

• "at! III~m, 
• !'pl\gnn lI~nu 
• I'urtlllltcms 

• Ilrttanglr It£m~ 

• Spline It em~ 
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• TCL Hems 
• Tut Ittm~ 
• Tt'l:tfile Itcm~ 

All Item Types 

These are the options that are supponed by all item types: 

[II -alwaysrender boolean 

(available only for all item types) 

The rendering engine may decide to not render an item for reasons of emciency (although it may get rendered at higher 
levels of refinement). When this flag is set (Le., equals I), the item will be rcndered no matter how big it is (as long as it is 
bigger than its -mil/size. Defaults to false (0). 

[21-anchor anchorPos 

(available only for all item types) 

AnchorPos te lls how to position the object relative to the poSitioning point for the item (see -place): it may have any of the 
forms accepted by Tk_GetAnchor. For example, if anchorPos is "center" then the object is ce11lered on the point; if 
anchorPos is "n" then the object will be drawn so that its top center point is at the positioning point. This option defaults to 
center. 

[3] -clipping boolean 

(available only for all item types) 

By default, built-in items (such as lines. text. etc.) do not get clipped to their bounding box. and procedural items (items with 
-remierscr"ipls) do. This flag turns clipping on or otT. Be warned. that turning otT clipping for a procedural object is 
dangerous. If you draw outside the object's bounding box, you can end up with screen garbage. Defaults to true ( 1) for items 
with -renderscripls, and false (0) for all other items. 

[4] -events boolean 

(available only for all item types) 

Controls whether an item receives input events. If set to false (0), it does not respond to events. Defaults to true (I). 

l5J -fadcrange value 

(available only for all item types) 
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Controls oller how long a period an item fades out as it approaches its minimum or rnaxirnum size. I'aluc specifies this 
period as a percentage of the object's sizc (from 0.0 to 1,0). Where 0.0 means that the item doesn't fade out all. it just blinks 
ofTwhen ils extreme is reached and 1.0 means that it slowly fades out over its entire range of sizes. Defaults to 0.3. (Also 
sec the -minsize and -lIIoxsize ilemconfigure options.) 

[6] -height height 

(available only for all item types) 

By default, the height of every item is automatically computed based on its contents. If the -height option is set. however. 
then this overrides the automatically computed value. hems are centered within the specified heigh/. [r lhe dimensions are 
specified as smaller than the default values. the item is cl ipped 10 those dimensions. (Also see the -width itemconfigure 
option.) 

17) -info info 

(available only for all item types) 

A generic info field where the user may place any string. (See the find withinfo command). 

[8)-layer layer 

(available only for all item types) 

Specifies the layer the item is on. Every item sits on a layer (which is specified by a string). and each view (top-level 
window and portals) speci fi es which layers are visible within that view. This gives control ovef objects are visible where and 
can be used with portals to implement very simple filters. (See the -I,isible!ayers itemconfigure option of portals and the top
level window which is specified by the surface (item I ). Defaults to "rnain", 

[9]-lock lock 

(available only for all item types) 

When an item is locked, it can not be dele ted or modified (except for changing the lock status). Note that attempting to 
modify or delete a locked item does not generate an error. It fails silently. This is so it is easy to modifY all items associated 
with a tag and if certain items are locked they wm just not get modified. TIle restricted commands on locked items are: 
coord" . delete, itemconfigure, "cale, sLide, and t ext. 

[10] -maxsizc size 
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(available only for all item types) 

Specifies the ma:.:imum size (in cunenl units) this item should be rendcred al. ThaI is. iflhe vicw is such Ihat lhe largest 
dimension of this objecl is greater Ihan size units. it will not be displayed. When an object is not displayed because it is too 
large. il does nol receive e\·cnls. When an object approaches ils ma.'l:imum sizc il will fadeout unlil il complelely disappears 
..... hen it reachcs its ma'l:imum size. If size is -1, then it has no maximum sizc and will nevcr disappear because il is 100 largc. 
Sec thc -foderange itcmconfigure oplion 10 control how quickly an item fades OUI. 

size may also be specified as a percenlage of lhe vicw il is visible in (top-level window or portal). To specify Si7.t as a 
percentage, it should be in the range from 0 10 100 and cnd with a "0/0". Example: 

size defaults 10 10.000 pixels. 

Also OCIle IMllne rendering engine may decide to 001 display an itcm for reasons of e fficiency if it is reasonably small. Sec 
the -alwaysrender flag to avoid Ihis. 

11 1 J -minsizc sizc 

(availablc only for all item types) 

Specifics thc minimum size (in current unils) Ihis ilcm should be rendered al. That is, if the vicw is such Ihal thc largesl 
dimension of this objccl is less than size units, il wil l not be displayed. When an objecl is nOl displayed because il is 100 
small, it docs nOI receive evenlS. When an object approaches its minimum si7.c it will fade out unlil il complelely disappears 
when it renehes its minium size. See Ihe -faderange ilemeonfigure opt ion 10 conlrol how quickly fUl ilem fades ou\. 

si:e may also be spccified as a percenlage oflhe view it is visible in (top-level window or portal), To specify size as II 
percentage, it should be in the range from 0 to 100 and end with a "%". Example: 

.p.d i.e $ -m.insize SSt 

size defaults to O. 

Also note thallhe rendering engine may decide to nOl display an item for TCasons of efficiency if it is reasonably small. Sec 
the -alwa),srel1der nng to avoid this. 

1121 -phce: I'lnce sets the anchor position of the object. 
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(available only for all item types) 

Every object has a -place which specifics the anchor point of that objcct (see -anchor). The place specifies the objcct's position 
and size. The size is multiplicitive. Place ean be one of: 

• 
• "x y size" 

Specifies (x. y. size) where 'x y size' is a single string specifying anchor point and item size. Items that have coordinates 
(lines, rectangles, polygons. and portals) have a default -place which depends on the coordinates of the item. For a "center" 
anchor (the default), the place will be thc centcr of the coordinates. Other items (that don't have coordinates) have a default 
of"OO I". 

• "center" 

Center ofsercen. The object is positioned and sized so that its biggest dimension fiUs up 75% of the window, and it is 
centered. (This is dependent on the current view, and the current window dimensions.) 

. pad ic 22 -place -150 ISO 1 

CJ .. " 0 
. pad ic 22 - place "- SO 20 0 . 5 " 

,-------~---; 

A synonym for the third (z) component of -place. 

[13]-renderscript TciScript 

(available only for all item lypeS) 

Specifies a Tel script that will be evaluated every time the o~iecl is rendered. The script gets executed when the object 
normally would have been rendered. By default, the object will not get rendered. The script may call the renderitem function 
at any point to render thc objec\. An example is: 

.pad i t emcontigure 22 -render script 
puts " Before " 
. pad .. enderitem 
puts "After " 
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It would be possible to get in an endless render loop with the - renderseripe option. lfa 

-rendenedpe callback triggers a render which causes that item to be redrawn. the system will be in an endless render 
loop. To avoid this problem. itcmsdo nOl implicitly trigger damage within a 

-rendenedpe callback. If you do want to explici tly damage an item within a -rendeuedpt callback. you must use tnc 
damage command. Be very eareful to avoid infinite render loops. 

[141·sticky boolean 

(available only for all itcm types) 

Specifics if this item should be "sticky". Sticky items are rendered independent of the current view. That is, as the view pans 
and zooms, sticky items appear effectively stuck to the screen. All sticky items are rendered after non·sticky items. thus 
sticky items always are on top of non· sticky items. (Sec the getview and movcto commands.) Defaults to 0 (false). 

{lSI -tags tagLisl 

(available only for all item types) 

SpecifICS a sct of tags to apply to tnc item. TagLisl consists ofa list ofmg names, which replace any existing tags for the 
item. TagLisl may be an empty list. 

{l 61-timerrnte rate 

(available only for all item types) 

Specifies the frequency in milliseconds that the object's timcrscript should be evaluated. If it is set to 0, the timer is turned 
off. Defaults 10 off (0). (see -timerscripl). 

(1 71·timerscript TclScript 

(available only for all item types) 

Specifies a Tcl script that will be evaluated regularly, every rate milliseconds as specified by ·timerrate (if 'fimerrale is 
greater than zero). This evaluation is independent of rendering and events. Returns the current TclScript for the object. (see· 
timerrate). 

[1 81 -transparency value 
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(available only for all item types) 

Specifics the transparency an item is drawn wilh. value must be a value between 0.0 and 1.0 where 0.0 is completely 
transparent and 1.0 is completely opaque. 1.0 is the default. If a portal or group is partially transparent, all of its member or 
visible objects. respec1ively, will have their transparency multiplied by the portals or groups. 

119]-viewscripl TclScript 

(ayailable only for all item types) 

Specifics a Tel script thm will be eyaluated every time the view onto the Pad++- surface is changed. This script gets executed 
after the view coordinates have: changed, but before the new scene gets rendcred. Returns thc current viewscript. 

120J -visible boolean 

(available only for all ilCm types) 

WARNING: -visible is an obsolete option and will be removed in the next release. Replace all uses of the -~'isible option 
with -Iransparency which is more general. 

Specifies whether th is item is yisible. Note that inyisible items receive eyents and respond to commands such as find . 
Defaults to tTUC. 

[2 1]-lI'idth width 

[22]-x x 

(ayailable only for all item types) 

By default. tnc width of eyery item is automatically computed based on its coments. I fthe -width option is set, howc\'er. 
then this O\'crrides the automatical ly computed Yaluc. [tcms are centcred within the specified width. [ftnc: dimensions are 
specirlCd as smaller than the defauh values, the item is clipped to toose dimensions. (Also see the -height itcmconfigure 
option.) 

(available only for all item types) 

A synonym for the first (x) component of -place . 
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123 j -y Y 

(available only for all item types) 

A synonym for the serond (y) component of -place. 

!'24j-womaction {size growScript shrinkScript I 

(available only for all item types) 

Specifies 1\ pairofTcl scripts that gets evaluated when an item grows or shrinks so that its size crosses size. This is a simple 
way of making Hsemant ically zoomableH objects - that is, objects that look different when the are rendered at different sizes. 
When the item grows larger than size, growScript is evaluated. and when it shrinks smaller than size. shrinkScr ipi is 
evaluated. 

Any number of pairs of scripts may be associated with different sizes. Each use of -;oomQCtion may specify a different size, 
o r modify scripts for an exist ing size. Ifboth scripts are empty strings. then that 7.oomaction is dele ted. This retums a lis t of 
7..oomaction see, gr<YlfScripl , shrinkScript triplets, 

1lle script gets executed when the object nonnally would have been rendered. By default, the objeet will not get rendered. 
The script may call the renderitem function at any point 10 rendcr the object. See the description of .renderscript for an 
cxanlple. The dele tion of items during a loom action is delayed unlil aftcr the current render is fi nished. 

Here is an example that lurns a rectanglc into an image when it is zoomed in, and back inlo the rectangle when zoomed out: 

proe grow {I I 
. pad ic rect -visible 0 
. pad pushcoor d fr ame r ect 
set image token ( .pad allocl.mage ilUges/unm logo orig.gif] 
. pad create image - image Simage_token -anchor sw--tagl " image" 
. pad popcoordtrame 
.pad renderitem 

prO(: shrink II I 
.p"d ic rect - vi!!d.ble 1 
set l .... ge id ( . pad find withug im.J .. eI 
if ISi.lllag; id !_ wWI I 

set image token [.pad ic image -im.ge] 
,pad freeimage Simage_token 
. p.d delete image 

I 
. pad renderium 

proc tutzoo .... etion II { 
.p.d create rec t angle 0 0 341 222 -pen bl.ck wfill yellow3 \ 
-zoomaction (250 gr ow shrin k I -tags "rectH 
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[25J-zz 

(available only for all item types) 

A synonym for the third (z) component of -place 

Grid Items 

Items of type grid arrange one or more items in rows and columns and treats them as a group. It is based on thc Tk grid geometry manager and 
its behavior and Tel syntax are vcry similar to ie. [n pad. all manipulations ofa grid once it is created are affected through the grid sub
command. Note that rows and columns start from the top left comer of the grid (as in the Tk grid). The complete grid sub-command is 
described in this section. 

Grids are created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathName create grid [slaves ... 1 

Grid creation is slightly different from creation of other pad objects. Instead of the normal command-line option-value pairs a list of slaves and 
their grid configuration can be specified (see the section below on sub-commands and slave configuration). Grids arc special group objects and 
inhcrit much orthe group functionality and support the" -divisible" option which can be set (using item configure) once the grid is created: 

[26J -divisible boolean 

(available only for grid, group. and HTML item types) 

Specifies whether events should go to the grid members. If -divisible is I (true), events ncver go to the grid object, but pass 
through it to the members. [flhe event is within the bounding box of the group. but docs not hit any members. then it will be 
ignored by the group. If -divisible is 0 (false), then the event will go 10 the group ifit is within the bounding box of the group 
whether Ihere is a member at Ihe place the event points to or no\. Defaults to I (true). 

The syntax oflhe grid sub-command is: 

pathNnam<! grid s lave [slave ... J option valu<! [option valu<! ... } 
pathNam<! grid command arg [arg ... } 

[f the first argument of the grid command is a slave object then the remainder of the command line is processed in the same way as the grid 
configure command. The H -in" option can be used to add a slave to a grid. The following grid sub-commands are allowed: 

$PAD grid arrang<! mast<!r 

Forces arrangement of the given grid. Any pending layout request for the grid is removed. This can be useful whcn an 
application has done several grid configuration and wants them to take effect immidiately. Normally, grid arrangcment is 
done at "idle" times. 

$PAD grid bbox master column row 

The bounding box (in pixels) is returned for the space occupied by the grid posi tion indicated by column and row. The return 
value consists of4 integers. The first two are the pixel offset from the master window (x then y) of the top-left comer oCthe 
grid cell, and the second two are the width and height of the cell. 
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SPAD gri d columnconfigure master index [-option val ue ... ) 

Query or set the column properties of the index column of the geometry master, master. TIle valid options are -minsize and -
weight. The -minsize option sets the minimum column size, in screen units, and the -weight option (a noating point value) 
sets the relmive weight for apportioning any extra spaces among columns. I fno value is specified the currenl value is 
returned. 

SPAD grid configur e slave (slave .. . J [options] 

The arguments consist of one or more slaves followed by pairs of arguments thm specify how to manage Ihe slaves. The 
characters -, x and ", can be specified instead of a window name to alter the default location of a slave, as described in the 
"RELATIVE PLACEMENT" section. below. Ifany of the slaves arc already managed by thc grid thcn any unspecified 
options for them retain their previous values rather than receiving default values. The following options are supported: 

·column n 

Insert the slave so that it occupies the nth column in the grid. Column numbers start with O. If this option is not 
supplied, then the slavc is arranged just to the right of previous slave specified on this call to grid, or column "0" if it 
is the first slave. For each x that immediately precedes the slave, the column position is incremented by one. Thus the 
x represents a blank column for this row in the grid. 

-eolumnspan n 

Insert the slave so that it occupies n columns in the grid. The default is one column, unless the slave is followed by a-, 
in which ease the columnspan is incremented once for each immediately following-. 

-in other 

Insert the slave(s) in the grid object given by other (which must be an existing grid). 

-padx amount 

11le amount specifies how much horizontal external padding to kave on eaeh side orlhe sla\'e(s). TIle amount defaults 
to O . 

• pady amount 

The amount specifies how much vertical external padding to leave on the top and bollom of the slave(s). The amount 
defaults to O. 

-rawn 

Insert the slave so that it occupies the nth row in the grid. Row numbers start with O. [fthis option is not supplied, then 
the slave is arranged on the same row as the previous slave specified on this cal1to grid, or the first unoccupied row if 
this is the fi rst slave. 
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-rowspan n 

Insen the slave so that it occupies n rows in the grid. The default is one row. If the next grid command contains " 
characters instead of slaves that line up with the columns of this sla\'e, then the rowspan of this slave is extended by 
O~. 

-sticky style 

If II slave's parcel is larger than ilS requested dimensions. this option may be used to position (or stretch) the slave 
within its cavity. Style is II st ring that contains zero or more of the characters n, s. e or w. The string can optionally 
contains spaces or commas, but they are ignored. Each letter refers to II side (north. south, east, or west) that the slave 
will " sti ck~ to. If both nand s (or e and w) are speci fi ed. the slave will be stretched to fillthc entire height (or width) 
of its cavity. The sticky option subsumes thc combination of -anchor and -fill that is uscd by pack. 111e default is D. 
which causes the slave to be ccntered in its cavity. at its requested size. 

$PAD grid forget slave IlIl.ve ... J 

Removes each of tile slaves from their grid 

SPA» gtid info 1I1.ve 

Returns a list whose elements are the current configumtion state of the slave gh-en by slave in the same option-value form 
thai might be specified to grid configure. The fi TS! two clements of the list are " -in master" where master is the slave's 
mastcr. 

Given x and y values in sereen units relati\'e to the master object. the column and row number at that x and y location is 
returned. For IOClllions that are above or to the left. of the grid -I is returned. 

$PAD grid roweonfigure ~'ter index (- option value ... J 

Query or SCI the row propenies oftne index row of the geometry master. master. The valid options are -minsize and -weight. 
Minsizc sets thc minimum row size. in screen units. and weight selS the relative .... -eight for Bpponioning any extra spaces 
amo ng rows. If no \'alue is specir.ed. the current value is returned. 

SPA» grid size master 

Returns the size of the grid (in columns then rows) for master. The size is determined either by the sla\'c occupying the 
largest row or column. or the largest column or row with II minsizc or weight. 
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rfno options are supplied a list of all of the slaves in master are returned. Option can be either -row or -column which 
causes only the slaves in the row (or column) specified by valuc to be returned. 

Relative Placement 

The grid command contains a limited set of capabilities that permit layouts to be crealed withoul specifying the row and column information 
for each slave. This pernlits slave~ to be rearranged, added. or removed without the need 10 explicitly specify row and column information. 

When no column or row information is specified for a slave, default values are chosen forcolumn. roll'. columnspan and rowspan at the time 
the slave is managed. l 11e values are chosen based upon the current layout of the grid, the position of the slave relative to other slaves in the 
same grid command, and the presence of the characters·, "'. and '" in grid command where slave nanles are normally expected. 

- This increases the columnspan of the slave to the left. Several-'s in a row will successively increase the columnspan. S - may not 
follow a A or a x. 

x 111is leaves an empty column between the slave on thc left and the slave on the right. 

A This extends the rowspan of the slave above the "'s in the grid. The number of "'s in a row must match the number of columns spanned 
by the slave above it. 

Restrict ions o n Maste r Windows 

In pad, the master for each slave is the slave's parent (which is a grid object). This means if an object belongs to an existing group then it 
cannot be added to a grid. 

Differences Between Pad++ and T K Grid Commands 

• The -ipadx and -ipady grid item configuration options are not available in pad. 
• Master window geometry propagation nag is not available in pad. 
• The parent-child and stacking restrictions and rules for master and slave items are not supponed in pad (slaves can only be in the master 

group). 
• If the grid is not positioned then it places itselraround its first item. Once aU grid itcms have been poSitioned the grid bounding box will 

be computed to enclose them all. 
• Added Ihe arrange command for forcing grid arrangement. 
• Items thm are removed from grids arc not unmapped. 

Exa mples 

I) put four objects in a 2x2 grid with 10 pixels horizontal and vertical pading: 

se t objl [ .pad create r ectangle 0 0 SO SO) 
s et obj2 [ . pad create r ectangle 50 50 100 100J 

set objJ [ .pad Create rectangle 100 100 150 1501 
set obj4 [ . pad create rectangle 150 150 200 200] 
set thegrid ( .pad create gr id Sobj1 Sobj2 - padx 10 -pady 10) 
.pad grid Sobj3 Sobj4 -in Sthegrid -row 1 -padx 10 - pady 10 

2) read objects from pad files in a directory and place them in a Nx2 grid (this can be useful for creat ing palettes): 

proc r ead_fil es {PAD dir) { 
s e t objs .... 
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~ Go though list of files 
foreach file (glob $dir/' . pad) ( 
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W Read file and put all its objec t in a group (Pad_ObjectList will be 
~ set to list of object3 read from file) . 

SPAD read Stile 
set group [SPAD create group -members $Pad_ObjectList) 
lappend objs Sgroup 

return Sobj s 

proc createyalette (PAD Obj3) ( * Create the grid object 
3et the9rid [SPAD create grid] 
set row 0 
set colO 

* Go through objects and place them two per row 
foreach obj Sobjs 

~ Add obj to the 9rid 
SPAD 9rid $obj -in $thegrid -row $row -column $col -padx 10 -pady 5 

W Set row and column position for next object 
if ($col -- 0) [ 

) else 
incr col 

set colO 
incr row 

* Have the grid arrange itself now 
SPAD 9rid arrange Sthegrid 

return Sthegrid 

create_palette .pad [read_file3 . pad Senv(PADHOME)/draw/scrapbook] 

Alternatively. 

proc createyalette (PAD objs) { 
~ create the grid object 
set the9rid [SPAD create 9ridJ 

* go throu9h list of objects and place them two per row 
set numobjs (llen9th Sobjs) 
for ('':Iet i 0) ($i < Snumobjs) (incr i 2J ( 

set objl [lindex $obj s Sil 
if (Si < [expr Snumobjs-lll 

) 

set obj2 [lindex Sobj s [expr Si+1JI 
else ( 

set obj2 

$PAD grid Sobj1 Sobj2 -in Sthegrid -padx 10 -pady 5 

SPAD grid arr ange Sthegrid 
return Sthegrid 

createyalette .pad [read_files . pad Senv(PADHOME1/draw/scrapbook) 

3) Draw horizontal and vertical gr id lines and a bounding rectangle for an existing grid. Make a group for the line objects and the existing grid. 
Assume the grid is a normal MxN table (i.e. all rows have N columns and all columns have M rows). 

proc create_gridl1nes ( PAD thegri d ) [ * Get bounding box, width and hei9ht and location of the grid 
set gbbox [SPAD bbox Sthegrid) 
set gWidth [expr [lindex Sgbbox 21 - (lindex Sgbbox 0)) 
set gheight [expr [lindex Sgbbox 3] - [lindex Sgbbox IIJ 
set 9x (lindex $gbbox 0) 
set gy [lindex $gbbox 1) 

j Get number of rows and columns 
set numrows [lindex [SPAD grid size $thegrid} 1) 
set nwncols [lindex [SPAD grid size St hegridJ DJ 
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i Create the bounding rectangle 
set greet [eval $PAD create rectangle Sgbbox) 

set items W$g r eet W 
set scale [SPAn scale $thegrid) 
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, Create horizontal lines by looking at the <r , 0> grid elemments. 
tor (set r II ($r < Snumrowsl (incr rl ( 

• Get location of the <r. 0> element (including padding) 
set rinfo [SPAn grid bbox Sthegrid 0 Sr) 
set xl [expr [lindex Srinfo 0) 'Sse"le + SgxJ 

, Transform the y coord for pad (grid ' s is from t op left corner) 
set yl [expr (Sgheight - [lindex $r1nfo 1) "Sscale) + $gy] 
set x2 [expr Sxl + Sgwidth] 
set y2 Syl 
lappend items [SPAn create line Sxl Syl Sx2 Sy2 -tags gridro""line_Sthegridl 

, Draw vertical lines by looking at the <0 . c> elements 
for (set c II (Sc < Snumcols) liner c) I 

set cinfo [SPAn grid bbox Sthegrid Sc 0) 
set x l [expr {lindex Scinfo O) "Sseale + Sgx] 
set yl [expr (Sgheight - [lindex Scinfo 1) "Sscale) + Sgy] 
set x2 Sxl 
set y2 [expr Syl - SgheightJ 
lappend items [SPAD create line $xl Syl Sx2 Sy2 - tags gridcolline_Sthegridl 

II Create a group for all the grid lines 
set glines [SPAD create group -members Sitems -divisible 0 \ 

set ne""grp {SPAD create group 

return $newgrp 

- t ags gridlines_SthegridJ 

* Create a group for the lines and the grid 
-members W$glines $thegrid" -tags grid $thegri d \ 

-divisible II -

set thegrid [create palette .pad [read_files .pad . /draw/scrapbookJl 
create_gridlines .pad Sthegrid 

Group Items 

[terns of type group are special items that group other items. Group items do not have any visual appearance, but rather are used just for 
creating structure. Groups are implemented very effici ently, and may be hierarchical (i.e., contain other groups). Modifying the poSition of a 
group implicitly affects all of the members of the group. recursively. I'ad++ also supports "tags" which are implicit way of grouping items - but 
this only works for events. That is, giving several items the same tag allows them all to respond to the same event handlers. Groups explicitly 
bring items together. Group members are rendered sequentially in the display lis\. That is, no other objects can appear inbetween group 
members - they are always above or below all the group members. Raising or lowering a group object raises or lowers all the group members. 
Raising or lowering a group member mises or lowers the member within the group. 

Groups automatically resize themselves to contain all of their members - thus adding, removing. or reposit ioning a member implicitly changes 
the size of the group. Scc the pad addgroupmember and removegroupmember commands and the -member itemconfigure option below for 
setting group membership, and the qetqroup command for testing group membership. 

When an event hits a group, it normally passes through the group object to its members. However. it is possible to configure a group object so 
that it grabs the events and does not pass them through. See thc -divisible nag. 

Groups are created with widget commands of the following fonn: 

pathName create group [option value opt ion va lue ... 1 

There may be any number of option-value pairs, each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itcmconfigure widget commands to change the itcm's configuration. The following options are supported for groups: 

(27) -divisible boolean 

(available only for grid group. and HTML item types) 
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Specifies whether events should go to group members. If -divisible is I (true), events ne\'er go to the group ObjccL but pass 
through it to thc members. Ifthec\'ent is within the bounding box of the group, but docs OOt hit any members. then it will be 
ignored by the group. If -divisible is 0 (false). then the event will go the group ifit is wi thin the bounding box of tile group 
whether there is a member at the place the event points to or not. Defaults to I (true). 

(28]-members members 

(available only for group and HTM L item types) 

mambers is a list of object ids that specify the list of members of this group. Sett ing the members of a group first removes all 
existing members. and then insens the new members, The members are rendered in the order they are specified in members. 

Handle Items 

Items of type handle are special items that are designed to be used for selection handles llround items when manipulating them within an 
application. Hand lcs are similar to rectangles, except unlike every other item in 1'00++. handles do TIQ{ zoom. Handles are always rendered at 
the same size. Handles. however. do slide around like other items. They just don't zoom. Handles defau lt to being five by fi ve pixels, butlhis 
can be changed with the -width and - height ilemconfigure options. 

Handles are created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathName create handle [option value opt ion value ... J 

There may be any number of option-value pairs., e8(:h of which sets one of tile configuration options for the item. "These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itemcon!igur e widget commands to change the item's configuration. The following options are supponed for handles: 

l29J-fill color 

(available only for handle. HTML. Polygon, Ponal and Rectangle item types) 

Fill lhc background of tile item with color. which may be specified in any of thc forms accepted by Tk_GctColor. If c%r is 
"none". Ihe bttckground will not be drawn. It defaults to the red. 

pOI -pen color 

(available only for handle. line. polygon. panal. rectangle. spline. text and tcxtlile item types) 

Color specifics a color 10 use for drawing the item: it may ha\'e any of tile form s acceptable to Tk_GcIColor. II may also be 
"none". in which case the outline will not be drawn. This option dcfaults to black. 

HTML Items 

Items of type hlml are compound itcms representing the specified html file. (HTML is HyperText Markup Langu.1ge. Based on SGML. HTML 
is most commonly known as Ihc language describing items for the World-Widc Web.) HTML ilcms know about the internet and wi!! 
automatically fetch a file from a URL (Univcrsal Resource Locator) as well as in-line images. URL's may also specify local files. When the 
html data is fctched. it is parsed and the HTML item is created which contains a method for rendering the page. HTML anchors are created as 
separatc items which may have events bound to them. HTML items are an extension of 9r ouP items, and thus have several of the same options 
as groups. 

TIlere is a Tel filc (drawlhlml.lcl) which describes default event bindings for html items which follow hyperliuks. and lay them out with scalc. 
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See the end of the description of HTML items for a description ofhtml anchors. 

HTML items are created with widget commands of the following fonn: 

pathName create ht ml [option value option value ... J 

There may be any number of option-value pairs, each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itemeonfigure widget commands to ehange the item's configuration. The following options arc supported for html items: 

PI ] -border color 

(available only for HTML and portal item types) 

Color specifies a color to use for drawing the border of the portal; it may have any of the fonns accepted by Tk GetColor. If 
color is "none". the outline will not be drawn. This option defaults to the fill color. -

[321-borderwidth width 

(available only for HTh1L and Portal item types) 

Width specifies thc width oflhe border in CUTTent units 10 be drawn around lhe item. Wide borders will be drawn completely 
inside the path specified by the points of this object. Note that this is different than pens. If width is 0, then the border will 
always be drawn one pixel wide. independem of the zoom. Width defaults to I pixel. 

[33j-divisible boolean 

(available only for grid, group. and HTML item types) 

[ftnre. then events go through the HTML object 10 its anchors. Iffalse, events stop at the HTML object, and never go 
through to the anchors. Defaults to true. 

[341-donescript script 

(available only for HTML item types) 

[f script is speCified il gets evaluated when the html item has completed loading - including all in-line images. script is 
postpended with the id of the hl1nl object. TIlis is necessary because the script is typically specified on the creatc line where 
the id of the hlml object is not yet known. 

[35J-errorscript script 

(available only for HTML item types) 
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If script is specified, it gets evaluated if there is an error creating the html item. An error can occur for many reasons 
especially because creating an html typically starts a network communication process for fetching the URL. script is 
postpended with the id or the html object. This is necessary because the script is typically specified on the ereme line where 
the id of the html object is not yet known. 

[36] -fill color 

(available only for handle,lffML, polygon, portal and rectangle itcm types) 

Fill the background of the html item with color. which may be specified in any of the fonn s accepted by Tk_GetColor. Ir 
color is "none", the background will not be drawn. It dcfaults to thc background of the Pad++ widget it is created on. 

1371-font fontname 

(available only for HTML. portal, text and tcxtfile item types) 

Specifies the font to be used for rendering text for this item. fontmune must specify a filename which contains an Adobe 
Type 1 fonL or the sIring "Syste m" which causes the Pad++ line- fonllO be used. Defa ults to "System". 

138] -htmlanchors 

(available only for HTML item types) 

Returns all the anchors thm are part of lhis HTML itcm. This is a read-only option, and may not be sct. 

[39J -members 

(available only for group and HTML item types) 

Because an HTML item is a group, it may contain other members in addition to its anchors. This allows scning and 
retrieving of all members thm are pan of th is HTML item. 

[40J - updatescript script 
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(available only for HTML item types) 

If script is specified, it gets evaluated when the html source has loadcd, and Ihen once every lime an in-line is loaded. scrip/ 
is postpcnded with the id of the hlml object. This is necessary because the scripI is Iypically specified on the create line 
where Ihe id of the hlml objecl is not yel known. 

[4Ij-url urlname 

(available only for HTML ilem Iypes) 

Specifics the URL (Universal Resource Locator, or World-Wide Web address) that this html page should be accessed from . 
It mUSI be specified wilh a valid address. Some examples are: "hup://w .. vw.unm.edu", "hnp:llwww.cs.unm.edulbederson", 
"file:llnfslu3lbederson/public _hIm l!begin.hlm I". "home-page.hlm I" . 

1421-width width 

(available only for all item types) 

Specifies the width (in the current units) of the html page. The page will be re-laid out according to the ncw width, and the 
length of the page may change dependent on the new width. 

HTML ANCHORS 

The anchors are special Pad++ items of type "htmlanchor". They are automatically grouped with the HTML objcct. As such. they can not be 
dclcted independently. and are automatically deleted when the hlml objecl they are associated with is deleted. Some anchors have multiple 
components (i.e .. and image and some text). In this case. they all have the same URL, and changing the pen color of one component 
automatically changes the pen color of the other components. 

Anchors may be configured wi th the itemconfigure command. The following options are supported for html anchors: 

[43]-html 

(available only HTML anchors item IYpes) 

Returns the html item this anchor belongs to. This is a read-only option. 

f44j-ismap 

(available only HTML anchors item types) 
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Returns true if this anchor is an imagcmap. This is a read-only option. 

l45]-slate state 

(available only HTML anchors item types) 

Specifies the state of tile anchor (which controls its color). There is no direct control ovcr an anchor's color. Rather, it uses 
the default colors unless the HTML page specifies anchor colors. Stale may Ix: one of "unvisited". "active", "visited". or 
"notloaded". In-linc images that haven't Ix:en loaded yet are 

"not loaded". 

[46J -url 

(available only HTML anchors item types) 

Returns the URL that this anchor addresses. This is a read-only option. 

Image Items 

Items of type image appear on the display as color images. Images are created with widgct commands orthe following form: 

pa thName Create imdge loption value opt i on value ... 1 

There may Ix: any numlx:r of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may Ix: used in itemconfigure widget commands to change the item's configuration. TIle following options are supported for images: 

[47} -dither dithennode 

(available only for image itcm types) 

Specifies if and when the image is rendered with dithering. Dithering is a rendering technique that allows closer 
approximation to the actual image colors. even when the requested colors are not available. Rendering images with dithering 
is much slower than without. so this option allows control as to when (if at all). dithering is used. di themlode may Ix: any of 

• 
• nodither: The image is never rendered with dithering. 
• dither : The image is always rendered with dithering. 
• retinedither: The image is initially rendered without dithering, and then refined with dithering. 

Defaults to refinedilher (dither only on refinement). 
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148J -image imagetoken 

(available only for image item types) 

Specifies the image that this item will render. (Also see the .. lloei.nwo~. and fr .. i_~e commands.) 

KPL Items 

Items oftypc KpJ provide a method for creating an item with a user--dcscribcd render method. Sometimes the ]'ad++ items available do not 
have exactly what you want. or you'd like a complex item consisting of several primitives. Rather than c reate sc\'eral different Pad++ items and 
group them together, a single KpJ item can be created with a kind of display list. 

Kpl is a language (designed at New York University by Ken Perlin. et. a J.) that is veT)' s imple, but extremely fast. It is the best language we 
found for writing interpreted code for render ing quickly. In fact, Kpl has a byte-compiler which makes it faster. Some s imple experiments have 
shown it to be roughly 15 times s lower than C for simple math (compared to tel which is typically about 1.000 times slower than C). Because 
Kpl is a general-purpose language. it can be used for on-thc--ny calculat ions as well as render calls. Pad++ supplies several render that available 
through Kpl that allow a Kpl object to render fairly complex objects. 

Kpl is a stack-based post-fix language (much like PostScript). Some basic documentation is available wi th the poo++ release in doc/kpl.lroJ!. 
Sec the section in this document on the KPL-PAD++ INTERFACE for a description of how to acccss Kplthrough Pad++. and what Pad++ 
routines are available from KpJ. 

Kpl items are created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathNa~ cr.att tpl [option value option value ... J 

1bere may be any number of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of the configuration opt ions for the item, 1bese same option-value 
pairs may be used in item configure widget commands to change the item'S configuration. 1be following special options are supponed for kpl 
objects: 

149) -renderscript kpl_script 

(available only fOT all item types) 

This is like the standard -render~cript option available to all items, but in this case, the string specifies a Kpl script 
instead of a Tel script. 

rSO ) -bb boundingboxScript 

(available only for KPL and TCl item types) 

A Kpl script thatll'iIl be e\'aluated to compute the bounding box or th is item. It should return two-element vectors thal 
specify (x I . ), 1). (x2, y2) which are the lower left and upper right comers o r this items rounding box. 

Note that all coordinates in Kpl are specified in pixels. and not in the current Pad++ units. An example follows that creates a Kpl item that 
draws a brown triangle. In this case, the Kpl code is stored in the file triangle.kpJ. 

8 Tel code to load Kpl code and to cr.at • 
• Pad++ Kpl item that draws a brown trian~l. 
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tpl eval 'triion'ile. kpl source 
set pen {.pad alloccolor brown} 
.pad create tpl - bb 1- 10: - 10 110 : 1101 -renderscript (draw_triangle 1 

. pen tel get -> Pen 
Pen aetcolor 
J aetUnewldth 
newpath 

strote 

0:0 moveto 
100,0 Uneto 
50:100 lineto 
0:0 Uneto 

I -> draw_triangle 

Line Items 

/ ' Kpl code tin a separate file) 
to draw a brown trian9le '/ 

Items of type line appear on the display as one or more connected line segments. Lines arc creatcd with widgct commands of the following 
fonn: 

pathName create line xl yl ... xn yn [op t ion value option value ... 1 

llle arguments )( 1 through yn give the coordinates for a series of two or more points that describe a series of connected line segments. After the 
coordinates there may be any number of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of tile configumtion options for the item. These same 
option-value pairs may be used in itemconfigure widget commands to change the item's configuration. The following options are supported for 
lines: 

151 1 -arrow where 

(available only for line and spline item types) 

Indicates whether or not arrowheads arc to be drawn at one or both ends ofthc line. where must ha\'e one of the values 
"nOne" (for no arrowheads). "first" (for an arrowhead at Ihe first poim of the line). "last" (for an arrowhead atlhe last point 
of the line), or "both" (for arrowheads at both ends). This option defaults to "none". 

[52j·arrowshape shape 

(a\'lIilable only for line and spline item types) 

This option indicates how to draw arrowheads. The shafH argument musl be a list with three clements.. each specifying a 
distance. The first clement oftlle list gh'es the distance along the line from the neck of the arrowhead to its tip. The second 
element gives the distance along the line from the (miling points ofille arrowhead to Inc tip, and the third element gives the 
distance from the outside edge of the line to the trailing points. If Ihis option isn't specified then Pad++ picks a -reasonable" 
shape. 

153j·capstyle Clip 

(avai lable only for line and spline item types) 
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Specifies how the ends of the line are drawn. cap may be one of: 

• 
• butt: The ends are drawn square, at the end point. 
• projecting : TIle ends are drawn square, past the endpoint. 
• round: The ends are rounded. 

[S4]-joinstylejoin 

(available only for line, polygon, rectangle and spline item types) 

Specifies how the joints al vertices arc drawn.join may be one of: 

• 
• bevel.: The joints are drawn without protruding. They are cut-off and sharp. 
• miter: The joints are drawn protruding 10 a point. 
• round: The joints are rounded. 

rSS]-noisedala noisedata 

(available only for line item types) 

Specifies the noise parameters used to make rough-looking lines. nOisedata is a four element list of numbers of the form: 

"Pos Freq Amp Steps" 

Rough lines are generated using the Perlin noise function . The Perlin noise function is like a sin function with a vcry 
irregular amplitude -like sin. noise has a constant period (one)_ but no two segments of the noise curve are alike. Noisy lines 
are generated by adding noise to the tangent direction of a line. 

In the current implemcntation, there are four noise parameters: 1'05, Freq, Amp. and Sleps. I'os detcrmines what part of the 
noise curve is sampled for that object. Freq determines the rate of sampling, Amp indicates the level. and Steps indicates 
how many samples 10 introduce per line segment. The drawing algorithm is st raightforward. For each line segment, 
coordinates are gcnerated as follows: 

DrawRoughLlne(xl , yl , x2 , y2 , Pos , Freq , Amp , Steps) 
step I . O/Steps ; 
mag .. length(xl , yl , x2,y2) ; 
theta" directionl xl,yl , x2 , y2) ; 

"""'9 - Amp • sinltheta) mag ; 
yma9 - Amp • cosl t heta) - ma9 ; 

vel'texlxl , yl) ; 

for (a - step ; a < steps ; a +- step) ( 
n - noiseIPos) ; 
vertexllel'p(a , xl ,x2) + n'xamp , l el'pla , yl.y2) + n'yamp) ; 
Pos +- Freq ; 

ver t exlx2 , y2) ; 
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Note that we multiply Amp by mag, the length of the line. This is necessary in Pad++ since the zooming functionality means 
that lines can be of nearly any size. Making the level of noise proportional to the length of the line keeps the informality 
uniform at all sizes. (We should probably also modulate the number of points generated by the thickness of the line, so small 
thin lines are cheap). 

Values of 0.3 for Freq. 0.1 for Amp. 10 for Steps produces pleasant. looking lines. Pos can be an arbitrary floating point 
number · giving different objects unique values for Pos ensures that each object has a different appearance. 

156]-pen color 

(available only jor handle. line, polygon, portal. rectangle, spline. text and lextfile item types) 

Color specifies a color to use for drawing the line: it may have any of the form s acceptable to 11:_ GetColor. [t may also be 
"none". in which case the line will not be drawn. This option defaults to black. 

157] .penwidth width 

(available only for line, polygon, rectangle and spline item types) 

Width specifies lhe width of the pen in current unils to be drawn around the item. Wide lines will be drawn ccnteredon the 
path specified by the points. Ifwidth is 0.0, then the pen will always be drawn one pixel wide, independent of the zoom. 
Width defaults to I pixel. 

Pad Items 

Each pad widget implicitly defines a special "pad" item which always has the id "I". This is a special item which can get events and has a few 
itemconfigure options. [I may not be explicitly created or deleted. The valid options are: 

158J -visiblelayers layers 

(available only for pad and portal item Iypes) 

Specifies what layers are visible within this portal. layers call be either a list of layers which wi!! specify which items will be 
displayed within this portal. or take the special form ofnall -layerl ·layer2 -layer3 ... " in which case all layers except the 
ones specified will be displayed. Defaults to "all". (Sec the -layer itemconfigure option that all items have.) 

Polygon Items 

Items of type polygon appear as polygonal regions on the display. Each polygon may have an outline (pen color). a fill. or both. Polygon are 
created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathName create polygon xl yl ... xn yn loption value option value ... J 

The arguments x L yl, ... , xn. and yn specifY the coordinates of the vertices of the polygon. After the coordinates there may be any number of 
option-value pairs, each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value pairs may be used in 
itemconfigure widget commands to change the item's configuration. The following options are supported for polygons: 

l59]-fill color 
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(available only for handle. HTML. polygon, portal and rectangle item types) 

Fill the area of the polygon with color. which may be specified in any ofthc forms accepted bylK_GetColor. If color is 
"none", (the defaull). then the polygon will OOt be filled. 

[60j-joi nstylejoin 

(available only for line, polygon. rectangle and spline item types) 

Specifies how the joints at ven ices are drawn. join may be one of: 

• 
• blvd : The joints nre drawn without protruding. They are cUI·ofTand sharp. 
• miter : The joints are drawn prOlruding to a point 
• round: The joints arc rounded. 

[6 IJ-pen color 

(available only for handle, line, polygon, ponaL rectangle. spline. tex! and textfile item types) 

Draw an outline around the edge of tile polygon in color. Color may have any of the form s ncCl:pted by Tk_GeIColor. If 
color is "none". then no oulline will be drawn for the rectangle. This option defaults 10 black. 

[62 J -penwidth width 

(available only for line, polygon. reclangle and spline item types) 

Width specifics the width ofthc pen in current units to be drawn around the item. Wide lines will be dra\vn centered on tile 
path specified by the points. [f width is 0.0. then the pen will always be drawn one pixel wide. independent of the zoom. 
Width defaults 10 I pixel. 

Porta l Items 

I)ortals are a special type of item in POO++ Ihal sil on lhe Pad++ surface wilh a view onto a different locat ion. Because each portal has its own 
view. a surface might be visible at several locations, each at II different magnification. through various portals. [n addition. ponals can look 
onto surfaces of other poo++ widgets. 1be surface that the ponal is looking onto is called that ponal's lookon. Ponal items are created wi lh 
widget commands of the following form: 

pilthtlilme CrUte portAl xl yl x2 y2 ... [option v&lue option v&lue . .. 1 

Iflwo points are specified then the portal will be rectangular where those two points specify the lower len and upper right coordinates of the 
pona!. If more than two points are specified. then the portal wil1 be polygonal shaped by those points. 1llcre may be any number of option
value pairs. cach of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. 11lese same option· value pairs may be used in ilemconfigure 
widget commands 10 change the ilem's configuration. l1le following options are supported for lext items: 

L63j-bordcr color 

(al/a ih.ble only for IfTMl, and portal i t em ~ypes) 
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Color specifics a color to use for drawing the border of the ponal; it may have any of tile forms accepted by Tk_ GetColor. If 
color is ~none~. the outline will not be drawn. This option defaulls to the fill color. 

164I·bordcrwidth width 

(avdhbl. only to!' HTKL and po!'tal item toypes) 

Width specifies the width of the border in current units to be drawn around the itcm. Wide borders will be drawn completely 
inside the path specified by the points of this objec\. Note that th is is differentthnn pens. [fwidth is 0, then the border will 
always be drawn one pixel wide. independent of the zoom. Width default s to 1 pixel. 

165J ·fill color 

(available only for handle, HTML, polygon.. ponal and recmngle item types) 

Fill the background ofthc portal with color, which may be speci fied in any of the forms accepted by n:'_ GetColor. If color 
is "none". the back.ground will not be drawn. It defaults to the background of the Jlad++ widget it is created on. 

I66J ·font fon tname 

(available only for I·ITML. ponal. text and lextfiie ilem types) 

Specifies the fonlto be used for rendering tcxt for this item. fontname must specify a filename which contains an Adobe 
Type 1 fonl. Of the SIring -System~ which causes the Pad++ line· font 10 be used. Defaults 10 "Syst:e .. ~. 

167].lookon surface 

(availuble only for portnl item types) 

Specifics which Pnd++ surface this ponals looks onto. surface should be the complete pathName o f a Jlad++ widget. 
Defaults to the surface the portal was created on. 

168j·pcn color 

(available only for handle, line, polygon, portal. rectangle. spline. text and text file image types) 

color specifies the text color of the title. I f color is ~none~. then no outline will be drawn for the rectangle. This option 
defaults to either black or white - whiche\'er contrasts the most with the fill color. 

169]-reliefrelief 

(available only for ponal item types) 
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Specifies the relief to be used by the border of this item. relief may be any of: raised, sunken,jlag. ridge. or groove. Defaults 
to "ridge" 

pOl·title title 

(available only for pol1al item types) 

If Ii/Ie is specified, then the portal will be rendered with a titlebar consisting of lille. Othen ... ise, no title bar is drawn. 
Defaults to the empty st ring. 

PI J • ... iew place 

(available only for portal item types) 

Specifies the (x, y, zoom) location this pol1allooks onto. Like a I'ad++ widget, place specifies the point rendered at the 
center of the portal and the magnification. Defaults to directly under the location the portal was created at. 

[72]·vis iblelayers layers 

(available only for pad and pol1al item types) 

Specifics what laycrs are visiblc within this portal. layers can be either a list oflayers which will specify which items will be 
displa)'ed within this pol1al, or take the special form of"a1l . Iayerl .layer2 .layer3 ... " in which case all layers except the 
ones specified will be displayed. Defaults to "all". (See the .layer itemconfigure option that all items have.) 

Rectangle Items 

Items of type rectangle appear as rectangular regions on the display. Each rectangle may have an outline (pen color). a IiI L or both. Rectangles 
are created with widget commands of the fo llowing form: 

pathName create rectangle xl yl x2 y2 {option value option value, .. J 

The argumcnts x 1, yl, xl, and y2 give the coordinates of two diagonally opposite corneTS of the rectangle After the 
coordinates there may be any number of option-value pairs, each of which sets one of the configumtion options for the item. 
These same option. value pairs may be used in item configure widget commands to change the item's configuration. The 
following options are supported for rectangles: 

[73J -fill color 

(available only for handle. HTML. polygon. portal and rectangle item types) 
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Fill the area of the rectangle with color, which may be specified in any of the forms accepted by Tk_GctColor. If color is 
"none" (the default), then the rectangle will not be filled. 

174]-joinstyle join 

(available only for line, polygon, rectangle and spline item types) 

Specifies how thejoinrs at vertices are drawn. join may be one of: 

• 
• bevel : lllc joints are drawn without protruding. They arc cUI-ofT and sharp. 
• mi ter: The joints are drnwn protruding to a poin\. 
• round: The joints are rounded. 

[75} -pen color 

(available only for handle_ line, polygon, portal, rectangle. spline, text and textlile itcm types) 

Draw an outline around the edge oftne rectangle in color. Color may have any of the forms accepted by Tk_ GetColor. If 
color is "none", thcn no outline will be drawn for the rectangle. This option defaults to black. 

[76] -penwidth width 

(available only for line, polygon. rectangle and spline itcm types) 

Width specifies the width of the pen in current units to be dravm around the item. Wide lines will be drawn centered on the 
path specified by the points. [f wid/I! is 0.0. then the pen will always be drawn one pixel wide, independent of the zoom. 
Width dcfaults to I pixel. 

Spline Items 

Items of type spline appear on the display as one or more bezier curves joined end to end, so the last point of the one eurve is used as the first 
point of the next. Splines are displayed as smooth curves at any magnification. They arc rendered in more detail when they are larger. it is 
possible to create a fixed approximation to a spline with the spline2line command. In addition, it is possible to generate a spline that 
approximates a multi-segmemcd line with the line2spline command. A bezier curve is defined using four points - the start and end point for 
the curve, and two control points that indicate the path that the curve follows. For example: 

("",,<I 
p,if,t2 • 

For a spline made from a single bezier segment, the points are given as follows: 

<start-x> <slan-y> <c I-x> <c I-y> <c2-x> <e2-y> <cnd-x> <end-y> 
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That is. fi rst the start point is given. followed by the first control point, followed by the second control point and finishing with the end point 
for the curve. For example, you can create a simple spline using: 

.pad create spline 0 0 10 10 20 10 30 0 

here (0, 0) defines thc start of the curve. ( ] 0, ]0) is the first control point, (20, ]0) is the second control point. and the curve ends at (30. 0). 

Splines are created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathName create spline xl yl .. xn yn loption value opt ion value ... J 

The arguments x ] through yn give the coordinates for a series of one or more splines. Each point is specified by two coordinates. When 
specifying a spline made from two or more bezier curves. the end point of the first curve is used as the start point for the second, so the second 
curve only requires an additional three points (two control points and an end point). In general a spline ofN bezier curves requires 3N+] points 
(6N+2 coordinates), This represents a start point and then three points for each curve. 

Forconveniencc, if the end point of the last curve segment in a spline is omitted. I'ad++ assumes Ihat the curve should be 'closed'· it uses the 
stan point of the first curve as the end point for the last curve, creating a closed shape. For closed shapes, therefore, you should provide 3N 
points (6N coordinates). 

After Ihe coordinates there may be any number of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These 
same option-value pairs may be used in itemconfigure widget commands to change the item'S configuration. The following options are 
supponed for lines: 

[77J ·arrowshape shape 

(available only for line and spline item types) 

This option indicates how to draw arrowheads. The shape argument must be a list with three elements. each specifying a 
distance. The first element oflhe list gives Ihe distance along the spline from the neck of the arrowhead to its tip. The second 
element gives the distance along the spline from the trailing points of the arrowhead to the tip. aJld the third clement gives 
the distance from the outside edge of the spline to the trailing points. ]flhis option isn't specified then I'ad++ picks a 
"reasollab1e~ shape. 

(78] -arrow where 

(available only for line and spline ilem types) 

Indicates whether or not arrowheads are to be drawn alone or both ends orthe spline. where must have oneofthe values 
"none" (for no arrowheads), ~fi rst" (for an arrowhead at the first point of the line), "last" (for an arrowhead at the last point 
of the line), or "bolh" (for arrowheads at both ends). This oplion defaults to "none". 

[79] ·capstyle cap 

(available only for line and spline item types) 

Specifies how the ends of the spline are drawn. cap may be one of: 
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• 
• butt: The ends are drawn square. at the end point 
• pr ojecti ng : The ends are drawn square, past the endpoint 
• round: The ends are rounded. 

[80J -joinstylejoin 

(available only for line, polygon, rectangle and spline item types) 

Specifies how the joints at lIenices are drawn. join may be one of: 

• 
• bevel : The joints are draml without protruding. They arc cut-off and sharp. 
• miter: The joints are drawn protruding to a point. 
• round: 1lie joints are rounded. 

[8IJ-pencolor 

(al'uilable only for handle. line. polygon. portal, rectangle. spline, lext and lexifile item types) 

Color specifies a color to use for drawing the spline: it may have any of the forms acccptable to lK_GetColor. It may also be 
"none", in which case the line will not be drawn. This option defaults 10 black. 

[82J -pcnwidth width 

(available only for line. ploygon. rectangle and spline item types) 

Width specifies the width of the pen in current units to be drawn around the item. Wide lines will be drawn centered on the 
path specified by the points, lfwidth is 0.0, then the pen will always be drawn one pixel wide, independent of the zoom. 
Width defaults 10 I pixel. 

TeL Items 

Items oftypc tel are really a simple of way of hailing user-describable item. A Tcl item really consists of two Tel scripts to render an item 
procedurally (one to render. and the other to compute the bounding box.) The render script can render by calling the pad widget with the 
various drawing routines (see drawline, drawtext, setcolor, ~etlinewidth.) Tel's are created with widget commands of the following 
fonn: 

pathName create tel [option value option value ... J 

There may be any number of option-value pairs, each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itemeonfigure widget commands to change the item's configuration. The foHowing options are supponed for tel objects: 

[83J -bb boundingboxScript 

(available only for KPL and Te L item types) 

A Tcl script that will be evaluated to compute the bounding box of this item. It should return a <I element list whose 
members are "xl y l xl y2" which are the lower left and upper right comers of this items bounding box. 
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Text Items 

A text itcm displays a string of characters on the screen in one or more lines. There is a single custom "vector" fonl. Text items are created at a 
default size of one pixel high. Their size can be changed with the scale command or the -place itemconfigure option. 

INDICES 

Many of the commands for text take one or more indices as arguments. An index is a string used to indicate a particular place within a text. 
such as a place to inser! charactcrs or one endpoint of a range of characters to delete. Indices have the syntax: 

base modifier modifier modifier 

Wherc base gives a starting point and the modifiers adjust the index from the starting point (e.g. move forward or backward 
one character). Every index must contain a base. but the modificrs are optional. 

The base for all index must have one of the following forms: 

line . char 

Indicateschar'th charactcr on linc line. Lines are numbered from O. NOlice that this is different than the Tk text widgel. Within a line, 
characters are numbered from O. 

line.end 

Indicates the last character Oil line line. Lines are numbered from O. 

Indicates the char'th characler from the beginning of the file (starting at 0). 

@x,y 

Indicates the character that covers the pixel whose;r and y coordinates within the text's window are;r and y. 

Indicates Ihe Jast character in the text. 

Indicates the characlcr just after the mark whose namc is mark. 
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If modifiers follow the base index. each one of them must have one of the fonns listed below. Keywords such as chars and 
wordend may be abbreviated as long as the abbreviation is unambiguous. Modifiers must have one of the following forms: 

+ count chars 

Adjust the index forward by count characters, moving to later lines in the text if necessary. If there are fewer than count characters in the text 
after the CUlTent index, then set the index to the last character in the text Spaces on either side of count are optional. 

- eount ehars 

Adjust the index backward by count characters, moving to earlier lines in the text if necessary. If there are fewer than count characters in the 
text before the eUlTent index.. then set the index to the first character in the text. Spaces on either side of count arc optionaL 

+ count lines 

Adjust the index forward by count lines, retaining the same character position within the line. If there are fewer than count lines aflcr the line 
containing the current index. then set the index to refer to the same character position on the last line of the tex\. Then. if the line is nOllong 
enough to contain a character at the indicated character position. adjust the character position to rerer 10 the last character of the line. Spaces on 
either side of count arc optional. 

- count lines 

Adjust the index backward by count lines. retaining the same character position within the line. Ifthcre are fewer than count lines before the 
line containing the current index. then set the index 10 refer to the same character position on the first line of the text. Thcn, if the line is not 
long enough to contain a character at the indicated character position, adjust the character position to refer to the last character orthe line. 
Spaccs on either side of count are optional. 

lines tart 

Adjust the index to refer to the first character on the line. 

lineend 

Adjust the index to refer 10 the last character on the line. 

words tar t 

Adjust the index to refer 10 the first character of the word containing the current index. A word consisls of any number of adjacent characters 
that are lencrs, digits, or underscores. or a single character that is not one oflhesc. 
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wordend 

Adjust the index to refer to the character just after the last one of the word containing the current index. If the current index refers to the last 
charactcr ofthc tcxt thcn it is not modified. 

MARKS 

Ifmore than one modifier is present then they are applicd in lefH(}oright order. For example. the index "end - I charll" 
rcfers to the next-to-last character in the text and " insert words tart - I c· refcrs to the chamctcr just before thc first 
one in the word containing thc insertion cursor. 

The second fonn of annotation in text widgcts is a mark. Marks are used for remembering particular places in a text. They have names and they 
refer to places in the file, bUI a mark isn't associated with particular characters. Instead, a mark is associated with the gap between two 
characters. Only a single position may be associated with a mark at any given time. lfthc characters around a mark arc deleted the mark will 
still remain: it will just have new neighbor characters. In contrast, if the chamcters containing a tag are deleted thcn the tag will no longer havc 
an association with characters in the file. Marks may be manipulatcd with thc mark sub-command. and thcir current locations may be 
dctemlined by using the mark name as an index in widget commands. 

One mark has special significance. The mark insert is associated with the insertion cursor. The mark point is an synonym for insert. This 
special mark may not be unset. 

USAGE 

Tcxt items are supported by the I'ad++ text command. Tcxt itcms are created with widgct commands of the following fonn: 

pathName create text {option value option value ... J 

There may be any number of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itcmconfigure widgct commands to change the item's configuration. The following options are supported for text items: 

[84]-font fontname 

(available only for text item types) 

Specifies the fonl to be used for rendering text for Ihis itcm. fontname must specify a filename which contains an Adobe 
Type I fom. or the string "System" which causes the I'ad++ line-font 10 be used. Defaults to "Sy-'tem". 

[85j·pen color 

(available ony for handle, line, polygon, portal. reclangle. spline. texl and textlile item types) 

Color specifies a color 10 usc for drawing the tcxt characters; it may have any of the fonns acccpted by Tk_GetColor. It may 
also be "none". in which case the text will be not be drawn. This option defaults 10 black. 

l86] -text string 

(available only for text and textlile item types) 
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String specifies the characters to be displayed in the tex t item. Newline charactcrs cause line breaks, and tab characters are 
supported. This option defaults to an empt)' string. 

The text command is described above with the other Pad++ commands under WIDGET COMMANDS. 

Textfile Items 

A textfile item displays a string of characters on the screen in one or more lines as with text items, but the text is loaded in from a file, Textfile 
items are supportcd by the Pad++ text command. Tcxtfile items are created with widget commands of the following form: 

pathName create textfile [option value option value ... J 

There may be any number of option-value pairs. each of which sets one of the configuration options for the item. These same option-value 
pairs may be used in itemconfigure widget commands to change the item's configuration. The fo llowing options are supported for tex t items: 

187}-file fileName 

(available only for textfile item types) 

fileNamc specifies the filename to read a text file from. 

[88] -font fontname 

(available only for HTML, portal. text and textlile item types) 

Specifies the fonlto be used for rendering text for this item. fontname must specify a filename which eonlains an Adobe 
Type I font. or the string "SystemH which causes the l'ad++ line-fonlto be used. Defaults to "System~ . 

[89]-pen color 

190}-text 

(available only for handle. line. polygon, portal, rectangle, spline. lext and tcxtfile itcm types) 

Color specifies a color to use for drawing the tcxt characters: it may have any of the forms accepted by Tk_ GetColor. II may 
also be "none", in which case the text wi11 be not be drawn. This option defaults to black. 

(available only for text file item types) 

Returns the text in this textfile item. This is a read-only option and can not be set. 

Default Bindings 
In the current implementation, new Pad++ widgets are not given any default behavior: al1 behavior has to be described explicitly. However, the 
PadDraw sample application has many cvcnt bindings that may be useful. 

Global TeL Variables 
I'ad++ defines sevcral global Tel variables that arc available for use by Tcl applications. They are: 

• Pad_Error True during Pad++ background errors. 
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• Pad Version Current version of this Pad++ software 
• I' ad - Write Used in the <Write> event for an applicatioll to specify if the system should write out a specific object or not. (See the write 

command and the <Write> event in the bind command.) 

KPL-Pad++ Interface 
As described in the section above on KPL ITEMS. Kpl is a byte-compiled language that comes with Pad++ that is typically used for creating 
new objects, It is a general-purpose language, and has the ability to call eenain Pad++ rendering routines. Some basic documentation is 
available with the Pad++ release in doclkpl.lrojJ. 

There are two ways to interact with KpJ. The first is to make a Pad++ Kpl item with a Kpl renderscript (described above). In this case, every 
time the item is rendered, the Kpl script will be executed. The second method is to use the ~pl command available directly from TeL The kpl 
command has the following format: 

kpl subcommand {ar"lS ... J 

Where subcommand must be one of the following: 

eval string 

Byte·compiles and evaluates Siring as a Kpl script. 

push value 

Pushes I'allll! onto the top of the Kpl stack. 

pop 

Pops the top element ofTofthe Kpl stack and returns it. 

get name 

Returns the current value of the Kpl variable. name. 

set name value 

Sets the Kpl variable name to value. 

There are several Kpl commands available for interacting with the Tel environment. and for rendering directly onto the Pad++ surface (when 
within a render callback). They arc organized into a few groups as follows: 

These commands provide a mechanism for accessing Tel variables from KpJ. 

tclset name value 

Sets the global Tcl variablc name to I·alue. 

tclsetZ array_name element value 

Sets the global Tel array arraY_lIame(elemenl) to mille. 
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tclget name 

Returns the value of the global Tcl variable name. 

tclget2 array_name element 

Returns the value of the global Tel array array _ name(element). 

televal t el_string 

Evaluates the Tel string tel_string. 

These commands provide basic drawing capability. 

drawborder llcorner urcorner width border relief 

Draws a 3D border within the rectangle specified by !learner and IIrcorner (where each of those are 2D vectors). Width 
specifies the zoom able width of the border. Border specifies the bordcr color and must have been previously allocated with 
the Pad++ alloeborder command. Relic/specifics the style ofbordcr, and must be one of: Hraised", "fla t", "sunken", 
"grooveH, "ridge", "ba"up", or "bardownH. 

drawli.ne vec t or 

Draws a line specified by vector. As Kpl vectors may be up to l6·dimcnsional, this vector can specify up to 8 (x. y) points. 
This routine will draw a line connecting as many points as are specified within \'Cctor. 

drawimage image token x y 

Draws the image specified by imagetoken at the point (x. y) . (Also sec allocimage, freeimage , and info commands as 
well as the description of image items). This command can only hi: called within a render callback. 

drawpolygon vector 

Draws a polygon specified by vector. As Kpl vectors may be up to l6·dimensional, this vector can specify up to 8 (x. y) 
points. This routine will draw a closed polygon connecting as many points as are specified within veCtOr. 

drawtext text position 

gl!tlevel 

Draws text. Text specifies the text to be drawn. Position specifies the where the text gets drawn. Position is a IWo-
dimensional veclor specifying the (x. y) position. (Also see the KPL setcolor, setfont, and setfontheight commands.) 

Returns the current refinement level. 
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geta1:.e 

Returns the current size oflne object, where size is lhe larger of the width and height. 

render1tem tagOrId 

During a render callback triggered by the -renderscripf option. this function actually renders the object. During a
renderscripl callback. all the items specified by logOrJd are rendered (lUld the current hem is not rendered unless it is in 
logOrfd). This function may only be called during a render callback. 

aetabalinewidth width 

Sets the current drawing with to an absolute width. All lines will be drawn with this width. This is an absolute width, so this 
specifics the width independent of the current view. I.e .. the line width will not change as the view changes. 

aetcapatyle capltyle 

Sets the capslyle of lines for drawing. Capstyle may be any of: ftbUII" , ftproje<:tingft, or ~roundft. 

aeccolor color 

Sets the current drawing color to color. Note that color must havc been previously allocated by the alloccolor Paet++ 
command. 

aeetont font 

Specifies the font to be used for rendering text for th is item. Font must specify a filename which contains an Adobe Type I 
font . or the string "Systel'( which causes the POO++ line-font to be used. Defaults 10 "System". (Also see the 
letfontheight command.) 

Sets the height of the font for future drawing with render cal lbacks. Neight is specified in pixels. (Also see the setfont 
command). 

aetjoinltyle joinatyle 

Sets the joinstyle of lines for drawing. Joinstyle may be any of: "bevel". "miter", or "round". 

aetlinewidth width 

Sets the current drawing widlh to a zoomable width. All lines will be drawn with this width. This is a 7.oomable width. so 
this specifies the width as il will look when Ihe view has a magnificlllion of 1.0. 
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These commands provide drawing commands in a style much like postscript. 

closepath 

Specifics the end of a path. 

curveto vector 

fill 

Draws a bezier curvc. Here, ~'ector is a six-dimensional vector. 111e current point plus these three points specify four points 
which control the bezieT curve. 

Fills the current path. 

lineto vector 

Specifics a straight linc in the current path from the current point to (x, y) specified by I'ec/or. Makes (x, y) the current point. 

moveto vector 

Moves the current point within the current path to (x, y) specified by veCtor. 

newpath 

Specifies the beginning of a new path. 

stroke 

Draws thc current path with an outlinc only - the path is not filled. 

These commands provide control ovcr refinement. 

int;errupted 

refine 

ReTurns true ( 1) if there has been an event during this render to interrupt it. It is up to objects \hattake very long to render 
themselves to check this flag during the rendering. If it is true (i.e., the render has been interrupted). then the Kpl render 
routine should return immediate ly - wiThout completing the render. Generally, renders al refinement level 0 should always 
be quile fast. bUT further refinement levels can take an arbitrarily long lime 10 render as long as they are interruptible. 
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Specifies that this itcm wants to be refincd. Pad++ will schcdule a refinemcnt, and at somc point in thc ncar future. thc item 
will be re-rendcred at thc next higher refinement Ic\·cl. An item can usc the cumnt Icvcl in conjunction with this command 
to render it.sclr simply at first. and then fill in more and more detail when it is refined. 

Hcre is an example that creates a Kpl item with a renderscript that exercises some ofthc commands described here . 

tpl eva! ' t r h.ngh.tpl SO\lrce 
set pen [.pad alloccolor brown] 

• Tel code to load ~pl code and to create 
I PadH Kpl item. 

. pad create tpl -bb I-10 :- l0 110:1 10) -renderscript Itest_drawing) 

3 aetlinewidth 
' pel'll tclget aetcolor 
newpath 

j ' Kpl code lin a separate tile) 
to teat the drawing comm.nds ' / 

/' Draw II looping berier curve oj 

0:0 meveto 
200 :1 5 :-1 00:75 :100:0 curveto 

atroke 

' pen2 tclget aetcolor 
newpllth 

fill 

0:0 maveto 
50:0 lineto 
50 : 50 lineto 
0: 50 lineto 

' pen3 tclget aetcolor 
newpath 

0:0 maveto 
50:0 lio.to 
50:50 lineto 
0:50 lineto 
0: 0 lineto 

1 .et.balinewidth 
'pen4 tclget •• teolor 
newpllth 

strote 

0 : 0 moveto 
50 : 0 lineto 
50 : 50 lineto 
0:50lineto 
0:0 lineto 

get level -> i 
i 1 < t 

refine 

~ 
l(!tr~:!!.!!!slinD C()mmjlnd~ nnd 

o lion~ 
VIP' 

~ .[ rn!.!~fnnn:l\ion~ 

ReI 

" ·Ii k~ r 'ld' ~'r 

I 

Index 

Itcm~ 

I·vcnb 

Fil' 

Debu HI" 

/' Draw a filled aquare ' ; 

I ' Draw a square outline ' 1 

I · Draw a square outline 
with an absolute width ' / 

j . Ca\lse one level of refinement. 
Notice the bezier curve i. rendered 
at low-resolution at firat. 
and then improves with refinement. " / 

I~'m 

'r~ Ishl :nion~ 
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Pad++: A Zoomable Graphical Interface System 
Benjamin B. Bederson and James D. Hollan 
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University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 

(505) 277-3112 
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ABSTRACT 
Large information spaces are often difficult to access effi
ciently and intuitively. We are exploring Pad++, a graphical 
interface syst(:m based on zooming, as an alternative to tra
ditional window and icon-based approaches. Objects can be 
placed in the graphical workspace at any size, and zooming 
is the fundamental navigational technique. The goal is to 
provide simple methods for visually navigating complex 
information spaces that ease the burden of locating informa
tion while maintaining an intuitive sense of location and of 
relationship between information objects. 

KEYWORDS: Navigation, interactive interfaces, multiscale 
interfaces, zooming, authoring, information navigation, 
hypertext, information visualization, multimedia, world 
wide web. 

INTRODUCTION 
Over the past several years, a variety of techniques have 
been introduced for viewing large information spaces, 
including: SDMS [4], fisheye views [5], information visual
izer [3], graphical fisheye views of graphs [10], Pad [9], and 
Pad++ [1][2]17]. Space-scale diagrams have been used as an 
analytical tool for some of them [6]. 

This paper accompanies a CHI'95 demonstration of Pad++, 
an interface system based on zooming. Pad++ workspaces 
are large high resolution areas, allowing the viewing of 
complex collections of information at multiple scales. 
Zooming and panning are the primary methods of naviga
tion in Pad·H. Several efficiency mechanisms [2] are 
employed to maintain interactive frame rates for animation, 
even when scenes get complicated. 

Pad++ is a general-purpose substrate for exploring user 
interfaces. It directly supports creation and manipulation of 
zoom able graphical objects and navigation within a zoom
able workspace. Pad++ is built as a new widget for Tk using 
Tcl, an interpreted scripting language. Increasingly popular, 
Tcl and Tk [8] combine a scripting language and Motif-like 
library for creating graphical user interfaces and applica
tions withoul the need to write C code. The Tcl interface to 
Pad++ is similar to the interface to the Tk Canvas widget, a 
surface for drawing structured graphics. 

Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is 
granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for 
direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the 
title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given 
that copying is by permission of ACM. To copy otherwise, or to 
republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. 

CHI' Companion 95, Denver, Colorado, USA 
© 1995 ACM 0-89791-755-3/95/0005 ... $3.50 

Objects in Pad++ can be implemented so that they change 
the way they look depending on, among other things, their 
size, complexity of the current view, characteristics of 
users' task, lenses positioned over them, or the type of 
interface physics [2] currently operational. Such changes in 
view we call semantic zooming. It provides, for example, a 
simple method for representing abstraction. When you 
zoom out, you see a simplified rendering of the object, and 
when you zoom in, you see more details. Perlin [9] 
described a prototype zooming calendar based on this 
notion. 

NAVIGATION 
Finding information effectively with a Pad++ interface is 
important because intuitive navigation through large infor
mation spaces is a primary motivation. To accomplish this, 
Pad++ supports visual searching with zooming in addition 
to traditional mechanisms, such as content-based search. 

Searching in Pad++ produces smooth animations to the 
desired objects. Animations interpolate in pan and zoom to 
bring the view to the specified location. If the end point, 
however, is more than one screen width away from the 
starting point, the animation zooms out to a point midway 
between the starting and ending points, far enough out so 
that both points are visible. The animation then smoothly 
zooms in to the destination. This gives a sense of context to 
the viewer and helps maintain object constancy. In addition 
it speeds up the animation since most of the panning is per
formed when zoomed out and thus covers more distance 
than panning while zoomed in. We use space-scale dia
grams [6] to help analyze and construct these trajectories. 

SAMPLE APPLICATION - HYPERTEXT 
Hypertext systems confront the problem of how to give 
users an intuitive sense of location as they navigate through 
large information spaces. An example is NCSA's Mosaic 
system. It allows traversal of a vast information space 
across the internet via hyperlinks. In Mosaic, as with many 
other window-based hypertext systems, following a link 
replaces the contents of the window with the linked data, or 
sometimes brings up a new window. However, there is no 
graphical depiction of the relationship among windows -
even when there is a strong semantic relationship. Thus, it 
is guite common to hear users complain of losing a sense of 
relationship between where they are and where they've 
been. 

This work was supported in part by ARPA contract #N66001-
94-C-6039 to the University of New Mexico. For more infor
mation about this project see http://www.cs.unm.edu/pad++. 
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Figure 1. A screen dump showing a series of World Wide Web home pages loaded into Pad++. 

Pad++ attempts to address this problem by using a very high 
resolution zoomable surface to graphically layout the links 
representing traversals. When a hyperlink is selected, the 
linked data is loaded to the side and made smaller while the 
user's view is animated to center the new information. The 
nodes are layed out in such a way that no traversal of links 
can cause overlapping. Pad++ can read in hypertext files 
written in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). Figure 1 
shows a snapshot with a number of home pages loaded and 
several links followed. 

CONCLUSION 
Pad++ is a tool for exploring interfaces and visualizations 
based on zooming. We believe that multiscale interfaces 
provide effective alternative mechanisms for addressing 
problems associate with navigation of very large informa
tion collections. Our goal is to provide simple methods for 
visually navigating that ease the burden oflocating informa
tion while maintaining an intuitive sense of location and of 
relationships between information objects. 

We are currently, in collaboration with NYU and Bellcore, 
continuing development of the Pad++ substrate as well as 
starting work in several application domains. 
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Big information worlds cause big problems for interfaces. There is too much to see. They are hard to navigate.
An armada of techniques has been proposed to present the many scales of information needed. Space-scale
diagrams provide an analytic framework for much of this work. By representing both a spatial world and its
different magnifications explicitly, the diagrams allow the direct visualization and analysis of important scale
related issues for interfaces.

Zoom views, multiscale interfaces, fisheye views, information visualization, GIS; visualization, user interface
components; formal methods, design rationale.

For more than a decade there have been efforts to devise satisfactory techniques for viewing very large
information worlds. (See, for example, [6] and [9] for recent reviews and analyses). The list of techniques for
viewing 2D layouts alone is quite long: the Spatial Data Management System [3], Bifocal Display[1], Fisheye
Views [4][12], Perspective Wall [8], the Document Lens [11], Pad [10], and Pad++ [2], the MacroScope [7],
and many others.
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Central to most of these 2D techniques is a notion of what might be called multiscale viewing. An interface is
devised that allows information objects and the structure embedding them to be displayed at many different
magnifications, or scales. Users can manipulate which objects, or which part of the whole structure, will be
shown at what scale. The scale may be constant and manipulated over time as with a zoom metaphor, or
varying over a single view as in the distortion techniques (e.g., fisheye or bifocal metaphor). In either case,
the basic assumption is that by moving through space and changing scale the users can get an integrated
notion of a very large structure and its contents, navigating through it in ways effective for their tasks.

This paper introduces space-scale diagrams as a technique for understanding such multiscale interfaces. These
diagrams make scale an explicit dimension of the representation, so that its place in the interface and
interactions can be visualized, and better analyzed. We are finding the diagrams useful for understanding such
interfaces geometrically, for guiding the design of code, and as interfaces to authoring systems for multiscale
information.

This paper will first present the necessary material for understanding the basic diagram and its properties.
Subsequent sections will then use that material to show several examples of their uses.

The basic diagram concepts

The basic idea of a space-scale diagram is quite simple. Consider, for example, a square 2D picture (Figure
1a).

Figure 1. The basic construction of a Space-Scale diagram from a 2D picture.

The space-scale diagram for this picture would be obtained by creating many copies of the original 2D
picture, one at each possible magnification, and stacking them up to form an inverted pyramid (Figure 1b).
While the horizontal axes represent the original spatial dimensions, the vertical axis represents scale, i.e., the
magnification of the picture at that level. In theory, this representation is continuous and infinite: all
magnifications appear from 0 to infinity, and the "picture" may be a whole 2D plane if needed.

Before we can discuss the various uses of these diagrams, three basic properties must be described. Note first
that a user's viewing window can be represented as a fixed-size horizontal rectangle which, when moved
through the 3D space-scale diagram, yields exactly all the possible pan and zoom views of the original 2D
surface (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The viewing window is shifted rigidly around the 3D diagram to obtain all possible pan/ zoom
views of the original 2D surface, e.g., (b) a zoomed in view of the circle overlap, (c) a zoomed out view
including the entire original picture, and (d) a shifted view of a part of the picture.

This property is useful for studying pan and zoom interactions in continuously zoomable interfaces like Pad
and Pad++ [2][10].
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Secondly, note that a point in the original picture becomes a ray in this space-scale diagram. The ray starts at
the origin and goes through the corresponding point in the continuous set of all possible magnifications of the
picture (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Points like p and q in the original 2D surface become corresponding "great rays" p and q in
the space-scale diagram. (The circles in the picture therefore become cones in the diagram, etc.)

We call these the great rays of the diagram. As a result, regions of the 2D picture become generalized cones
in the diagram. For example, circles become circular cones and squares become square cones.

A third property follows from the fact that typically the properties of the original 2D picture (e.g., its
geometry) are considered invariant under moving the origin of the 2D coordinate system. In the space-scale
diagrams, such a change of origin corresponds to a "shear" (Figure 4), i.e., sliding all the horizontal layers
linearly so as to make a different great ray become vertical.

Figure 4. Shear invariance. Shifting the origin in the 2D picture from p to q corresponds to shearing the
layers of the diagram so the q line becomes vertical. Each layer is unchanged, and great rays remain
straight. Only those conclusions which remain true under all such shears are valid.

Thus, if one only wants to consider properties of the original diagram that are invariant under change of
origin, the only meaningful properties of the space-scale diagram are those invariant under such a shear. For
example, the absolute angles between great rays change with shear, and so should be given no special
meaning.

Now that the basic concepts and properties of space-scale diagrams have been introduced by the detailed
Figures 1-4, we can make a simplification. Those figures have been three dimensional, comprising two
dimensions of space and one of scale ("2+1D"). Substantial understanding may be gained, however, from the
much simpler two-dimensional versions, comprising one dimension of space and one dimension of scale
("1+1D"). It could, for example be a vertical slice from, or an edge on view of, the 2+1D version, or just a
space-scale view of a truly 1D world (e.g., a time line). In the 1+1D diagram, since the spatial world is 1D, a
viewing window is a line segment that can be moved around the diagram to represent different pan and zoom
positions. It is convenient to show the window as a narrow slit, so that looking through it shows the
corresponding 1D view. Figure 5 shows one such diagram illustrating a sequence of three zoomed views.

Figure 5. A "1+1D" space-scale diagram has one spatial dimension, u, and one scale dimension, v. The
six great rays here correspond to six points in a 1D spatial world, put together at all magnifications.
The viewing window, like the space itself, is one dimensional, and is shown as a narrow slit with the
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corresponding 1-D window view being visible through the slit. Thus the sequence of views (a), (b), (c)
begins with a view of all six points, and then zooms in on the point q. The views, (a), (b), (c) are redrawn
at bottom to show the image at those points.

The basic math.

It is helpful to characterize these diagrams mathematically. This will allow us to use analytic geometry along
with the diagrams to analyze multiscale interfaces, and also will allow us to map conclusions back into the
computer programs that implement them.

The mathematical characterization is simple. Let the pair (x,z) denote the point x in the original picture
considered magnified by the multiplicative scale factor z. We define any such (x,z) to correspond to the point
(u,v) in the space-scale diagram where u=xz and v=z. This second trivial equation is needed to make the
space-scale coordinates distinct, and because there are other versions of space-scale diagrams, e.g., where
v=log(z). Conversely, of course, a point (u,v) in the space-scale diagram corresponds to (x,z), i.e., a point x in
the original diagram magnified by a factor z, where x=u/v, and z=v. The notation is a bit informal, in that x
and u are single coordinates in the 1+1D version of the diagrams, but a sequence of two coordinates in the
2+1D version.

A few words are in order about the XZ vs. UV characterizations. The (x,z) notation can be considered a
world-based coordinate system. It is important in interface implementation because typically a world being
rendered in a multiscale viewer is stored internally in some fixed canonical coordinate system (denoted with
x's). The magnification parameter, z, is used in the rendering process. Technically one could define a type of
space-scale diagram that plots the set of all (x,z) pairs directly. This "XZ" diagram would stack up many
copies of the original diagram, all of the same size, i.e., without rescaling them. In this representation, while
the picture is always constant size, the viewing window must grow and shrink as it moves up and down in z,
indicating its changing scope as it zooms. Thus while the world representation is simple, the viewer behavior
is complex. In contrast, the "UV" representation of the space-scale diagrams focused on in this paper can be
considered view-based. Conceptually, the world is statically prescaled, and the window is rigidly moved
about. The UV representation is thus very useful in discussing how the views should behave. The coordinate
transform formulas allow problems stated and solved in terms of view behavior, i.e., in the UV domain, to
have their solutions transformed back into XZ for implementation.

With these preliminaries, we are prepared to consider various uses of space-scale diagrams. We begin with a
few examples involving navigation in zoomable interfaces, then consider how the diagrams can help visualize
multiscale objects, and finish by showing how other, non-zoom multiscale views can be characterized.

Pan-zoom trajectories

One of the dominant interface modes for looking at a large 2D world is to provide an undistorted window
onto the world and allow the user to pan and zoom. This method is used in [2][3][7][10], as well as essentially
all map viewers in GISs (geographic information systems). Space-scale diagrams are a very useful way for
researchers studying interfaces to visualize such interactions, since moving a viewing window around via pans
and zooms corresponds to taking it on a trajectory through scale-space. If we represent the window by its
midpoint, the trajectories become curves and are easily visualized in the space-scale diagram. In this section,
we first show how easily space-scale diagrams represent pan/zoom sequences. Then we show how they can
be used to solve a very concrete interface problem. Finally we analyze a more sophisticated pan/zoom
problem, with a rather surprising information theoretic twist.
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Basic trajectories.

Figure 6 shows how the basic pan-zoom trajectories can be visualized.

Figure 6. Basic Pan-Zoom trajectories are shown in the heavy dashed lines:. (a) Is a pure Pan,. (b) is a
pure Zoom (out), (c) is a "Zoom-around" the point q.

In a simple pan (a), the window' s center traces out a horizontal line as it slides through space at a fixed scale.
A pure zoom around the center of the window follows a great ray (b), as the window's viewing scale changes
but its position is constant. In a "zoom-around" the zoom is centered around some fixed point other than the
center of the window, e.g., q at the right hand edge of the window. Then the trajectory is a straight line
parallel to the great ray of that fixed point. This moves the window so that the fixed point stays put in the
view. In the figure, for example, the point, q, always intersects the windows on trajectory (c) at the far right
edge, meaning that the point, q, is always at that position in the view. If as in this case the fixed point is itself
within the window, we call it a zoom-around-within-window or zaww. Other sorts of pan-zoom trajectories
have their characteristic shapes as well and are hence easily visualized with space-scale diagrams.

The joint pan-zoom problem.

There are times when the system must automatically pan and zoom from one place to another, e.g., moving
the view to show the result of a search. Making a reasonable joint pan and zoom is not entirely trivial. The
problem arises because in typical implementations, pan is linear at any given scale, but zoom is logarithmic,
changing magnification by a constant factor in a constant time. These two effects interact. For example,
suppose the system needs to move the view from some first point (x1 , z1) to a second point (x2 , z2). For
example, a GIS might want to shift a view of a map from showing the state of Kansas, to showing a zoomed in
view of the city of Chicago, some thousand miles away. A naive implementation might compute the linear
pans and log-linear zooms separately and execute them in parallel. The problem is that when zooming in, the
world view expands exponentially fast, and the target point x2 runs away faster than the pan can keep up with
it. The net result is that the target is approached non-monotonically: it first moves away as the zoom
dominates and only later comes back to the center of the view. Various seat-of-the pants guesses (taking logs
of things here and there) do not work either.

What is needed is a way to express the desired monotonicity of the view's movement in both space and scale.
This viewbased constraint is quite naturally expressed in the UV spacescale diagram as a bounding
parallelogram (Figure 7).

 Figure 7. Solution to the simple joint pan-zoom problem. The trajectory s monotonically
approaches point 2 in both pan and zoom.

Three sides of the parallelogram are simple to understand. Since moving up in the diagram corresponds to
increasing magnification, any trajectory which exits the top of the parallelogram would have overshot the
zoom-in. A trajectory exiting the bottom would have zoomed out when it should have been zooming in. One
exiting the right side would have overshot the target in space. The fourth side, on the left, is the most
interesting. Any point to the left of that line corresponds to a view in which the target x2 is further away from
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the center of the window than where it started, i.e., violating the nonmonotonic approach. Thus any
admissible trajectory must stay within this parallelogram, and in general must never move back closer to this
left side once it has moved right. The simplest such trajectory in UV space is the diagonal of the
parallelogram. Calculating it is simple analytic geometry. The coordinates of points 1 and 2 would typically
come from the implementation in terms of XZ. These would first be transformed to UV. The linear
interpolation is done trivially there, and the resulting equation transformed back to XZ for use in the
implementation. If one composes all these algebraic steps into one formula, the trajectory in XZ for this 1-D
case is:

Thus to get a monotonic approach, the scale factor, z, must change hyperbolically with the panning of x. This
mathematical relationship is not easily guessed but falls directly out of the analysis of the space-scale
diagram. We implemented the 2D analog in Pad++ and found the net effect is visually much more pleasing
than our naive attempts, and count this as a success of space-scale diagrams.

Optimal pan-zooms and shortest paths in scale-space

Since panning and zooming are the dominant navigational motion of these undistorted multiscale interfaces,
finding "good" versions of such motions is important.The previous example concerned finding a trajectory
where "good" was defined by monotonicity properties. Here we explore another notion of a "good" trajectory,
where "good" means "short".

Paradoxically, in scale-space the shortest path between two points is usually not a straight line. This is in fact
one of the great advantages of zoomable interfaces for navigation and results from the fact that zoom
provides a kind of exponential accelerator for moving around a very large space. A vast distance may be
traversed by first zooming out to a scale where the old position and new target destination are close together,
then making a small pan from one to the other, and finally zooming back in (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. The shortest path between two points is often not a straight line. Here each arrow represents
one unit of cost. Because zoom is logarithmic, it is often "shorter" to zoom out (a), make a small pan (b),
and zoom back in (c), than to make a large pan directly (d).

Since zoom is naturally logarithmic, the vast separation can be shrunk much faster than it can be directly
traversed, with exponential savings in the limit. Such insights raise the question of what is really the optimal
shortest path in scale-space between two points.

When we began pondering this question, we noted a few important but seemingly unrelated pieces of the
puzzle. First, one naive intuition about how to pan and zoom to cross large distances says to zoom out until
both the old and new location are in the view, then zoom back into the new one. Is this related at all to any
notion of a shortest path? Second, window size matters in this intuitive strategy: if the window is bigger, then
you do not have to zoom out as far to include both the old and new points. A third piece of the puzzle arises
when we note that the "cost" of various pan and zoom operations must be specified formally before we can
try to solve the shortest path question. While it seems intuitive that the cost of a pure pan should be linear in
the distance panned, and the cost of a pure zoom should be logarithmic with change of scale, there would
seem to be a puzzling free parameter relating these two, i.e., telling how much pan is worth how much zoom.
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Surprisingly, there turns out to be a very natural information metric on pan/zoom costs which fits these pieces
together. It not only yields the linear pan and log zoom costs, but also defines the constant relating them and
is sensitive to window size. The metric is motivated by a notion of visual informational complexity: the
number of bits it would take to efficiently transmit a movie of a window following the trajectory.

Consider a digital movie made of a pan/zoom sequence over some 2D world. Successive frames differ from
one another only slightly, so that a much more efficient encoding is possible. For example, if successive
frames are related by a small pan operation, it is necessary only to transmit the bits corresponding to the new
pixels appearing at the leading edge of the panning window. The bits at the trailing edge are thrown away.
The 1D version is shown in Figure 9a.

Figure 9. Information metric on pan and zoom operations on a 1D world. (a) Shifting a window by d
requires db new bits. (b) Zooming in by a factor of (w-d)/w, throws away db bits, which must be
replaced with just that amount of diffuse, higher resolution information when the window is magnified
and brought back to full resolution.

If the bit density is b (i.e., bits per centimeter of window real estate), then the number of bits to transmit a pan
of size d is db.

Similarly, consider when successive frames are related by a small pure zoom-in operation (Figure 9b), say
where a window is going to magnify a portion covering only (w-d)/w of what it used to cover (where w is the
window size). Then too, db bits are involved. These are the bits thrown away at the edges of the window as
the zoom-in narrows its scope. Since this new smaller area is to be shown magnified, i.e., with higher
resolution, it is exactly this number of bits, db, of high resolution information that must be transmitted to
augment the lower resolution information that was already available.

The actual calculation of information cost for zooms requires a little more effort, since the amount of
information required to make a total zoom by a factor r depends on the number and size of the intermediate
steps. For example, two discrete step zooms by a factor of 2 magnification require more bits than a single step
zoom by a factor of 4. (Intuitively, this is because showing the intermediate step requires temporarily having
some new high resolution information at the edges of the window that is then thrown away in the final scope
of the zoomed-in window.) Thus the natural case to consider is the continuous limit, where the step-size goes
to zero. The resulting formula says that transmitting a zoom-in (or out) operation for a total magnification
change of a factor r requires bwlog(r) bits.

Thus the information metric, based on a notion of bits required to encode a movie efficiently, yields exactly
what was promised: linear cost of pans (db), log costs of zooms (bwlog(r)), and a constant (w) relating them
that is exactly the window size. Similar analyses give the costs for other elementary motions. For example, a
zoom around any other point within the window (a zaww) always turns out to have the same cost as a pure
(centered) zoom. Other arbitrary zoom-arounds are somewhat more complicated.

From these components it is possible to compute the costs of arbitrary trajectories, and therefore in principle
to find minimal ones. Unfortunately, the truly optimal ones will have a complicated curved shape, and finding
it is a complicated calculus- of-variations problem. We have limited our work so far to finding the shortest
paths within certain parameterized families of trajectories, all of which are piecewise pure pans, pure zooms
or pure zaww's. We sketch typical members of the families on a space-scale diagram, pick parameterizations
of them and apply simple calculus to get the minimal cases. There is not room here to go through these in
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detail, but we give an overview of the results.

Before doing so, however, it should be mentioned that, despite all this formal work, the real interface issue of
what constitutes a "good" pan/zoom trajectory is an empirical/cognitive one. The goal here is to develop a
candidate theory for suggesting trajectories, and possibly for modelling and understanding future empirical
work. The suitability of the information-based approach followed here hinges on an implicit cognitive theory
that humans watching a pan/zoom sequence have somehow to take in, i.e., encode or understand, the
sequence of views that is going by. They need to do this to interpret the meaning of specific things they are
seeing, understand where they are moving to, how to get back, etc. It is assumed that, other things being
equal, "short" movies are somehow easier, taking fewer cognitive resources (processing, memory, etc.) than
longer ones. It is also assumed that human viewers do not encode successive frames of the movie but that a
small pan or small zoom can be encoded as such, with only the deltas, i.e., the new information, encoded.
Thus to some approximation, movies with shorter encoded lengths will be better. (We are also at this point
ignoring the content of the world, assuming that no special content-based encoding is practical or at least that
information density at all places and scales is sufficiently uniform that its encoding would not change the
relative costs.)

To get some empirical idea of whether this information-theoretic approach to "goodness" of pan-zoom
trajectories matches human judgment, we implemented some simple testing facilities. The testing interface
allows us to animate between two specified points (and zooms) with various trajectories, trajectories that were
analyzed and programmed using space-scale diagrams. We did informal testing among a few people in our lab
to see if there was an obvious preference between trajectories and compared these to the theory.

For large separations, pure pan is very bad. There is strong agreement between theory and subjects'
experience. Theory says the information description of a pure pan movie should be exponentially longer than
one using a substantial amount of zoom. Empirically, users universally disliked these big pans. They found it
difficult to maintain context as the animation flew across a large scene. Further, when the distance to be
travelled was quite large and the animation was fast, it was hard to see what was happening; if the animation
was too slow, it took too long to get there.

At the other extreme, for small separations viewers preferred a short pure pan to strategies that zoomed out
and in. It turns out that this is also predicted by the theory for the family piecewise pan/zoom/zaww
trajectories we considered here. Depending on exactly which types of motions are allowed, the theory
predicts that to traverse separations of less than 1 to 3 window widths, the corresponding movie is
informationally shorter if it is just a pan.

Does the naively proposed navigation strategy ("zoom out until the starting and ending points are close, then
pan in") ever arise in this analysis? At this high level of description, the answer is definitely "yes." The fine
points, however, are more subtle. If only zaww's are allowed, the shortest path indeed involves zooming out
until both are visible, then zooming in (Figure 10).

Figure 10. The shortest zaww path between p (a) and q zooms out till both are within the window (b), then
zooms in (c). The corresponding views are shown below the diagram.

For users this was quite a well-liked trajectory. If pans are allowed, however, the information metric disagrees
slightly with the naive intuition. It says instead to stop the zoom just before both are in view, then make a pan
of 1-3 screen separations (just as described for short pans), then finally zoom in. The information difference
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between this optimal strategy and the naive one is small, and our users similarly found small differences in the
acceptability. It will be interesting to examine these variants more systematically.

Our overall conclusion is that the information metric, based on analyses of space-scale diagrams, is quite a
reasonable way to determine "good" pan/zoom trajectories.

Showing semantic zooming

Another whole class of uses for space-scale diagrams is for the representation of semantic zooming[10]. In
contrast to geometric zooming, where objects change only their size and not their shape when magnified,
semantic zooming allows objects to change their appearance as the amount of real estate available to them
changes. For example, an object could just appear as a point when small. As it grows, it could then in turn
appear as a solid rectangle, then a labeled rectangle, then a page of text, etc.

Figure 11 shows how geometric zooming and semantic zooming appear in a space-scale diagram.

Figure 11. Semantic Zooming. Bottom slices show views at different points.

The object on the left, shown as an infinitely extending triangle, corresponds to a 1D gray line segment, which
just appears larger as one zooms in (upward: 1,2,3). On the right is an object that changes its appearance as
one zooms in. If one zooms out too far (a), it is not visible. At some transition point in scale, it suddenly
appears as a three segment dashed line (b), then as a solid line (c), and then when it would be bigger than the
window (d), it disappears again.

The importance of such a diagram is that it allow one to see several critical aspects of semantic objects that
are not otherwise easily seen. The transition points, i.e., when the object changes representation as a function
of scale, is readily apparent. Also the nature of the changing representations, what it looks like before and
after the change, can be made clear. The diagram also allows one to compare the transition points and
representations of the different objects inhabiting a multiscale world.

We are exploring direct manipulation in space-scale diagrams as an interface for multi-scale authoring of
semantically zoomable objects. For example, by grabbing and manipulating transition boundaries, one can
change when an object will zoom semantically. Similarly, suites of objects can have their transitions
coordinated by operations analogous to the snap, align, and distribute operators familiar to drawing programs,
but applied in the space-scale representation.

As another example of semantic zooming, we have also used space-scale diagrams to implement a "fractal
grid." Since grids are useful for aiding authoring and navigation, we wanted to design one that worked at all
scales -- a kind of virtual graph paper over the world, where an ever finer mesh of squares appears as you
zoom in. We devised the implementation by first designing the 1D version using the space-scale diagram of
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Fractal grid in 1D. As the window moves up by a factor of 2 magnification, new gridpoints
appear to subdivide the world appropriately at that scale. The view of the grid is the same in all five
windows.

This is the analog of a ruler where ever finer subdivisions appear, but by design here they appear only when
you zoom in (move upward in the figure). There are nicely spaced gridpoints in the window at all five zooms
of the figure. Without this fractal property, at some magnification the grid points would disappear from most
views.

Warps and fisheye views

Space-scale diagrams can also be used to produce many kinds of image warpings. We have characterized the
spacescale diagram as a stack of image snapshots at different zooms. So far in this paper, we have always
taken each image as a horizontal slice through scale space. Now, instead imagine taking a cut of arbitrary
shape through scale space and projecting down to the u axis. Figure 13 shows a step-up-step-down cut that
produces a mapping with two levels of magnification and a sharp transition between them.

Figure 13. Warp with two levels of magnification and an abrupt transition between them. (a) shows the
trajectory through scale-space, (b) shows the unwarped view, and (c) shows the warped view (notice
rays 3 and 7 don't appear).

Here, (a) shows the trajectory through scale space, (b) shows the result that would obtain if the cut was purely
flat at the initial level, and (c) shows the warped result following.

Different curves can produce many different kinds of mappings. For example, Figure 14 shows how we can
create a fisheye view.

Figure 14. Fisheye view.

By taking a curved trajectory through scalespace, we get a smooth distortion that is magnified in the center
and compressed in the periphery. Other cuts can create bifocal [1] and perspective wall [8].

For cuts as in Figure 13, which are piece-wise horizontal, the magnification of the mapping comes directly
from the height of the slice. When the cuts are curved and slanted, the geometry is more complicated, but the
magnification can always be determined by looking at the projection as in Figure 14.
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This paper introduces space-scale diagrams as a new technique for understanding multiscale interfaces. Their
defining characteristic and principal virtue is that they represent scale explicitly. We showed how they can
aid the analysis of pans and zooms because they take a temporal structure and turn it into a static one: a
sequence of views becomes a curve in scale-space. This has already helped in the design of good pan/zoom
trajectories for Pad++. We showed how the diagrams can help visualization of semantic zooming by showing
an object in all its scale-dependent versions simultaneously. We expect to use this as an interface for
designing semantically zoomable objects. We also suggested that diagrams may be useful for examining other
non-flat multiscale representation, such as fisheye views.

Space-scale diagrams, therefore, are important for visualizing various problems of scale, for aiding formal
analyses of those problems, and finally, for implementing various solutions to them.

This work was supported in part by ARPA grant N66001-94-C-6039. The authors would like to thank Maria
Slowiaczek for her very helpful comments on drafts of this paper.
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ABSTRACT 
The World Wide Web (WWW) is becoming increasingly important for business, education, and entertainment. Popular web 
browsers make access to Internet information resources. relatively easy for novice users. Simply by clicking on a link, a new 
page of information replaces the current one on the screen. Unfortunately however, after following a number of links, people 
can have difficulty remembering where they've been and navigating links they have followed. As one's collection of web pages 
grows and as more information of interest populates the web, effective navigation becomes an issue of fundamental importance. 

We are developing a prototype zooming browser to explore alternative mechanisms for navigating the WWW. Instead of having 
a single page visible at a time, multiple pages and the links between them are depicted on a large zoomable information surface. 
Pages are scaled so that the page in focus is clearly readable with connected pages shown at smaller scales to provide context. 
As a link is followed the new page becomes the focus and existing pages are dynamically repositioned and scaled. Layout 
changes are animated so that the focus page moves smoothly to the center of the display surface while contextual information 
provided by linked pages scales down. 

While our browser supports multiscale representations of existing HTML pages, we have also extended H1ML to support multi
scale layout within a page. This extension, Multi-Scale Markup Language (MSML), is at an early stage of development. It cur
rently supports inclusion within a page of variable-sized dynamic objects, graphics, and other interface mechanisms from our 
underlying Pad++ substrate. This provides sophisticated client-side interactions, permits annotations to be added to pages, and 
allows page constituents to be used as independent graphical objects. 

In this paper, we describe our prototype web browser and authoring facilities. We show how simple extensions to H1ML can 
support sophisticated client-side interactions. Finally, we discuss the results of preliminary user-interface testing and evaluation. 

Keywords: world-wide web, browser, information navigation, zooming, information visualization, multiscale information, ani
mated user interface, Pad++. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1945 Vannevar Bush [8] envisioned "a future device for individual use, which is a sort of mechanized private file and library." 
He termed this device a memex and proposed a form of associative indexing in which arbitrary pieces of information could be 
linked together such that "when one of these items is in view, the other can be instantly recalled by tapping a button." He further 
conjectured that "wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready made with a mesh of associative trails running through 
them, ready to be dropped into the memex and there amplified." Today, fifty years later, we have the World Wide Web and a 
memex in the form of web browsers. See [4] for an overview of the WWW. 

The increasing number of users and the ever-growing quantity of information available on the web present challenging interface 
and navigation problems. There are a variety of human factors [19] issues that need to be addressed. A larger number of users 
means that people with diverse talents, interests, and experiences will be on-line via the web. Many will be novices with little 
prior experience with computers. A simple click of the mouse can bring a user from their friend's home page to unknown desti
nations across the world. Traditionally, following a cross reference meant shuffling across the library to find another volume. 
While time-consuming, this reinforced the transition that was taking place. The difficulties that novice users confront can be 
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instructional to developers. While experts may not have as much difficulty, they experience the same cognitive burdens, and 
may just have a higher threshold before they experience similar difficulties. 

While the immediacy of traversing information links offers many advantages, it can also make it difficult to maintain an intuitive 
sense of where one is, and how one got there - leading to the frequently described sense of being lost. This is a classic problem 
of hypertext systems. Part of the problem can be attributed to windows-based interfaces. Current window systems don't readily 
support showing more than a few pages at a time. In addition, each page is usually in a separate window with no depiction of 
relationships to other windows. Popular WWW browsers, like other applications built according to current tiled or overlapping 
windows philosophies, also have this same problem, although they do offer limited methods to aid navigation by keeping track 
of interesting sites - usually in hierarchical sets of hotlists or bookmarks. 

Several groups have proposed alternatives and extensions to browsers to address some aspects of this problem. Oostendorp 
describes the PAINT system (Personalized Adaptive Internet Navigation Tool) [25]. It provides an interface for accessing hier
archies ofbooIanarks in a style similar to the NEXTStep interface. WebMap is a browser extension that shows a graphical rela
tionship between web pages [11]. Each page is represented by a small circle that can be selected to display the actual page. The 
links between pages are colored to indicate information about the links, such as whether it is a link to a different server or 
whether the destination page has already been read. These graphs may be saved and used by others. 

While the web is inherently cyclic, it is easier to visualize hierarchies, and so many web visualizations are based on hierarchies 
extracted from the graph of the web. Some interesting work focuses on alternative visualizations [24]. Furnas [14] shows how 
multitrees can be used to represent a collection of hierarchies sharing parts of the underlying data. One application of multitrees 
is visualization of bookmarks from multiple individuals[34]. Furnas [16] also describes a framework for characterizing how dif
ferent structures influence effective view traversal, the mechanical process of moving between information items, and view nav
igation, finding good paths to information items. 

Another approach to visualizing large information spaces that can be applied to web browsing and navigation involves tech
niques to show detail at particular nodes while maintaining context. One general approach, fisheye views [13], has been 
extended with graphics [30], three dimensions [9][22], hyperbolic representations[20], animation [10], and zooming [2][3][28]. 
Other techniques include exploiting a large virtual space [12], using lenses or filters [5][23][31], and visualizing two dimensional 
layouts [1][21). 

In addition to the difficulty of finding information, it becomes ever more important to tailor information for one's own needs. 
Also rather than searching oneself can be sensible to go by other's recommendations. This is the basis for commercial services 
such as Yahoo [36], and follows the often effective strategy of exploiting recommendations from those one knows and trusts 
[35]. 

Annotations are another important information tailoring facility. Annotations are personal markings that can be used to highlight 
and comment on information for oneself and others. One interesting approach to annotation on the web separates the annotations 
from the original documents and stores them in a special annotation server [29]. Used with an enhanced browser, displaying a 
new page automatically brings in the annotations of others and integrates them into the page. 

In the sections that follow, we describe our zooming web browser and the attempt to use animation and multiscale representation 
of context to support more effective web navigation. In addition to visualization of standard HTML pages, we introduce exten
sions to HTML that allow more sophisticated presentations and client-side interactions. We demonstrate the beginnings of direct 
manipulation graphical authoring tools and show how annotation can be supported as a form of authoring. Finally, we present 
the results of initial user testing and envision a scenario for future web use in the classroom. 

2. A ZOOMING WEB BROWSER 
Navigating the WWW presents a struggle between focus and context. As one browses or searches the web the need for detailed 
views of specific items conflicts with the need to maintain a global view of context and history of traversal. This struggle is 
made more difficult by the haphazard organization of the WWW. Information items closely related by links are not necessarily 
closely related by content nor in terms of the user's information needs. At times, one seems more likely to find something of 
interest when not looking for it than when specifically searching. This serendipitous contact with information, though at times 
frustrating, can also be an advantage. The challenge is how to best support both incidental and intentional access while organiz-
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ing useful infonnation so that it can be effectively retrieved again in the future. 

We are exploring dynamic multiscale techniques to support focus and context during navigation of large infonnation spaces. To 
accomplish this we are building a zoomable web browser using Pad++, a substrate for building multiscale dynamic user inter
faces [2][3][27][28]. Pad++ provides an extensive graphical workspace where dynamic objects can be placed at any position 
and at any scale. Pad++ supports panning and zooming. Zooming can involve simple geometric scaling or what we tenn seman
tic zooming, in which rendering of objects can vary based on factors in addition to scale, such as context of the task or complex
ity of the infonnation being displayed. Pad++ is built as a widget for TclfTIc, a scripting language and user-interface library 
[26][33]. 

Pad++ allows WWW pages to remain visible at varying scales while they are not specifically being visited, so the viewer may 
examine many pages at once. In addition, Pad++ allows the user to zoom in and out of pages, enabling explicit control of how 
much context is viewed at any time. To orient themselves, users can simply zoom back to view a number of web pages. To get 
more detailed views of a particular page they can zoom in. We think this variable scale contextual display of web pages can pro
vide important support for navigation. We are currently exploring a tree layout system that permits users to dynamically add to 
and reorganize a tree of web pages. Using our Pad++ web browser, users navigate a space filled with familiar objects, not iconi
fied representations of those objects. 

Our dynamic'Pad++ tree browser combines a basic focus-driven layout with automatic zooming and panning to support naviga
tion. The software allows the user to select a focus page. That selection animates the page to occupy a larger section of the dis
play. Pages farther from the focus page get increasingly smaller, resulting in a graphical fisheye view [30]. See Figures 1 and 2 
for snapshots of the Pad++ web browser during reorganization. 

Figure 1: Snapshot of Pad++ Web Browser. Figure 2: Another view of same web pages. 

The Pad++ WWW browser combines Pad++'s interactive multi scale display with dynamic objects that can restructure them
selves in response to user actions. Clicking on a link brings up a new page, adds it to the tree of pages, and causes the tree to 
restructure itself. Unlike other web browsers that immediately replace the current page with a new page, the restructuring pro
cess is animated so that users can understand how the tree is being reorganized. The animation helps maintain object constancy 
and the graphical depiction of links highlights relationships between pages. The new page becomes the current focus and is 
moved to the center of the screen, at a size suited for viewing. The user may designate any existing page to be the current focus 
by clicking on it. 

As in earlier fisheye displays, our basic layout function assigns a degree-of-interest value to each node in the tree based on its 
distance from the focus page. We define the distance to be the shortest path between two pages[13]. This value is then used to 
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determine the size of each node. See [11] for a description of other hierarchical layout techniques not based on fisheye views. 

The layout described above provides a sense of context while following links. We have also implemented an alternative camera 
mode of navigation. It shows the web of links on one side of the screen with a zoomed in view of the focus page on the other 
side of the screen. A camera is depicted along with the web of pages. The camera can be dragged around or automatically ani
mated through the web. The zoomed in view shows the page the camera is currently looking at (Figure 3). This mode also sup
ports automated tours. For example, one type of camera can take you on a tour of all the parts of your saved web pages that have 
changed since you last looked at them. 

We are currently experimenting with more flexible mechanisms for dynamic tree layout and interaction. These include exploring 
alternative visualizations and better methods for managing and interacting with large dynamic trees. New tree layout methods 
will work with any kind of item on the Pad++ surface. Thus, in addition to H1ML pages, users will be able to create spaces 
using any Pad++ object, including drawings, interactive maps, and text. 

Figure 3: Camera view of web pages. 

The new layout code is designed to be hierarchical, so that users may designate subtrees to have different layouts. This allows 
greater freedom in grouping and display. For example, a certain information tree may contain nodes with subtrees consisting of 
hundreds or thousands of nodes each. These nodes could exploit a hyperbolic layout to compress the information and the hyper
bolic nodes themselves might be layed out radially [20]. 

Another topic we are exploring involves tradeoffs between maintaining pointers to information on the Web and making copies of 
the information locally. For example, a user might want to copy items from a remote page to prevent that information from 
being lost. At other times users may wish to maintain only pointers to information since it is being maintained elsewhere. There 
are interesting related issues of annotation, that we discuss later, as well as issues of maintaining annotation placement as pages 
change. 
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3. AUTHORING WEB PAGES 
Thus far, we have discussed visualization and navigation of WWW pages written using standard H1ML. We are also exploring 
extensions to HTML to allow web page authors access to Pad++ multiscale visualization and layout facilities. This extension, 
Multi-Scale Markup Language (MSML), enables users to include arbitrary Pad++ objects in web pages. We have implemented 
MSML using the HTML <Meta> tag and thus added features are invisible to HTML browsers. 

Important motivations for MSML are to make WWW pages and their components first-class Pad++ objects and allow authors 
using MSML to exploit all Pad++ facilities. In addition to adding zooming and other dynamic features to web pages, the goal is 
permit authors to manipulate and interact with any web page element. Making elements first-class Pad++ objects will result in 
authors being able to move, scale, delete, add, or modify them. Our approach is similar in spirit to the SELF project [32]. While 
much remains to be accomplished to support the full informational physics [3] we envision, all of the examples detailed below 
work in the current Pad++ Web browser. 

HTML provides very few basic types. Examples include text, images, bullets items, and horizontal rules. MSML in contrast, 
supports not only HTML types but also provides access to all the graphical features ofPad++. This gives users a richer toolkit of 
objects to use when creating documents: text (Postscript Type I fonts), lines, rectangles, ovals, lenses (providing filtering and 
alternative representation), portals (furnishing additional zoomable views of the Pad++ surface), compound objects created from 
these basic elements, and access to Pad++'s dynamic zooming and panning facilities. 

Zooming and Scale 

H1ML provides header tags, <HI>, <H2>, etc., to indicate degree of importance of sections in WWW documents. However, this 
mechanism only works with text, not with other media such as images. MSML introduces a method to control the size of all 
types of objects, including images and graphics. We have used this, for example, to create a multiscale hierarchical outline (see 
Figure 4). All MSML extensions are written using special Meta-tag keys. This approach makes it clear that the included code is 
an extension and allows it to simply be ignored by standard HTML-based web browsers. 

A portion of the MSML required to create the outline depicted in Figure 4 is given below. The pad_scale key takes a single 
argument that multiplies the current scale and affects the size of all future objects until a/pad_scale key is seen. 

<html> 
Introduction 

<meta pad_scale=O.2S> 
<ul> 
<li>Sistine Chapel 
<li>Push the interface metaphor 
<li>History 

<meta pad_scale=O.2S> 
<ul> 
<li>Ivan Sutherland, SketchPad, 1963 
<li>William Donelson, MIT, 1978 
<li>George Furnas, Fisheye Views - Bellcore, 1986 
<li>Ken Perlin, David Fox, PAD - NYU, 1993 
<luI> 
<meta Ipad_scale> 

<luI> 
<meta Ipad_scale> 

Another example use of MSML involves inclusion of a multiscale state map on a web home page. As the view is zoomed in, 
first counties, then cities, and then street maps of cities are shown. Finally, even the location of one's home or work could be 
indicated on the street map. It would even be possible to continue zooming until a floor plan of home or work location becomes 
visible. See Figures 5-7 for a sequence of snapshots as we zoom into New Mexico. We first see county names and ultimately an 
Albuquerque street map. 
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Below is the MSML code that produced the examples in Figure 5-7: 

<html> 
This is the New Mexico Map page 
<hr> 
<meta pad_tcl={msml_load_tcl http://www.cs.unm.edu/-bederson/pad/county.tcl county}> 

The map data is stored in a separate code file and is loaded using the pad_tcl tag. It passes a Tel script that uses the MSML 
library function msmUoad_tcl. This function takes two arguments: a URL to a Pad++ Tel script and a tag name to be associated 
with every object the script creates. It is via this tag that objects are associated with the HTML page. 

Figure 4: Outline using MSML Scale Tag. Figure 5: New Mexico county data. 

Figure 6: NM zoomed into county names. Figure 7: NM zoomed into Albuquerque. 

The URL specifying county. tcl contains Tel code that creates the county data. The rnsrnl_load_tcl function inserts it 
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into the Web page and properly scales it. One advantage of MSML is that almost any object on the Pad++ surface can be used as 
an anchor, not just text and images. So once a user has zoomed into the New Mexico state map and located Albuquerque, the 
homes of the members of the Pad++ group as well as the Computer Science department itself could be anchors to other WWW 
pages, or to other points on the map, such as those of collaborators from other parts of the world. 

Interaction 

Traditionally, browsers come with pre-defined functions and all interactions with a web document are constrained to those func
tional abilities. Limited animation is possible through techniques such as server-push and client-pull. Forms, a simple interface 
built into most clients to collect information and send it to the server for processing, provide constrained GUI-like interactions. 
However, until recently, nothing supporting more interactive and flexible interfaces has been available. 

Currently there are a number of efforts to create more interactive WWW documents. The primary approach is to write code in a 
programming language, instead of HTML, that can be downloaded into a browser equipped to interpret the language. Sun's Hot
Java project uses the Java language [18], Cygnus Support's GNU Remote Operations Web (GROW) proposes to use GNU's 
Guile extension language [17], and Microsoft's Blackbird will use dynamically loadable object files [6]. By providing the ability 
to download and run code locally allows complicated animations, for example, to be encoded in a concise and network efficient 
manner. 

The Pad++ WWW browser contains a full Tcl interpreter. MSML provides mechanisms to include Tcl code within the page, 
instruct the browser to download either scripts or saved Pad++ data files over the WWW, and pass the code to the Tcl interpreter. 
This, of course, carries with it enormous security risks that we have not yet addressed. In the future we may restrict ourselves to 
a safe subset of the language as with Java or GROW. In our case this will initially be SafeTcl [7] but may also include support 
for other languages (e.g. Java). 

Figure 8: The grasshopper filter applied to the 
New Mexico County data. 

Lenses 

Figure 9: A WWW page containing Pad++ data 
files with some elements dragged out. 

Pad++ lenses can change the way objects look on the Pad++ surface [2][5][31]. In MSML, they can be particularly useful. For 
example, the data used to create the map of New Mexico consists of about 50K bytes of vertex data just to define the county 
boundaries and the city locations. There are many different kinds of data that one could be interested in displaying in relation
ship to a map of New Mexico (e.g., demographics of the local populations, geographical features of interest, etc.) If one were 
interested in not only providing an accurate street map to the Computer Science Department but also, say, an accurate count of 
the 1995 grasshopper population across the state, it would be pointless to include the geographical vertices twice. Instead, the 
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same map can be used, and lenses supplied such that when viewed through the appropriate lens only the information of interest 
is visible. Figure 8 demonstrates the use of such a lens. 

Annotations and Authoring 

Because MSML allows users to interact with all elements of a WWW page, it provides a unique opportunity to explore annotat
ing and authoring of WWW pages. Based on experiences working with children, we have come to appreciate the need for sim
ple and intuitive ways to author WWW pages. One very natural authoring mechanism is to directly use and modify existing 
components of others peoples' web pages. Every web page then becomes a potential supplier of components. 

We have begun to implement a drag-and-drop interface for authoring WWW documents. Figure 9 shows a page containing sev
eral Pad++ drawings. Just under that page, a composite figure was created by dragging elements out of the top web page (a kit of 
components constructed for young users to author zoomable hypertext stories) and putting them together. Our approach is to 
allow creation of web pages using the same direct manipulation techniques. In addition, we expect to provide layout support to 
facilitate creation of aesthetically effective web pages. 

A direct extension of this authoring technique allows users to maintain local copies of WWW pages with added annotations. A 
goal, much in keeping with the kind of personal information environment Vannevar Bush envisioned, is to enable users to create, 
save, and share annotated databases of WWW pages. This is similar to graphical hotlists but with the important difference that 
with MSML, users can maintain not only the H1ML data for a particular page, but also associate arbitrary Pad++-based annota
tions. Pad++ supports a variety of annotations: not only can text be added, but entire WWW pages can be added to other WWW 
pages creating hierarchical meta-pages; graphics can be added, for example, to indicate an interesting section of a particular 
page, even when that page is scaled very small. Our goal is to provide rich annotation facilities by combining Pad++'s dynamic 
multiscale annotation ability with a control system that supports creation of virtual documents in which documents and annota
tions are separately controlled and maintained. See [29] for an example of one such control mechanism. 

To support effective views of collected web pages it is important to be able to show modifications over time. If one cares about 
a particular set of pages enough to include them in a personal collection it is likely that notifications of modifications will also be 
of value. We are exploring mechanisms to highlight changes. One technique highlights, by changing color or bounding with a 
rectangle, sections changed since some specific date (for example, the last time you viewed the document). Another uses scaling 
to show the history of changes. Older versions are shown at increasingly smaller scale. Marking changes is similar in spirit to 
efforts conducted by [35] using the WebWatch program. Unlike that effort we conjecture that one might not merely want to 
know that a document has been altered but also the details of-the changes. 

4. USER TESTING RESULTS 
In November of 1995, we completed a pilot test of our zooming web browser. There were 14 test participants from the Univer
sity of New Mexico community, equally split between the College of Education and the Computer Science Department. A 
majority used email regularly, but almost no one used the WWW as frequently. Over a third of the participants from the College 
of Education had never used the WWW. All of the Computer Science participants had used the WWW. Before the pilot test 
began, a 5-minute demonstration of our browser was shown to participants. Participants were then asked to use the browser for 
30-60 minutes and subsequently completed a survey about their initial impressions. 

We found users to be overwhelmingly positive about using the zooming web browser. We received such comments as: . 

"I think it's different than any other browser, and a lot more interesting to use. " 

"It will take some getting used to, but to have the ability to create a tree of where you were is a great advan
tage." 

"It's easier and more friendly than Netscape. It is a little slow and jerky too. " 

"I found it a very useful browser, and liked the hierarchical tree structures that are created. There is no need 
to click 'back' or 'forward' like you do for Mosaic or Netscape. " 

"Easy access to previously viewed pages-- excellent way to view pages larger than the screen. " 

The survey also asked users to select one or more entries from a list of possible short descriptions of their experience. The results 
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are given in Table 1: 

Interesting 12 

Would try using it again 11 

Enjoyable 7 

Useful 7 

Exceptional 4 

Frustrating 3 

Confusing 2 

Would never use it again 0 

Table 1: User Study results 

When test participants were asked to describe what they most liked about using the zooming web browser, over 70% of the par
ticipants said they liked seeing the tree of where they were in the WWW and navigating by zooming. When participants were 
asked to describe what they liked the least, they commonly mentioned the speed of interaction. Users would like to have faster 
browsing tools, as well as the ability to delete a page from the tree structure. Based on this feedback, we have since modified the 
browser. In the newest release, WWW pages are displayed several times faster than during the pilot test and users now have the 
option of deleting any viewable page on the tree. 

In the pilot test survey, participants were also asked how they thought the zooming web browser compared with other WWW 
browsers. Of the 14 test participants, a little over half felt qualified to respond. (A handful of the College of Education partici
pants had never used another browser and therefore could not make a comparison.) The participants who responded were over
whelmingly more positive about the zooming web browser than Netscape or Mosaic. They felt that the browser had a better 
visual layout and was generally easier to use than other browsers. Surprisingly, only one participant felt that Netscape was easier 
and less buggy. 

In summary, the results of our pilot test offer positive support for and constructive feedback about the use of zooming in a web 
browser. This feedback continues to inform our browser development efforts. We expect to continue testing with a more diverse 
population of users to better understand the problems and advantages issues associated with zooming. 

5. A USER SCENARIO FOR THE FUTURE 
With the technologies we are currently creating, we can foresee a time in the future when the following scenario will come to 
pass: 

It is morning. David Brooks enters his classroom. In an hour his fifth grade students will join him, but until then, David 
sits down at his computer, coffee in hand, to scan his favorite web pages. David begins by wandering the local museums' 
home pages. He knows that today he and his students will begin a thematic unit on dinosaurs. Before they arrive, he 
quickly drags various dinosaur images and text from different web pages, and creates a new student page. He decides that 
his page looks more like a wall of graffiti than a planned document. He wishes he had more time to animate the dino
saurs, design information lenses, and establish zooming links to other home pages. Suddenly it dawns on him, those 
would be great things for his students to do! He breaths a sigh of relief, sips his coffee, and waits for his students to 
arrive. 

Once all 21 students have been welcomed, David explains that thanks to their insistence, they will now turn their energies 
to learning about dinosaurs. The students clap and cheer. Once they settle down, David splits them up into design teams 
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of 3, and asks them to move to their computers. On each student team's screen is an image of David's dinosaur page. 
David explains how bad this page is, and asks his students to help him redesign it. He asks them to create animations, 
lenses, and links to other pages. The students eagerly work on their projects. 

A week later, the student teams present their work to the class. The first group to go presents a page with four simply 
drawn dinosaurs. When a student zooms into the web page, the dinosaurs begin to move about. One of the students 
points out that they found information on the web that described how these dinosaurs moved, so they designed their 
beasts with this in mind. The team zooms in on one dinosaur, a tyrannosaurus rex. As they zoom in, the picture of the 
dinosaur disappears and text information appears. The student team explains that by selecting the highlighted word in the 
text it will take you back to the original WWW page that the text came from. As they explain, the text zooms out, a new 
tree link is formed, and a new page is zoomed in on the screen. 

After much applause the next student team presents their work. They zoom in on their WWW page to display one large 
dinosaur. They explain that their project gives you lots of information on just one dinosaur. They begin by dragging var
ious lenses from the side of their page. Each lens is shaped like the information it displays. The large tree-shaped lens 
when dragged over the dinosaur shows the types of vegetation the dinosaur eats. The sun-shaped lens shows the kinds of 
climates this dinosaur likes to live in. The team explains that by zooming in with any of the lenses it will take you to a 
WWW page with more information. They demonstrate this and start to uncover a tree of information. 

David is impressed with his class's work. As each team presents, they offer more creative solutions than he thought pos
sible. At the end of class he decides to ask the school principal if he can publish his students' research projects on the 
WWW. Not only does she agree, but she explains that the local museum has been looking for WWW pages created by 
students. She points out that this would be just the thing for their WWW section entitled: "A Kid's Tree of Knowledge" 
that is being designed to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of Vannevar Bush's As We May Think article. 

6. CONCLUSION 
The World-Wide Web has become an important and widely used resource. Because of this, it is crucially important to address its 
usability. We have shown one promising technique based on zooming to better support web navigation. This technique was 
used to implement a prototype web browser that was found to be appealing to users. We illustrated extensions to the WWW 
authoring language to enable creation of more dynamic and interactive multiscale documents. Finally, we demonstrated how a 
direct manipulation authoring environment allows users to construct and modify web pages using items from existing pages. 

Pad++ and the zooming Web browser will be made generally available in the near future. To find current information, send mail 
to pad-info@cs.unm.edu, or look at <URL: http://www.cs.unm.edulpad++>. 
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SUMMARY

We are investigating a novel user interface paradigm based on zooming, in which users are
presented with a zooming view of a huge planar information surface. We have developed a system
called Pad++ to explore this approach.† The implementation of Pad++ is related to real-time 3D
graphics systems and to 2D windowing systems. However, the zooming nature of Pad++requires
new approaches to rendering, screen management, and spatial indexing. In this paper, we describe
the design and implementation of the Pad++engine, focusing in particular on rendering and data
structure issues. Our goal is to present useful techniques that can be adopted in other real-time
graphical systems, and also to discuss how 2D zooming systems differ from other graphical
systems. 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

key words: Zooming User Interfaces (ZUIs); real-time computer graphics; animation; 3D graphics; windowing
systems; User Interface Management Systems (UIMS); Pad++

INTRODUCTION

For several years, we have been investigating an alternative user interface paradigm
based on zooming. In our approach, users navigate over a single large information
surface. Documents can be placed on the surface at any position, and also scaled
to any size. Navigations (including pans, zooms and hyperlinks) smoothly animate
the view so the requested document appears at the right position and size.

Zooming User Interfaces (ZUIs) are exciting to us because they present a possible
solution to problems which plague previous approaches to user interfaces. ZUIs
present information graphically and exploit people’s innate spatial abilities. Detail
can be shown without losing context, since the user can always rediscover context
by zooming out. ZUIs use screen real estate effectively, and have great potential

* Ben Bederson carried out much of the work presented in this paper at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
NM 87131, USA.

† Pad++is available for non-commercial (educational, research and in-house) use from http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++

CCC 0038–0644/98/101101–35$17.50 Received 2 June 1997
 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Revised and Accepted 16 March 1998
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even on small screens. One way of thinking about ZUIs is that all the information
you need is there if you look closely enough.

To explore these kinds of interfaces, we built a zooming graphics engine called
Pad++, which brings together a unique combination of features, and supports smoothly
animated zooming of large datasets using off-the-shelf PC-class hardware.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of the Pad++engine,
focusing in particular on rendering and data structure issues. Our goal is to present
techniques that can be adopted in other real-time graphical systems, and also to
show some of Pad++’s unique characteristics and describe how 2D zooming systems
differ from other real time graphical systems. We have written elsewhere about
applications we have built using Pad++.1–3

Background

Zooming interfaces have a long intellectual history. Over 30 years ago, Ivan
Sutherland showed the first interactive object-oriented 2D graphics system.4 This
visionary system, called Sketchpad, demonstrated many components of today’s inter-
faces. It even provided rudimentary zooming: every drawn object could be scaled
and rotated. Fifteen years later, the Spatial Data Management System (SDMS)5 used
zooming as an integral part of the interface. SDMS was the first system to use
zooming through a two dimensional metaphor for finding information. SDMS sup-
ported two semantic levels—an ‘Overview’ and a ‘Zoom into Icon’ level. However,
SDMS was implemented with custom hardware, and consisted of several machines
and displays integrated into a room, with all of the controls organized around a
single large chair.

Eleven years later, a system called Pad6 was developed and presented at an NSF
workshop in 1989. Pad integrated zooming into a single program that ran on
inexpensive hardware. Pad was programmable, and supported interactive text editing,
drawing, documents and portals (views onto different areas of the work surface). It
ran in black and white, and was entirely based on bitmaps, so drawings and text
became pixelated as users zoomed in. Pad ran on Sun 3 computers, which do not
provide enough processing speed to support continuous smooth zooming, so the
interface only allowed users to zoom in and out by powers of two. Subsequently,
we built Pad++, a direct but substantially more sophisticated successor to Pad.7,8

Zooming has been a component of other interface research as well, although not
as a primary focus. Several researchers have investigated full 3D interfaces, and
these interfaces have implicitly used zooming, since when a user moves close to an
object, that object appears bigger. A system developed at Xerox PARC called the
Information Visualizer9 made extensive use of 3D, and showed several applications
which took direct advantage of the difference in scale available in 3D.

We are aware of three other implementations of ZUIs. Two are specialized
commercial products for World Wide Web navigation. They both use radial layouts
to represent hierarchies of information.10,11 The third, Tabula Rasa,12 is a Scheme-
based implementation created by David Fox in his PhD thesis research at NYU.

Other related systems include Self,13 ARK (Alternate Reality Kit)14 and Xerox
Rooms.15 Like virtual window managers such as fvwm,16 these systems present the
user with a 2D planar data surface which is much larger than a single screen, and
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which the user navigates by panning, or by clicking on an iconic map. However,
they don’t support smooth continuous zooming.

Requirements
Conceptually, ZUIs present the user with a zoomable view of a large information

surface. The surface is populated by graphical objects—some of which are simple
shapes (e.g. lines, images, text items), whereas others may be procedural (e.g. charts,
animated objects, multiscale objects). The ZUI manages rendering and interaction
with objects on the surface. It also handles resource allocation (colors, fonts, etc.).
In this sense, a ZUI is very similar to a graphical window management system like
X Windows, except that:

(a) The size of a ZUI data space is not limited by the size of the screen, but
instead by the precision of the numeric format used to store coordinates.

(b) ZUIs must scale up to handle tens of thousands of objects, whereas windowing
systems need only support a few thousand windows (this figure is naturally
constrained by the limited resolution of raster displays).

(c) Objects are typically not rectangular, and they may be semi-transparent.
Windows are expected to be both opaque and rectangular.

(d) Coordinates are floating point, rather than integer based.
(e) There may be many visible views of the surface throughportals (we discuss

portals in more detail later on, but briefly, they are objects on the data surface
which show other areas of the surface, and allow interaction with the remote
area through the portal). Windowing systems typically manage a single view.

(f) Rendering is double-buffered by default, since unbuffered pans and zooms
produce a distracting screen flicker. Windowing systems let applications control
screen pixels more directly.

Windowing systems typically provide applications with a blank window to paint on,
and rely on the application itself to draw the contents of each window. This approach
is well suited to a wide range of applications, since it gives applications a great
deal of flexibility—each application can decide how much effort to spend organizing
rendering, performing culling and clipping, handling resources, etc. The downside of
this approach is that, in many cases, the code for culling, clipping, colormap
handling, resource management, window updating and event handling is duplicated
from application to application.

In Pad++, because objects can be non-rectangular and semi-transparent, and also
because of portals, handling rendering, culling and clipping is more complex than it
is under a windowing system. Consequently, by default, Pad++performs these
operations on behalf of the application. If applications have specialized needs, they
can use procedural objects, which let the application handle rendering and clipping
issues explicitly.

To help understand these differences, we started constructing a list of basic
technical requirements that we felt our zooming user interface should meet. This list
has evolved over time, since some of the requirements emerged from experiments
involving Pad++. Even so, many of the items on our requirements list have been
there since the outset of the project. The requirements list represents the technical
problems that Pad++aims to solve, so we present it here to underpin subsequent
discussion. It is not meant as a formal definition of the requirements of a ZUI.
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Zooming interface requirements

I Maintain and render at least 20,000 objects with smooth interaction: the
number 20,000 is somewhat arbitrary, but we felt that this would give us the
freedom to implement the kinds of interfaces we were imagining. Maintaining
smooth real-time interaction is crucial. The entire metaphor is based on
animation. If the system becomes slow and jerky, the metaphor dies. Frame
rates of anything less than 10 frames per second are unacceptable. (Here, and
in the rest of the paper, we use the termobject to mean a graphical entity
that is manipulated as a whole by the system. This might be a simple object
such as a poly-line segment, or a compound object such as an HTML page
composed of many characters, line segments and images).

I Animate all transitions: all screen changes, whether a change of view or an
object movement, should be animated. Since the interface is based on navigat-
ing through a surface, it is important to give as much feedback as possible
to users about where they are within this space.

I Use off-the-shelf hardware: we wanted to make this zooming engine widely
available, and to have a wide range of people using Pad++. Therefore, we
were obligated to use readily available hardware. In particular, we haven’t
used graphics accelerator cards or alternate input devices. Our reference
platform is a 200 MHz Pentium Pro running Linux.

I Support high quality 2D graphics: since Pad++is a graphical user interface
system, it is crucial that the graphics are high quality. The engine must
support good fonts, high quality images, transparency, rotation, and other
graphical effects, matching or exceeding the capabilities already found in
windowing systems.

I Provide rapid prototyping facility: ZUIs are new, and much of our work
involves experimenting with variations of interfaces. As such, it is important
for us to be able to quickly modify visualizations and applications. This
requirement led to effort connecting Pad++ to various scripting languages so
we could create applications through an interpreter.

I Support rich dynamics: in addition to zooming, our envisioned ZUI system
would include the following features. Objects should be able to have different
visual representations at different sizes. That is, zooming into an object should
be able to automatically show more detail. We call thiscontext-sensitive
rendering. it should be easy to animate an object within the space or to
animate the view. It should also be possible to createlenses—objects which
when dragged over other objects change the visual representation of the object
seen within the lens. Finally, we requiredlayers, which provide a mechanism
to easily change the visibility and drawing order of groups of objects.

I Support rich navigation metaphors: in addition to text, images, vector graphics,
and hierarchical groups, ZUIs require a few special object types to support
navigation. In a ZUI, objects sit at a specific place in the flat space, and yet
it is sometimes necessary to be able to view two objects at the same time
that are far apart. We useportals to solve this problem. Portals are objects
on the information surface that look onto another part of the surface. Portals
can be used to implement lenses. Also, when the view changes, objects on
the screen normally move with the view. Sometimes it is useful to have an
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object stay in the same position relative to the screen. We support this through
sticky objects.

I Support standard GUI widgets: to build a complete interface system, a ZUI
must also support user interface widgets to match those found in existing
GUIs. Buttons, sliders, scrollbars, menus, etc. must all be accessible in the
same zooming environment as the other graphical objects.

I Offer a framework for handling events: writing applications with zooming,
layers, hierarchical groups, portals and sticky objects can be tricky. The event
model must be rich enough to gracefully deal with all of these object types,
and also simple enough so it is easy to use.

I Run within existing windowing and operating system: the ZUI must offer
ways to work with existing applications as well as with new zooming
applications. It should support established standards, such as X Windows,
UNIX, and Microsoft Windows 95/NT, so that users can continue to use their
current applications as well as zooming applications.

Having sketched the basic requirements of our ZUI, we next look at implementation
issues. We will first look at rendering, then at visible object determination, and
finally, at the overall structure of the Pad++software.

PART I: RENDERING IN ZUIs
A large part of the work needed to build a ZUI involves developing a zooming
renderer. Before looking in detail at how the Pad++ renderer works, we first present
ZGA (Zooming Graphics Accelerator), an imaginary hardware graphics accelerator
designed to support zooming user interfaces. The ZGA feature list was constructed
by looking at existing graphics hardware and eliciting the features we felt were
applicable to ZUIs (based on the requirements list we presented earlier). We describe
ZGA here so as to offer a reference point to compare other graphics platforms
against. After outlining the features of ZGA, we then go on to describe existing 3D
and 2D graphics systems, showing how they overlap with the feature set of ZGA,
and where they differ.

Our imaginary ZGA card features:
1. Text

(a) High quality antialiased text which can be transformed and scaled rapidly.
(b) Support for a wide range of fonts, include Type1 and TrueType.
(c) International character set support.

2. Lines
(a) A rich set of line drawing styles, including rounded ends, bevels, mitering,

and dashes.
(b) Scaleable line width and semi-transparent lines.

3. Images and Movies
(a) Hardware-accelerated image scaling, preferably using filtering to produce

smooth results.
(b) Support for MPEG and QuickTime digital movies which can be scaled

to any size and played at 30 frames a second.
(c) Images are maintained and rendered in standard system memory (not

specialized video memory) to support paint applications, and applications
that present many images at once.
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4. General
(a) Two 24 bit color buffers (for double buffering), a 24 bit depth buffer,

an 8 bit alpha buffer for transparency, and a 32 bit accumulation buffer
for special effects.

(b) Floating point coordinate system with support for affine transforms.
(c) Clipping, including clipping to arbitrary 2D polygons
(d) Fast rasterization of arbitrary 2D polygons.
(e) Level-of-quality control over rendering routines for text and images (so

the ZUI can trade quality for speed when system resources become
overburdened).

(f) Double buffering hardware which supports partial redraws and hard-
ware pans.

In hardware terms, the ZGA graphics board is not outlandish. In fact, at first
glance, many of these features are present on 3D graphics boards. A natural step is
to try to capitalize on the graphical power of modern 3D graphics hardware when
building ZUIs.

3D graphics hardware

Over the last 20 years, there has been a significant investment in technology to
support real-time 3D interactive environments for use in virtual reality, visual
simulations, games, information modeling and visualization, and other areas. This
work has lead to the development of a number of software standards, such as
OpenGL and VRML, as well as to cheap off-the-shelf 3D hardware.

These interactive 3D systems offer considerable graphical power. A high-end
system can draw millions of polygons a second, and includes hardware support for
anti-aliasing, double-buffering, texturing, lighting and other effects. A home PC with
a modest 3D graphics card can support scenes containing rich textures, lights,
thousands of polygons, and heart-pumping interactivity (as demonstrated by current
games such as DOOM and its successors).

To what extent can alternative 2D systems such as ZUIs benefit from the 3D
hardware/software now available? At first glance, real-time 3D systems appear to
face many of the same technical challenges as a 2D ZUI such as Pad++. Both must
maintain high frame rates, perform animated navigation, handle scene management,
clipping, and event propagation, and deal with large numbers of objects. It seems
natural to base a ZUI implementation on a 3D graphics API, such as Inventor or
OpenGL.17 An advantage of this approach is that the ZUI can take advantage of
hardware acceleration when it is available.

In practice, while 3D programming interfaces such as OpenGL present a good
starting point, they have a number of design traits that make their use in ZUIs
challenging. For basic 2D graphical elements (such as polygons, lines, images and
text), 3D APIs are often either overly rich (and hence wasteful of limited system
resources), or have feature gaps (which require a slower software-based solution).
Both traits require additional coding on the part of the programmer to produce good
2D results. We discuss some of these challenges below. The discussion is based
upon our understanding of the OpenGL rendering API. Other 3D programming
interfaces may differ.
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Text, images and lines

Current 3D graphics cards can draw large numbers of polygons and lines a second.
They often support features such as alpha blending (for transparency), clipping and
antialiasing in hardware. However, these systems are optimized for rendering convex
3D polygons (notably triangles and quadrilaterals). Rasterizing arbitrary 2D polygons
(for which there are well-known hardware optimizations) is not generally considered
part of the 3D API. For example, rendering 2D non-convex polygons in OpenGL
must be done by tessellating the polygons into triangles and quads, and then
rendering the resulting geometry. This is not as efficient as scan converting the 2D
polygons directly.

3D APIs tend to provide only a limited set of line styles. OpenGL offers some
basic line drawing primitives, including thick lines and line stipples. However, the
thick-line support in OpenGL draws multiple segment lines as a sequence of single
segment lines. There is no support for controlling how lines are joined (such as
mitering or beveling the joints). There is also no guarantee that pixels within a thick
multi-segment line will only be drawn once. On the hardware we’ve tried, semi-
transparent multi-segment lines look unattractive. The limitations with lines in
OpenGL can be overcome by rendering line segments as polygons, although this
makes line drawing more costly and also complicates the implementation.

For text, consider that a single page of text represents over 100,000 polygons.
This is already near the limit of what a typical desktop computer can render at
interactive rates. Rendering several pages of text at once (for example, in a zoomed
out view) by drawing each polygon would be very slow. It is possible to draw each
typeface into texture memory, and then use texture mapping as a way to generate
scaled text in 3D.18 For systems with hardware accelerated texture mapping, large
quantities of text can be quickly handled using this technique. Unfortunately, texture
memory is usually a scarce resource, so only a fairly small set of fonts can be
supported in texture RAM. Also, this only works well for small point sizes—for
large characters, rendering from polygon outlines produces cleaner results. In practical
terms, implementing a rendering engine that can draw large quantities of readable
text in many typefaces and sizes is not trivial.

Texture mapping can also be used effectively to scale 2D images. Images rendered
from texture RAM can be drawn quickly at any scale and orientation. 3D graphics
cards often provide filtering hardware for scaling textures, which produces good
looking results. However, as we mentioned above, texture memory is currently a
scarce resource in 3D graphics hardware. Handling many images at once (or handling
editable images) requires a good ‘texture residence’ mechanism, which is not trivial
to implement. For ZUIs, it is desirable to be able to zoom images held in normal
process memory. OpenGL does have 2D image drawing capabilities which support
scaling, but on all the platforms we have tried the image scaling is integer based,
and doesn’t work well for high scale factors.

3D graphics hardware availability

None of the challenges listed above prevent us from implementing ZUIs using
OpenGL. However, the number of current machines that provide hardware acceler-
ation for OpenGL graphics is still small. If ZUIs are to become popular, they must
also run reasonably effectively on hardware that is in people’s homes today. This
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means that they must run well on VGA-level graphics cards that only support 8-bit
graphics. Eventually, graphics cards with feature sets similar to hypothetical ZGA
card may be built. Until then, we must rely on techniques for supporting ZUIs on
cheap VGA cards.

2D graphics hardware

In the last section we looked at some of the problems of using a 3D graphics
system to implement ZUIs. What about using existing 2D graphics hardware instead?

Of course, existing 2D graphics systems are designed to handle 2D graphical
elements such as lines, text and images. Surely they will be ideal for zooming user
interfaces also?

In reality, 2D graphics APIs make heavy use of caching. They are designed to
draw graphical elements repeatedly at a fixed scale. For example, the data structures
provided in most windowing systems for fonts and images cache device-level
information about how the font or image appears at a given scale. Generating this
information for the same font or image at different scales is too slow to achieve
continuously animated zooming.

Despite these limitations, we built Pad++ using X windows, a 2D graphics system,
to give us a wide base of computers to run on. We utilize a number of techniques
designed to overcome the shortcomings of X Windows, and meet our goal of
smoothly animated pans and zooms. We discuss how Pad++ handles fonts and
images below, and also discuss our approach to screen management. We are currently
working on writing a Windows 95/NT version of Pad++.

Text in 2D

We have experimented with a number of techniques for drawing text in Pad++.
One approach is to use the font capabilities built into the underlying windowing
system. Unfortunately, most windowing systems utilize bitmap fonts, which are hard
to scale continuously. Worse, each font takes up many kilobytes of memory. The
overhead of generating a bitmap font at any given size is a significant number of
milliseconds, because the windowing system must generate raster images for all the
characters in the font at the given size. Once the font has been rasterized, rendering
characters in the font is quick. However, the memory requirements for a large
number of fonts at all possible scales are prohibitive, especially when you consider
the very large font sizes possible in Pad++(for example, when a character is scaled
up to fill the whole screen).

Microsoft Windows offers TrueType fonts, which are stored in outline form and
are therefore scaleable, but generating high quality characters (especially for smaller
font sizes) from outline fonts is hard, and outline fonts are also slower to render
than bitmap fonts. Windows applications still rely on generated bitmaps for rendering
large quantities of text, and rendering high quality small text.

In Pad++, to produce fast zooming fonts, we initially used a simple line font. In
this font, each character consists of one or more multi-segment lines, with fewer
than 10 segments per character. Lines are quick to render, so this approach is fast,
but the characters must be hand-designed and have few curves. The characters look
unattractive compared to bitmap based fonts.
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As a next step, we obtained an Adobe Type 1 font decoder and attached it to
the polygon renderer in Pad++. This generates only a single non-convex polygon
per character, but is still too slow for large quantities of text, and the characters
suffer from aliasing artifacts (e.g. uneven stems, holes and ‘pimples’) when they are
small, which makes small text hard to read (seeFigure 1). There are outline font
renderers that overcome the limitations of our simple polygon renderer, but they
are slower.

To address the speed problem, we implemented a lightweight font cache mech-
anism. A fontcachecontains 96 cells, representing the ASCII character set. Each
cell holds a 100× 100 pixel bitmap. The fontcache mechanism remembers what
character size and typeface appears in each cell bitmap. To render a character, say
the ‘A’ character, from a given typeface, the font cache mechanism looks in cell
65 (the ASCII code for ‘A’) and checks if the character drawn in the cell is the
right typeface and size. If it is, then the bitmap is copied directly to the screen. If
not, then the cell is cleared, the polygon form of the character is obtained and
rendered into the cell, and then the cell is copied directly to the screen.

In Pad++, all the fonts used with the renderer share two global fontcaches. It
would be possible to allocate a separate fontcache for each font, though this is
expensive since each fontcache requires 96 bitmaps that are 100× 100 pixels
(implemented with a single 9600× 100 bitmap, approximately 100 kilobytes in size).

The fontcache mechanism accelerates rendering of small-sized text, which contains
repeated uses of a character in the same font. Since for English text documents and
program code this is a frequent occurrence (seeFigure 2), the speedup effects of
the fontcache for many documents are appreciable. On our reference platform, a
sample text document took 367 ms to render (2.7 frames per second—fps) with no
font cache. With the font cache enabled, the same document took 68 ms (nearly 15
fps)—a speedup factor greater than five. On other systems, even greater speedups
have been observed. Also, note that the overhead of changing the font size and
typeface is also low, since only the characters that are actually rendered are placed
in the cache.

An improvement to the fontcache might be to provide more cells in the cache
for frequently used characters, observing that E is more frequent than T, which is
more frequent than A, etc. We haven’t explored this approach fully.

The fontcache lets Pad++zoom text quickly, but the text is still hard to read at
small sizes. Our solution for certain fonts (in particular Times and Helvetica) at

Figure 1. Various font rendering styles. Pad++uses line fonts, bitmap fonts and outline fonts. It does
not currently support antialiased fonts
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Figure 2. Fontcache hit/miss statistics for a piece of C++ program text. The left image depicts cache
hits for character cells in the cache. The right image indicates cache misses for the same cells. The
hit/miss count is reflected by brightness. Overall, there are more misses than hits. Most misses are in

the higher numbered cells, representing characters ‘a’–‘z’

small sizes is to switch to X bitmap fonts during refinement (refinement is discussed
in the section on ‘Screen Management’). As mentioned earlier, loading bitmap fonts
is slow, but during refinement slow rendering is less important. This technique is
only used for a few fonts (to keep memory usage down), and is not used for
rotated text.

Note that if we use a bitmap font (or other windowing system font), we must
discard the default spacing metrics for the font, and instead compute the spacing for
each character explicitly, using floating point coordinates, based on the font metrics
of the outline font. If we don’t do this, text tends to ‘jiggle’ as it is zoomed, and
the outline and bitmap fonts do not line up consistently. This is because bitmap
fonts come only in sizes of one pixel increments, which is too coarse for smooth
zooming, and because the font metrics are bitmap fonts is usually hand-tuned to
produce more readable (but less mathematically accurate) letter spacing.

Eventually, we hope that there will be more hardware support for outline fonts
and font antialiasing. Until then, text will remain a challenge for ZUIs, and multi-
solution approaches such as that adopted by Pad++will be necessary to achieve
reasonable text performance.

Images in 2D

In this section we look at how Pad++ zooms images. We do not consider storage
issues, or multiscale image representations, but discuss only how to render a moderate
size image held in RAM.

The image scaling required in Pad++is basically a constrained version of texture
mapping. 3D graphics systems not only scale images, they also have to rotate and
shear the image to account for perspective transforms, and map them onto complex
polyhedra. The Pad++requirements are much simpler, since images are only transfor-
med using translation and scale.

The easiest image scaling algorithm magnifies images using pixel replication and
shrinks them using pixel decimation. A simple version for this is:

Image zoomImage(Image src, float scale) {
Image dst = new Image(src.width * scale, src.height * scale);
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for (int y = 0; y dst.height; y ++) {
for (int x = 0; x dst.width; x++) {

dst.data[y][x] = src.data[(int)(y / scale)][(int)(x / scale)];
}

}
return dst;

}

However, a literal implementation of this does not produce fast results. Before
becoming discouraged and looking for a more sophisticated technique for handling
real time image scaling, consider how this code can be optimized. Examining this
implementation at the machine code level, every iteration contains approximately
10 instructions:

1 Loop increment
1 Loop test
2 Divides
2 2D array conversion (source)
2 2D array conversion (dest)
1 Memory lookup
1 Memory storage

⇒ Total |10 instructions

An optimized version of this algorithm takes advantage of the fact that each row is
mapped in the same way. We can compute a lookup table for mapping the X
coordinates of the first row, and reuse it for all the rows in the image. Further
optimization can be achieved by ‘unrolling’ the inner loop—so that the overhead of
incrementing the loop variable and testing is greatly reduced. In C++, by using
pointers instead of 2D arrays, the algorithm runs faster still. The scaling code now
looks something like:

// MAKE A PRECOMPUTED TABLE FOR MAPPING ROW X VALUES
int table = new int[dst.width];
for (int x = 0; x , dst.width; x++) {

table[x] = (int)(x / scale);
}
// SCALE THE IMAGE
for (int y = 0; y , dst.height; y ++) {

long *srcPtr = src.data[y];
long *dstPtr = dst.data[(int)(y / scale)];
int *tablePtr = table;

// SCALE THE ROW (UNROLLED)
for (x = 0; x , dst.width & |7; x += 8) {

dstPtr[0] = srcPtr[tablePtr[0]];
dstPtr[1] = srcPtr[tablePtr[1]];
dstPtr[2] = srcPtr[tablePtr[2]];
%
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dstPtr[7] = srcPtr[tablePtr[7]];
dstPtr += 8;
tablePtr += 8;

}
// FINISH THE ROW (-NOT- UNROLLED)
for (; x , dst.width; x++)

*dstPtr++ = srcPtr[table[x]];
}

}

A rough machine instruction count for the inner loop of this version is:

2 Memory lookup
1 Memory storage

⇒ Total |3 instructions

This is about three times faster than the original version of the code, and produces
fast real time image zooming with reasonable performance. With this algorithm
Pad++can zoom an 800× 600 pixel image on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro at 30 frames
per second.

We’ve ignored all the special cases: stippling images (for semi-transparent images),
color dithering for simulating 24 bit color on 8 bit graphics cards (in Pad++dithering
is done during refinement), images with transparency masks, etc. To keep the image
renderer fast, rather than adding statements to the inner loop code, we duplicate the
scaling algorithm for each of the various combinations, leading to 16 versions of
the same code, each with minor variations. This is unaesthetic but fast.

Decimation/Replication does not produce the best-looking image scaling. One
problem is that the pixels tend to ripple as the image is scaled. MIP-mapping and
bi-linear or tri-linear filtering, such as is performed in hardware by high-end 3D
cards, produces much smoother results. In the future, this style of hardware is likely
to become readily available on home PCs. Hopefully, simple 2D image scaling
operations will also be supported in hardware by these cards.

Rotation

To save the overhead of adding a general-purpose transformation to the renderer,
we add special code to rotate each object type. This code off-loads rotation compu-
tation from the renderer to the time of rotation. Thus, the Pad++ renderer maintains
a transformation stack of just translation and scale, but does not include rotation.
Polygonal objects are rotated by transforming the points. Images are rotated by
computing a new rotated image from the original. Text, however, is rotated at render
time, and thus rotated text is slightly slower than non-rotated text.

Screen management

Consider a 1280× 1024 pixel screen. If the user is inserting a single text character
in a small text object visible on the screen, it is undesirable to redraw the entire
screen-full of information for just this minor change. Rather than redrawing the
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entire display, it is better to focus rendering resources on only the areas of the
display that have changed. To do this, applications must maintain information about
what areas of their display are out of date and perform rendering operations clipped
to these areas. We call this technique ‘screen management’.

Existing windowing systems do determine when windows need refreshing (e.g.
because they have been moved or resized), and they also clip rendering operations
to windows (so changes to one window do not effect other windows). In this sense,
windowing systems carry out primitive screen management on behalf of applications.
But windows are assumed to be rectangular and opaque (X Windows includes an
extension to support non-rectangular windows, but there is a performance penalty
for using it), and windowing systems still leave it up to the application to manage
the contents of each window. To handle large windows effectively, applications must
implement their own screen management schemes.

To help applications carry out screen management, all the common windowing
systems also provide clipping primitives that use Shape algebra,19 which lets appli-
cations clip 2D graphic operations to arbitrary polygonal shapes. Shape algebra is
useful because it supports efficient clipping and boolean operations. Using Shape
algebra, applications can implement sophisticated screen management schemes.

In a ZUI such as Pad++, screen management is further complicated by three
factors. First, objects can be non-rectangular and semi-transparent, so a change to
an object may require re-rendering the objects in front of and behind it. Secondly,
rendering is double-buffered, so objects can never just directly modify pixels on the
screen, but must coordinate with the double-buffering mechanism. Thirdly, because
of portals, a change to an object may require several different parts of the screen
to be redrawn.

Pad++ uses shape algebra in conjunction with a ‘damage and restoration’ scheme
to keep the display up to date.

Damage and restoration

The Pad++ screen management system is based on a painting metaphor. The
display is treated as a ‘painting’, and changes to objects visible on the display are
seen as ‘damage’ to the painting. A ‘restorer’ is an object whose contract is to fix
up damage. Each restorer maintains a Shape specifying what area of the display to
work on, and an integer level indicating what refinement level to work at (more on
refinement in a moment). At any time, a number of restorers may be working on
different areas of the painting, each at different refinement levels. The system ensures
that no two restorers are working on the same portion of the screen—newer restorers
always receive priority over older restorers (their Shape is subtracted from the Shape
stored in earlier restorers).

When objects change, they register damage on the Pad++surface. Objects register
damage in object coordinates by calling theDamageroutine, passing it a bounding
box. When damage occurs, Pad++searches for a restorer with refinement level 0 to
register the damage with, creating a new restorer if necessary. Once a restorer is
obtained, Pad++adds the bounding box to the Shape record within the restorer. In
principle, it is desirable to maintain damage information in floating point surface
coordinates. In practice, because Pad++uses the Shape algebra utilities provided by
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the underlying windowing system, damage coordinates are always converted to
integer screen coordinates before being added to the Shape.

Notice that some changes to objects may generate multiple calls to the Damage
routine—for example, when an object is moved, it generates damage for both the
old and the new bounding box of the object.

When the system becomes idle (when all the events in the input queue have been
handled), any restorers in the pending queue are removed from the pending queue
and ‘run’—causing the appropriate regions of the display to be re-rendered. Appli-
cations can also force pending restorers to be rendered, for example during animations.

Damage through portals

Portals complicate damage, since a single object may be visible on the screen in
multiple portals at difference scales. The system must also handle the case of damage
to an object which is visible through a portal looking at a portal looking at the
object (and so on). Damage to objects visible through portals must be clipped
correctly to the portal’s screen bounds.

A simple approach is to perform an exhaustive depth-first search every time an
object is damaged, checking each portal to see if the damage is visible. This is too
slow in practice, and doesn’t scale up to support large numbers of portals. (Notice
that the damage recording mechanism must be fast. During an animation, many
objects may be changing every frame, generating large numbers of damage requests.
If every damage request involves a large search operation, frame rate will drop
significantly.)

A better approach is to maintain a data structure indicating, for each object, which
portals can see that object. The damage routine can then just register damage with
each portal directly. A problem with this approach is that maintaining the per-object
portal lists is expensive. Every time an object is moved, the system must examine
all of the portals to check if the object is visible (directly or indirectly) in the portal.
The data structure must also be updated every time a portal’s view is changed.

A good compromise is to have each view (i.e. each portal or top-level window)
maintain a list of the portals visible within that view. Then, when damage occurs,
the system can quickly determine which portals are visible on the screen and
recursively check only those portals for damage. The visibility list is comparatively
lightweight to maintain, since it only involves work when a view is changed, and
not when other objects are changed.

A further optimization would be to divide portals into high-priority and low-
priority portals. High-priority portals are used for areas which the user can actually
interact with (main displays, editor windows, lenses, etc.), and which must be kept
up-to-date. Low-priority portals are used for static non-interactive information displays
(bookmarks, icons, snapshots, etc.). Whenever damage occurs, all the visible low-
priority portals are scheduled for repainting after a time-out of one second, regardless
of the visibility of the specific object in those portals. High-priority portals register
damage recursively as described above. With this mechanism, high-priority portals
are always kept up-to-date (but require more work to damage). Low-priority portals
can become out-of-date, but they incur a smaller penalty during animations. We are
currently implementing this last optimization.
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Sticky objects

In a ZUI, it is sometimes important to have objects stay in a fixed location on
the screen, and to not pan and zoom with other objects on the surface. Thesesticky
objects are useful for bookmarks, cut buffers, status lines and other interface
components. How should these sticky objects be handled?

Ideally, a hardware solution such as overlay planes (found, for example, on SGI
workstations) would be used for sticky objects. Overlay planes let two distinct frame
buffers be mapped to a single window. The hardware includes a mechanism for
indicating which buffer is visible in each pixel location (e.g. via a special transparent
pixel value).

Overlay planes would let Pad++treat sticky objects and non-sticky objects as two
separate planes of information. However, not all systems support overlay planes, and
overlay planes prevent sticky objects from being beneath or interleaved with non-
sticky objects.

A second approach to handle sticky objects is to maintain two separate scene
graphs for each surface—one representing non-sticky objects, the other representing
sticky objects. The renderer and event manager must then consult both graphs. The
drawback of this approach is that it introduces complexity into the code, since
functions must be aware of the two different cases (sticky and zoomable). We tried
this approach, but abandoned it once we realized how many duplications this would
introduce to the code.

Our current approach is to implement sticky objects as normal Pad++ objects with
a simple one-way constraint: whenever the main view of a surface is changed, all
the sticky objects on the surface are transformed by the inverse of the view’s change.
Since the number of sticky objects is generally small (limited screen real-estate
offers a natural incentive to keep the number of sticky objects down), this does not
impact hugely on the cost of view changes. To the user, the effect is that all sticky
objects maintain a fixed location on the screen. Internally, sticky objects are main-
tained in the same scene graph as non-sticky objects.

An advantage of this approach is that it allows objects to be sticky only in one
dimension, e.g. objects that pan left and right, but always stay the same size (we
call thesesticky-zobjects). The notion of constraints makes it easy to customize the
specific behavior of the sticky object.

Level of refinement

During pans and zooms, the main role of the display in a ZUI is to provide
information as quickly as possible to orient the user—giving them visual cues
indicating where in the space they are looking. But when the view is stationary (e.g.
because the user is reading a document), text and diagrams should be as legible as
possible. These two different modes of viewing introduce a design conflict, since
producing legible text at arbitrary scales is a compute-intensive operation, and during
pans and zooms you want to spend as little computation time as possible.

One solution to this problem is to render the contents of the display using fast
low-quality algorithms during animated pans and zooms, and then use higher quality
rendering algorithms to redraw the display when it has been stationary for a period
of time.

To support this approach, restorers in Pad++ can work at differentLevels of
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Refinement (LOR). At LOR 0, the restorer draws objects as quickly as possible. At
higher LORs, restorers draw with increasing detail, although they take longer to
complete. In practice, only LORs 0, 1 and 2 are used.

When a restorer has finished work, it can schedule another restorer to redraw the
same region at a higher LOR—allowing areas of the display to be ‘refined’ (see
Figure 3). Restorers determine whether refinement is needed by querying each
rendered object to see if it has more detail available. If an object has further detail
available, its bounding box is added to a ‘refining restorer’. At the end of the render,
the refining restorer is scheduled to run. With this mechanism, a change to an object
on one area of the screen may cause that area to iterate through a number of
refinements. Changes to other areas of the screen do not interfere with this refinement
process, but instead initiate new refinement processes. Damage to areas that overlap
with a refining restorer cause that area to be removed from the shape managed by
the refining restorer and rescheduled for rendering by a new restorer using LOR 0,
potentially canceling the refining restorer if it becomes empty.

Refinements can be visually jarring to the user. For example, when switching
from LOR 0 to LOR 1, small text alters its appearance from dashed lines (‘greeked’
text) to individual letters. The change in appearance can be distracting. To resolve
this problem, Pad++uses a dissolve transition to update areas of the screen as they
are refined. Although this effect slows down the total time taken to refine a region,
it also reduces screen flashing, so the overall impression is an improvement.

Interruption

Adding refinement to a system introduces a new problem. Refinements may take
a considerable time to complete. For example, rendering a large image using color
dithering takes nearly a second on a mid-range PC. During this time, the user may
decide to interact with one of the objects on the surface, or pan to a different
location. Forcing the user to wait for refinements to complete is undesirable.

In Pad++, refinements are interruptible. Periodically during a refining render, the
system checks for input events (keyboard or mouse button events). If an event is

Figure 3. Before and after refinement. The left view shows the scene before refinement. The right view
shows the same scene after refinement. Greeked text is replaced with fully rendered text. Images are
refined using color dithering. Refinement is introduced using a dissolve effect, to reduce screen flashes
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found on the input queue, the renderer finishes rendering the back buffer at LOR
0, leaves the front buffer unmodified, and schedules a new restorer to come back
during idle time to redraw the region. Then the event is processed as normal.

Fast panning

A second problem with refinement is that when the user pans or zooms the whole
display, it jumps back to refinement level 0. This introduces a distracting flash to
the display, although this is less distracting than the flash produced by successive
refinements, since it is user-initiated, and not initiated by the system during idle
time. Still, considering that the display may contain an entire page of text rendered
at a high refinement level, it is desirable to preserve this image at high refinement
level when the user performs a small pan (e.g. to read the bottom of the page).

Using a BitBlt operation, it is comparatively fast to shift the contents of the back
buffer by a number of pixels. Then restorers can be scheduled to redraw the strips
at the edges of the back buffer that are out of date. With this approach, much of
the display contents can be retained for incremental panning operations. A secondary
advantage is that, for complex scenes, there is a performance improvement (since
only the objects in the exposed strips need to be rendered, and not the whole display).

There are three complications to consider. First, if there are any sticky objects,
the areas under the sticky objects must be damaged both before and after the BitBlt,
so that the sticky objects are rendered in the new location. Secondly, any outstanding
restorers must also have their Shape records updated to reflect the new screen
coordinate system. Thirdly, there will inevitably be some aliasing problems. For
example, consider a pan by 1.1 ‘pixels’ to the left. This is a legal operation in
Pad++, which uses a floating point coordinate system. BitBlts, on the other hand,
always move data a whole number of pixels. After ten successive pans by 1.1 pixels,
the objects on the screen will have moved 10 pixels, whereas Pad will think they
have moved 11. Tearing and other visual artifacts will become apparent.

To address this problem, after performing any BitBlt operations on the screen,
Pad++schedules a restorer to redraw the entire screen after one second of idle time.

PART II: VISIBLE OBJECT DETERMINATION

Having a powerful rendering engine is important, but rendering resources are always
finite. For datasets containing only a few dozen objects this is unlikely to be a
problem, but for datasets containing tens of thousands of objects, a more intelligent
approach is needed.

A basic implementation of a ZUI would simply draw every object every frame,
and rely on the clipping mechanisms provided in the graphics hardware to avoid
modifying pixels that are outside the current clipping region. However, clipping is
compute-intensive, and as the number of objects increases this approach becomes
too slow. For a ZUI that must scale up to handle tens of thousands of objects, the
approach is unworkable.

A slightly better approach is to test each object for visibility, and only draw
objects that are visible in the current view. In this way, if an object is not within
the current view (or outside the current clip region), it does not consume any
rendering resources. In most applications, only a small fraction of the total objects
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in a world are visible at a usable size in a given view, so this approach can
significantly improve frame rates. Frame rates also improve if only a small fraction
of a view needs to be redrawn.

Bounding boxes are often used to perform these coarse visibility checks. Testing
of two bounding boxes intersect is cheap. A Pentium can performs hundreds of
thousands of 2D bounding box intersection tests a second. So for medium sized
datasets, performing bounding box checking alone is enough to yield good frame
rates. Tabula Rasa12 and the original Pad implementation6 both use this approach.
However, since the time spent doing visibility checks is linearly proportional to the
number of objects in the world, as the number of objects increases, there will be a
point where the system spends more time checking than rendering, and frame
rates drop.

For very large datasets, a faster mechanism for determining which objects are
visible within a given view is essential. Once such a mechanism is available, it is
also useful for event processing, since determining which objects lie underneath a
point is essentially a constrained version of the same type of query.

Common approaches

There are several popular approaches to handle visible object determination.
Windowing systems typically only manage a relatively small number of windows,
and so don’t need special purpose mechanisms for performing visibility tests.
Windowing systems are also hierarchical by nature—top-level windows enclose sub-
windows, which enclose sub-sub-windows, and so on. This enforced segregation
means that windowing systems can quickly eliminate whole trees from consideration,
further speeding up visibility checks. By comparison, ZUIs need to support datasets
in which there is no rigorous enclosure hierarchy—such as you might find in a map.

ZUIs are more akin to 3D systems, in which objects can be distributed anywhere
throughout space. The distribution of objects within space depends on the specific
application, but there are several classes of applications that are instructive to look
at. Two representative types of 3D systems are vehicle simulators and architectural
walkthrough systems. Vehicle simulators typically have strict frame-rate requirements,
and have objects distributed fairly uniformly through space, frequently lying on a
large two-dimensional surface.20 Architectural walkthrough systems on the other
hand, tend to have a large number of objects concentrated in a small three-
dimensional space.21 In most 3D systems, there can be a fairly wide range of sizes
of objects, as both large structures and fine details must be represented.

Object visibility in 3D systems is determined by what is called theviewing
frustum.22 This is the truncated pyramid of space that can be seen from the current
view position. It is truncated bynear and far clipping planes—so objects that are
too near or too far from the view are clipped. Often, some kind of spatial indexing
data structure is used to efficiently determine which objects overlap the viewing
frustum. In addition, some systems use knowledge about the model to eliminate
objects from consideration. For instance, in an architectural walkthrough of a room
on one floor, no objects on any other floors are visible, and only a limited number
of objects in other rooms on the same floor are visible.23

Other 2D systems that maintain large numbers of objects and must quickly
determine object visibility include integrated circuit design systems (VLSI) and
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Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Both VLSI and GIS systems manage very
large numbers of 2D objects and support limited forms of zooming. VLSI and GIS
systems also contain objects with a wide range of sizes.

The visible-object determination needs of a ZUI are similar to these 2D and 3D
systems. In all cases, the basic problem is to quickly determine the set of objects
that overlap a specified view. The differences between 2D and 3D approaches to
this problem are not great, since most spatial indexing data structures can accommo-
date scenes of arbitrary dimensionality.

However, ZUIs impose two new constraints on the visible object retrieval system:
small objects should be eliminated quickly, and objects must somehow be sorted by
display-list order. We discuss these two issues below, comparing them with related
issued in other graphical systems. Afterwards, we describe how spatial indexing is
handled in Pad++.

Object ordering

In a ZUI, objects need to be rendered in a specific order—this order determines
which objects are in front of other objects, and which are partially obscured or
behind other objects.

Unfortunately, every spatial indexing data structure we found does not return the
objects specified by a query in a guaranteed order. This is not a problem for 3D
systems, which can render objects in any order and rely on a depth buffer (or ‘Z-
buffer’) to perform hidden surface removal. Order is also not a problem for GIS
and VLSI systems because those systems are designed to avoid display order
requirements through the use oflayers. In these systems, objects of different types
are put on different logical layers, and each layer is rendered in its entirety before
any objects of another layer are rendered. Objects within a layer should not overlap
because there is no ability to control the rendering order of objects within a layer.
For instance, in most GIS systems, streets may appear on one layer with highways
on another layer, and county boundaries on a third layer. When streets do overlap
each other, the order in which they are rendered cannot be controlled.

Two-dimensional windowing systems do require that windows get rendered with
specified overlapping, but they do not use a spatial index. Rather, they maintain
regions for each window specifying what portion of the window is not occluded,
and only that portion of the window is rendered when the window contents change—
thus maintaining the correct overlapping of windows on the screen. This approach
is too costly when there are many thousands of objects, and doesn’t handle semi-
transparent objects well.

Small object elimination

Objects in a ZUI can differ in size by many orders of magnitude. In a zoomed
out view, only the very large objects are visible, and many objects will be so small
that they are less than a pixel in size. Spending time rendering these objects is
wasteful, especially if rendering time is limited. Ideally, the visible object determi-
nation mechanism should quickly eliminate these small objects.

This requirement is similar for some other systems, but not identical. Windowing
systems have no such requirement—they render every window unless it is occluded.
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VLSI and GIS systems do avoid rendering small objects, but as with sorting, use
layers to avoid a per object solution. That is, rather than deciding whether or not
to render each object by size, VLSI and GIS systems decide whether to render an
entire layer depending on the magnification.

3D systems usually base culling efforts on object position rather than on relative
size. Instead of culling objects that are in the current view but are very small, they
are often optimized to eliminate objects that are positioned beyond the viewing
frustum. Small objects that are within the viewing frustum still get rendered, or at
best are checked on an individual basis. This is not sufficient for ZUIs.

Spatial indexing in Pad++

Spatial indexing is the general term for a data structure that encodes spatial
characteristics about a set of objects inn-dimensional space. These spatial character-
istics are then used to provide efficient mechanisms for retrieving objects given
spatial queries. One typical query is to retrieve all objects intersecting a given
rectangle (for a two dimensional index.) This query can be used in a ZUI to return
all objects visible in a given view, or to find all objects that overlap a single point
in order to process events.

There are several widely used spatial indexing algorithms (a survey of spatial
indexing algorithms and their applications can be found elsewhere.24,25) Many are
hierarchical, and are based on partitioning space in smaller and smaller segments.
Algorithms include R-trees,26 MX-CIF quad-trees,27 binary space partitioning trees28

and k-d trees.29 Each algorithm has maintenance (insertion and deletion) methods
and query methods. Typically, there is a trade-off in time between these methods,
where increasing the efficiency of one introduces a higher cost for the other.
Consequently, the choice of algorithm depends partially upon whether the scene
consists of static or dynamic objects. For static scenes, a higher maintenance cost
is usually acceptable, whereas for dynamic scenes the maintenance costs become
more critical.

In implementing Pad++, we chose to use an R-tree. An R-tree is a hierarchical
structure based onbounding regions. Objects are contained in leaf nodes, and internal
nodes contain regions that specify the bounds of its children. Each region has a
specified minimum and maximum number of children. Regions can overlap, so while
an object is only a member of a single region, a query can need to look at several
regions at each level. R-trees are similar to quad-trees, except that they partition
space into regions based on the objects within the space, and not based on fixed-
sized grids. R-trees are balanced so they have a guaranteed maximum depth.

We chose to use R-trees rather than the more advanced R*-tree.30 R*-trees produce
more efficient structuring of regions, but they take longer to maintain. Since visible
object determination is not the biggest factor determining rendering speeds (see the
‘Timing Results’ section below), we decided to choose an algorithm which offers
effective indexing and very fast insertion and deletion times. This supports our goal
to handle very dynamic data spaces, in which many objects move and resize over
time. A basic R-tree appears to have lower maintenance costs than the other
algorithms we examined. In addition, R-trees are amenable to efficient small object
culling during queries.
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Object elimination in Pad++
As mentioned earlier, a ZUI typically has overlapping objects with sizes that

differ by several orders of magnitude, so it is crucial to quickly eliminate objects
that are much smaller than the query window. For Pad++, we chose to ignore all
objects that are less than one pixel in both screen dimensions. We cannot eliminate
very large objects, because even if they are huge, they may still get rendered and
have a large visual effect. Since the hierarchy within R-trees is based on enclosure,
we are guaranteed that every child of a node is no larger than the parent node.
Thus, if we determine that a given node is smaller than a minimum size, we do
not have to descend that portion of the tree. In our implementation, in addition to
the rectangle we pass in for each query, we also pass in a minimum size. All
queries use this extra parameter to cull sub-trees that are too small during a search.

Even eliminating all non-visible and small objects may not be enough. For
example, if the system is performing an animated zoom and attempting to maintain
at least ten frames a second, what happens when the number of visible objects in
a scene is too high, and there is not enough time to render every object?

A general approach is to render only a partial or fixed set of visible objects
during animation frames, and then render the full set of objects during refinements.
For example, the system can avoid rendering text labels during animated view
changes, and only render them when the view remains stationary for a while.
Alternatively, it could render only the first few hundred objects during an animation.

A drawback of this approach is that it doesn’t adapt according to the hardware
or data. Even for simple scenes containing only a few objects, the user is given an
impoverished presentation of the data during the animation. Animations don’t scale
according to the hardware—yet people with faster computers expect to see more
detail during animations.

Instead of adopting a simple, fixed approach to controlling frame rates, a better
solution is to include adaptive mechanisms in the renderer. The idea is to monitor
frame rates, and use the statistics about prior frame rates to control how much work
is done during the current render.

There are several things that can potentially be controlled. The renderer can make
decisions about what objects are rendered, culling more objects when frame rates
are low. The renderer can also switch to lower-quality rendering algorithms (e.g.
algorithms which have a lower level-of-detail) when frame rates drop.

In Pad++, in addition to using a spatial index to eliminate small and non-visible
objects, we use frame rate statistics to control how text is rendered and how many
small objects are rendered. If frame rates are low, the number of ‘small’ objects
(objects beneath a certain pixel size in their largest dimension) rendered each frame
is reduced, and the notion of what constitutes a ‘small’ object is increased to be
more inclusive. Similarly, if frame rates are low, the system switches to using
‘greeked’ fonts for small text. If, during any frame, a time-limit is exceeded, the
system can switch to an emergency mechanism—this renders the remaining large
objects using the lowest level-of-detail possible.

Object ordering in Pad++
As described earlier, a query must not only retrieve the objects that overlap the

specified rectangle, but it must retrieve those objects in display-list order, so they
can be drawn with the correct overlapping behavior.
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The easiest solution to this problem (and the one adopted by Pad++) is to simply
retrieve the objects from the spatial index unsorted, and then apply a sorting
algorithm (e.g. QuickSort). However, sorting can become quite expensive if a large
number of objects are visible.Figure 4 shows the time to retrieve and sort objects
in a scene depicting a map of New York City. In this case with a scene of over
2000 objects, the sorting time took longer than the retrieval when the number of
objects to be sorted became greater than about 400.

We attempted to reduce this sorting time by maintaining the list of objects in
each R-tree leaf node in sorted order. We then performed a merge sort, motivated
by the fact that we had already done a fair amount of the sorting work since the
objects at each node were sorted. Unfortunately, this approach did not result in
sorting any faster than using the system QuickSort function on all the visible objects.
It appears that the overhead of copying objects and maintaining extra lists required
for a merge-sort consumes more time than is saved.

Compromise solutions do exist. For example, given that the number of overlapping
objects in any scene is likely to be much less than the total number of objects in
the world, we could provide for only a fixed number of different drawing depths
(perhaps a few thousand). Objects with the same depth would be rendered in an
arbitrary order—for objects that don’t overlap this is not a problem. Objects with

Figure 4. Time taken to retrieve and sort visible objects in a scene depicting a map of New York City
containing 2135 objects
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different depths are rendered in order according to their depth, with lower depth
numbers being rendered first. This lets users specify overlapping constraints when
they are important.

Another possibility is to use Binary Space Partition (BSP) trees28 with the drawing
order of each object representing its Z depth. This approach has the advantage of
eliminating the sort entirely as BSP trees implicitly sort objects. However, maintaining
BSP trees for dynamic scenes tends to be compute intensive.

We are currently experimenting with an indexed approach, which eliminates the
need for sorting and is still reasonably efficient. We construct an array of flags, one
flag per object. The flags are maintained in pages, each page containing 256 flags,
as well as ausedbit that is set whenever one of the flags in the page is set. The
retrieval algorithm clears all the used bits, and then invokes the R-Tree spatial index
described earlier to locate visible objects. For each visible object, the corresponding
flag in the array is set. Whenever a page of flags is referenced for the first time,
the page is marked as used and the flags in the page are cleared. After the spatial
index query is complete, the renderer examines each of the pages. If a page is
marked as used, then all the flags in the page are checked, and each object whose
flag is set is rendered.

With this paging approach, if every object on a surface is visible the algorithm
has a worst case running time ofO(N), whereN is the number of objects on the
surface. This is much better than the QuickSort approach, which isO(NlogN). If no
objects are visible, the paging approach still has a performance overhead ofO(N),
since every used bit must be checked. But the costs involved are very low, since
there is only a single used bit to check for each group of 256 objects. By paging
the used bits themselves, the overheads can be reduced still further, leading to good
overall performance. The timing tests in the next section do not reflect this new
approach which is still under development.

A hardware solution to this problem also exists: using a depth buffer eliminates
the need for sorting. Depth buffers are commonly found on many 3D cards, and
also on our hypothetical ZGA card. To render the ZUI scene, the depth buffer is first
cleared, then objects are drawn in arbitrary order, but with a Z-depth corresponding to
their drawing order number. The graphics hardware then takes care of clipping
objects according to their depth. For this to work well, the depth buffer must have
at least 16 bits per pixel to offer a reasonable number of depths.

Timing results

In this section, we present the results of several timing tests of Pad++, showing
the performance of rendering and visible object determination. Remember that the
goal is frame times of at most 100 milliseconds (ms), or 10 frames per second
(fps). All tests were performed on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro running Linux, with an
800× 600 pixel graphics window. Window size is significant, because each frame
render involves both clearing the back buffer to the background color, and copying
the back buffer to the window. The overhead for this clearing and copying on the
reference platform is 4 ms.

Four different tests were performed, to compare hand-created scenes with computer-
generated scenes, and to compare scenes of uniformly sized objects with scenes of
objects of many different sizes. See the graphs inFigures 5–8.
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Figure 5. Times for 20 copies of a hand-created scene of a typical Pad++ document. Objects have very
different sizes, and only a small number are visible at any given time. Total of 11,620 objects

Each graph shows the total rendering time for each frame as the view is changed
to move through all parts of the scene, zooming in and out, and panning to each
area of the scene. The total rendering time is further broken into two parts: time
spent querying the spatial index (and sorting the results), and time spent actually
doing the drawing.

Each graph also shows the time it takes to perform a simple linear visible object
check (i.e. checking every object for visibility every frame). This lets us compare
the effectiveness of the spatial index with a simple linear approach.

Intuitively, the time taken by the linear approach should be constant, since every
object is checked in every frame. In practice, for visible objects the system also
performs small-object culling, so the total time taken in each frame varies slightly
according to the number of visible objects (i.e. visible objects take two checks,
whereas objects that are not in the view require only one).

To evaluate the cost of maintaining the spatial index, we performed a test where
we moved many objects at once. For the scenes used byFigures 7and 8, we moved
all the objects, with and without spatial indexing. The timing results are shown
in Table I.
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Figure 6. Times for hand-created scene of 2135 objects where all objects are of similar sizes. The
scene depicts a map of lower Manhattan

We also tested the time it takes to build the index in the first place. For the first
scene, building the index took 1.75 seconds, so about 12,485 objects can be inserted
a second. The second scene, inserting objects into the index took 1.82 seconds, or
12,363 objects per second.

Analysis

These results collectively show that we are very close to meeting our goals for
typical scenes of a ZUI. Many scenes met our frame rate goal of 10 fps, and the
spatial index is effective. For most scenes, the spatial index is no slower than a
simple linked list, and for scenes with many objects where only a small percentage
of them are visible, the spatial index cuts down on visible object determination time
substantially. For all scenes, the time spent detecting visible objects is a small
fraction of the time spent actually drawing.

Regarding maintenance efficiency,Table I shows that maintaining the spatial index
does impact object movement speed, but by a factor which is less than two. With
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Figure 7. Times for a computer-generated scene of 21,849 objects with significant size differences
between objects. The scene contains seven levels of nested rectangle where each rectangle contains

four others

spatial indexing, we can move an average of 461 objects per second. With no
indexing, we can move 633 objects per second (we suspect that rewriting the test
in C instead of Tcl would increase both of these numbers substantially).

The one type of scene for which our implementation does not meet our rendering
goals is where there are many objects of similar size. When zoomed out to a certain
point, all of these objects become visible and the spatial index spends a lot of time
sorting these objects, and the renderer spends even more time rendering all of these
objects. Thus, our current implementation of Pad++ is effective for scenes that
contain many objects at different sizes, but is not effective for scenes with many
objects at similar sizes.

PART III: PAD++ STRUCTURE

Pad++ is an object-oriented graphical interface library which implements a Zooming
User Interface (ZUI) as previously described. It is object-oriented in both its
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Figure 8. Times for a computer-generated scene of 22,500 objects with no size differences between
objects. The scene contains an array of 150× 150 identical rectangles. When zoomed out, all 22,500

rectangles are visible, and thus rendering times grow very high

Table I. Time taken to move many objects, comparing linear list approach with spatial index approach

Number of Linear list Spatial index Cost ratio
Objects Time to move Time to move Spatial Index:

every object every object Linear List
(seconds) (seconds)

Scene from
Figure 7 21,849 32 53 1.66
Scene from
Figure 8 22,500 38 43 1.13
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implementation and its use. All graphical elements in Pad++ are instances of objects
and share certain functionality, such as the ability to be moved and resized.

This section describes the structure of Pad++, and how its different components
are designed and implemented. We discuss the object hierarchy, and the implemen-
tation of unusual features.

Structure

Pad++ is implemented in C++, and provides application interfaces for several
languages, including C++, Tcl, Scheme, Perl, and KPL (an in-house reverse-polish
language for rendering). In addition, an interface to Java is under development. Most
applications to date have been written in Tcl as that is the language we originally
targeted, though we have also developed a procedural animation engine that runs
within Pad++ and uses KPL.31 While Pad++ now runs on Windows 95/NT, we
originally designed and implemented Pad++for UNIX with the X window system.
It runs on many versions of UNIX, including Linux, SunOS, Solaris, IRIX, and
FreeBSD. The Windows 95/NT version of Pad++ maps X windowing system calls
to equivalent functions under Windows. Since in some cases this mapping is not
straightforward, the Windows version is currently not as fast as the UNIX version.
We are working on a renderer that uses the Windows features more directly.

One continuing goal has been to make Pad++ as portable as possible. Because
people download, compile, and run Pad++on all kinds of systems all around the
world, we decided to use only the most commonly available and most reliable
features of C++. For this reason, we decided not to use multiple inheritance or
templates. In some places, this made the code more complicated, but we feel it was
a necessary trade-off in order to minimize the time we spend supporting Pad++.

Pad++ consists of several components. At a high level, they are:

(a) Renderer:the renderer performs all the rendering to the screen. It maintains
a stack of transformations that specify translation and scale.

(b) Event Handler:the event handler is responsible for processing all input events.
It determines which objects receive events, it maps events through portals
and it takes care of event grabbing (insuring that that mouse motion and
release events go to the same object that received the associated press event.)

(c) Surfaces:a surface represents a single flat data space where graphical objects
exist. Objects can exist at any position and scale on the surface.

(d) Views: surfaces are mapped to the screen through views. A view specifies
the position and magnification at which the associated surface is seen. There
are currently two places where views are used: for windows and for portals.
The extent of the surface that is seen is specified indirectly by the size of
the associated window or portal.

(e) Objects: every graphical item on a Pad++surface is derived from a base
Object class. This class defines much of the behavior common to all objects.
It controls where and at what size an object appears, the object’s transparency,
and the range of sizes at which it is visible. It also controls the object’s
stickiness and drawing order, as well as what layer it is on.Figure 9 shows
the hierarchy of all objects deriving from this base Object class.

This class hierarchy is somewhat complicated, partly because Pad++ is designed to
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Figure 9. Pad++object hierarchy

be connected to both Tcl and to Java. We made a strong effort to be consistent
with the programming and visual interface standards of both languages.

Surfaces, views, and portals

The Pad++dataspace is structured around surfaces and views. A surface is a
plane on which objects exist. The Pad++ environment supports multiple surfaces
simultaneously. Each surface can be visible within top-level windows, or can be
seen within portals. Objects exist on a surface within the surface’s coordinate system.
The Pad++ coordinate system uses a standard right-handed Cartesian coordinate
system. The X axis increases to the right and the Y axis increasesup. Note that
this is different from many graphical windowing systems. All coordinates are specified
in floating point units that by default correspond to the dimensions of a single pixel
on the screen. This means that, when the top-level view is at a scale of 2.0, a line
drawn on the surface from 0.0 to 100.0 is 200 pixels long. Dimensions can also be
specified in inches, millimeters, or points.

Surfaces are mapped to the screen through views. Each surface that is mapped to
a top-level window implicitly gets a view that controls what part of the surface is
visible in that window. Views specify the visible portion of a surface with a point
and a magnification. The point specifies the portion of the surface that will appear
at the center of the view. The magnification specifies how much the surface should
be enlarged or shrunk.

Portals are a special type of view. They exist on a Pad++surface, and can be
moved and resized like other objects on the surface, but they also specify a
‘lookon’—this specifies the surface that is visible through the portal. Portals can
look onto the surface they themselves are on, or they can look onto any other
Pad++ surface.
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Portals are implemented with special rendering and event processing methods. A
portal’s render method sets the clipping region, and then renders the Portal’s lookon
surface, clipped by this region. A portal can render another portal within itself, but
prevents recursive rendering of itself. Portals also process events specially. When an
event hits a portal, if the event is on the portal’s outer frame, the event is sent to
the portal object itself. If the event is within the portal, the event is passed through
to the surface the portal looks onto. When an object receives an event, it may query
the event to determine the list of portals (if any) that it was passed through.

Sample Pad++code

Here is a short example of some Tcl code that gives a feel for how some of the
simple features of Pad++ can be used. This example creates a surface, puts it within
a top-level window, and then creates several objects with event bindings, and changes
the view. In this example, ‘.’ represents a UNIX prompt, and ‘%’ represents a Tcl
prompt. Commands typed in by the user appear in bold face. The resulting output
is shown inFigure 10.

padwish ;# Start the Pad++ executable
% pad .pad ;# Make a Pad++ surface
.pad% pack .pad ;# Map it to a top-level window with a view

Figure 10. Snapshot of the Pad++ window after executing the Sample Pad++code
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;# Create a rectangle. A unique integer is
;# generated which is used to identify this
;# rectangle in the future.

% .pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -fill red
3

;# System returns ‘3’, uniquely ident-
ifying object

;# Create some text and place it within
;# rectangle

% .pad create text -text “Hello World!” -font “Times-12” \
-anchor sw -position “10 10 1”
4

;# System returns ‘4’, uniquely
;# identifying object

;# Create an image from a file whose
;# bottom-left
;# corner is at the same place as the
;# top-right corner of the rectangle.

% .pad create image -image “pad.gif” -anchor sw -position \
“50 50 1”
5 ; # System returns ‘5’, uniquely

;# identifying object

;# Create event bindings so that moving the
;# mouse over the rectangle highlights it,
;# and clicking on the rectangle moves it
;# 10 pixels to the right.

% .pad bind 3 kEnterl {%P itemconfig %O -pen blue}
% .pad bind 3 kLeavel {%P itemconfig %O -pen black}
% .pad bind 3 kButtonPress-1l {%P slide %O 10 0}

;# Zoom the view so that the center
;# of the image is at the center of the
;# view, and is 1.5 times larger than
;# normal.
;# The view change will be animated over a
;# period of 1000 milliseconds.

% .pad moveto 200 150 1.5 1000

Quantity of zooming space

Just how big is the zooming space of Pad++? Ideally, a ZUI would have unlimited
space so objects could be put at any position and at any scale. While this might
seem unnecessary, applications can easily use a lot of space. For example, a
visualization system that depicted hierarchies through containment uses a lot of
depth. If each level of the hierarchy were an order of magnitude smaller than the
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parent, dozens of orders of magnitude of zooming could quickly be used up. In
addition to depth, the amount of breadth is also a concern. Just how far apart can
objects be placed? Again, this may not seem crucial, but as soon as you zoom out,
even objects that are very far apart are brought closer together visually. A user can
very easily zoom out, pan a little, and then zoom in with the result that they’ve
covered a very wide expanse of space. (Space-scale diagramsprovide an analytical
tool that is useful for describing and analyzing these kinds of spaces.32)

In Pad++, the view and object coordinates are stored with standard 32 bit floats
that store roughly seven orders of magnitude of resolution (+/2). So, we expect 14
orders of magnitude for zooming and panning. Again, this may seem like a lot, but
to go from a dot to full screen is roughly three orders of magnitude (on a 1,000
pixel screen). Pad++can do that about five times.

Care must be taken when implementing coordinate transformations in a ZUI.
Unfortunately, the most simple and intuitive approach to implementing transform-
ations can result in reduced zooming space. To understand this, note that each view
has an offset and a magnification, which are stored as a triplet (xview, yview,
zoom). Every object has a position and a scale (xoffset, yoffset, scale ). In
addition, objects such as polygons and lines also have coordinates (x1, y 1, %). To
apply a coordinate transformation from object to screen coordinates, we start by
applying the transform for the current view (in these examples, we show only the
x coordinate):

-(xview * zoom)

Now, we apply the object’s transformation, leading to the expression:

(xoffset * zoom)—(xview * zoom)

However, consider when you zoom in and pan off to the side so thatxview and
zoom both become large, the quantity (xview * zoom ) can overflow quickly. This
results in a reduced zooming space—that is, the more you zoom in, the less you
can pan (the effective space is pyramid shaped).

A better approach is to instead combine the two terms and compute transform-
ations using:

zoom * (xoffset—xview)

Since the offset of the object counters the offset of the view for visible objects, the
effects of overflow are reduced, and the result is a larger usable zooming space.

In implementation terms, computing transformations in this manner complicates
matters. In the earlier equation, view and object transformations are carried out
separately—an approach that lends itself to using a transform stack. Stacks are an
elegant mechanism for graphical systems, which often have hierarchical structures
(such as nested hierarchical groups) that are easily handled using recursion and stacks.

To implement this in Pad++, we keep a separate stack of view transformations
and object transformations. This lets us combine the two terms separately as we
compute coordinates.

An alternative solution to this problem is to use larger precision floating point
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numbers within the coordinate transformation system (e.g. store the coordinates using
floats and perform transformations using doubles). One problem with this approach
is that higher precision arithmetic comes at a performance cost—the result is
increased space but slower rendering. Also, if the coordinates are already stored in
the highest precision format supported by hardware, this approach may not be feasible.

CONCLUSION

Pad++ is an implementation of a Zooming User Interface (ZUI). We achieved our
goals of creating a substrate that supports rich zooming graphics with a large number
of objects, and a consistent high frame rate for typical scenes.

ZUIs are strongly related to real time 3D graphical systems and 2D windowing
systems. While we have reused existing real-time graphics techniques as much as
possible, ZUIs present new and interesting challenges which distinguish them from
their 2D and 3D cousins. Consequently, Pad++represents a unique combination of
features and implementation techniques.

There are still several areas where further research is required. Probably the most
serious problem with Pad++is its inability to maintain a high frame rate when many
objects are visible simultaneously. Part of the difficulty here is that we have not
solved the problem of visually presenting objects at many different levels of detail.
While we do use level of detail to speed up rendering, object presentations do not
change rapidly or extensively enough. Instead, the system gets slow and animations
are poor when too many objects are visible in a scene. In 3D systems, rendering
lower-resolution models generally solves this problem. But this is hard to do in a
reasonable fashion for text and images, which form the bulk of the visual content
in a 2D system.

Finally, for Pad++to scale up, we need to be able to handle scenes with a much
larger number of objects. Currently, Pad++holds all objects in RAM, and so the
maximum number of objects is limited more by memory than anything else. Perhaps
the best way to scale up the number of objects would be to link Pad++to a
persistent database, and keep only a small cache of objects in memory.
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 We describe Pad 11 ,  a zoomable graphical sketchpad that we are exploring as an
 alternative to traditional window and icon-based interfaces .  We discuss the motivation
 for Pad 11 ,  describe the implementation and present prototype applications .  In
 addition ,  we introduce an informational physics strategy for interface design and
 briefly contrast it with current design strategies .  We envision a rich world of dynamic
 persistent informational entities that operate according to multiple physics specifically
 designed to provide cognitively facile access and serve as the basis for the design of
 new computationally-based work materials .
 ÷ 1996 Academic Press Limited

 1 .  Introduction

 Imagine a computer screen made of a sheet of a miraculous new material that is
 stretchable like rubber but continues to display a crisp computer image ,  no matter
 what the sheet’s size .  Imagine that this sheet is very elastic and can stretch orders of
 magnitude more than rubber .  Further ,  imagine that vast quantities of information are
 represented on the sheet ,  organized at dif ferent places and sizes .  Everything you do
 on the computer is on this sheet .  To access a piece of information you just stretch to
 the right part and there it is .

 Imagine further that special lenses come with this sheet that let you look onto one
 part of the sheet while you have stretched another part .  With these lenses ,  you can see
 and interact with many dif ferent pieces of data at the same time that would ordinarily
 be quite far apart .  In addition ,  these lenses can filter the data in any way you would
 like ,  showing dif ferent representations of the same underlying data .  The lenses can
 even filter out some of the data so that only relevant portions of the data appear .

 Imagine also new stretching mechanisms that provide alternatives to scaling objects
 purely geometrically .  For example ,  instead of representing a page of text so small that
 it is unreadable ,  it might make more sense to present an abstraction of the text ,  per-
 haps so that just a title that is readable .  Similarly ,  when stretching out a spreadsheet ,

 *  ( bederson , hollan ) ê   cs .umn .edu ,  †   ( perlin , meyer bacon ) ê   play .cs .nyu .edu ,  ‡ gwf ê bellcore .com
 URL : http : / / www .cs .unm .edu / pad 1 1
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 Figure 1 .  A sequence of views as we zoom into some data

 instead of showing huge numbers it might make more sense to show the compu-
 tations from which the numbers were derived or a history of interaction with them .

 The beginnings of an interface like this sheet exists today in a program we call
 Pad 11 .  We don’t really stretch a huge rubber-like sheet ,  but we simulate it by
 zooming  into the data .  We use what we call  portals  to simulate lenses ,  and a notion we
 call  semantic zooming  to scale data in non-geometric ways .  The user controls where
 they look on this vast data surface by panning and zooming .  Portals are objects on the
 Pad 11  data surface that can see anywhere on the surface ,  as well as filter data to
 represent it dif ferently than it normally appears .

 Panning and zooming allow navigation through a large information space via direct
 manipulation .  By tapping into people’s natural spatial abilities ,  we hope to increase
 users’ intuitive access to information .  Conventional computer search techniques are
 also provided in Pad 11 ,  bridging traditional and new interface metaphors .  Figure 1
 depicts a sequence of views as we pan and zoom into some data .

 1 .1 .  Motivation

 If interface designers are to move beyond windows ,  icons ,  menus and pointers to
 explore a larger space of interface possibilities ,  additional ways of thinking about
 interfaces that go beyond the desktop metaphor are required .

 There are myriad benefits associated with metaphor-based approaches ,  but they
 also orient designers to employ computation primarily to mimic mechanisms of older
 media .  While there are important cognitive ,  cultural and engineering reasons to
 exploit earlier successful representations ,  this approach has the potential of under-
 utilizing the mechanisms of new media .
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 For the last few years we have been exploring a dif ferent strategy [21] for interface
 design to help focus on novel mechanisms enabled by computation rather than on
 mimicking mechanisms of older media .  Informally ,  the strategy consists of viewing
 interface design as the development of a physics of appearance and behavior for
 collections of informational objects .

 For example ,  an ef fective informational physics might arrange for an object’s
 representation to be a natural by-product of normal activity .  This is similar to the
 physics of certain materials that evidence the wear associated with use .  Such wear
 records a history of use and at times this can influence future use in positive ways .
 Used books crack open at frequently referenced places .  It is common for recently
 consulted papers to be at the tops of piles on our desks .  Usage dog-ears the corners
 and stains the surface of index cards and catalogs .  All these wear marks provide
 representational cues as a natural product of doing ,  but the physics of materials limit
 what can be recorded and the ways it can influence future use .

 Following an informational physics strategy has led us to explore history-enriched
 digital objects [18 ,  19] .  Recording on objects (e . g .  reports ,  forms ,  source-code ,  manual
 pages ,  email ,  spreadsheets) the interaction events that comprise their use makes it
 possible on future occasions ,  when the objects are used again ,  to display graphical
 abstractions of the accrued histories as parts of the objects themselves .  For example ,
 we depict the copy history on source code .  This allows a developer to see that a
 particular section of code has been copied and perhaps be led to correct a bug not
 only in the piece of code being viewed but also in the code from which it was derived .

 This informational physics strategy has also lead us to explore new physics for
 interacting with graphical data .  As part of that exploration we have formed a research
 consortium to design a successor to Pad [25] .  This new system ,  Pad 11 ,  serves as a
 substrate for exploration of novel interfaces for information visualization and
 browsing in complex ,  information-intensive domains .  The system is being designed to
 operate on platforms ranging from high-end graphics workstations to PDAs (Personal
 Digital Assistants) and interactive set-top cable boxes .  Here we describe the
 motivation behind the Pad 11  development ,  report the status of the current
 implementation and present initial prototype applications .

 Today ,  there is much more information available than we can access readily and
 ef fectively .  The situation is further complicated by the fact that we are on the
 threshold of a vast increase in the availability of information because of new network
 and computational technologies .  Paradoxically ,  while we continuously process
 massive amounts of perceptual data as we experience the world ,  we have perceptual
 access to very little of the information that resides within our computing systems or
 that is reachable via network connections .  In addition ,  this information ,  unlike the
 world around is ,  is rarely presented in ways that reflect either its rich structure or
 dynamic character .

 We envision a much richer world of dynamic persistent informational entities that
 operate according to multiple physics specifically designed to provide cognitively
 facile access .  These physics need to be designed to exploit semantic relationships
 explicit and implicit in information-intensive tasks and in our interaction with these
 new kinds of computationally-based work materials .

 One physics central to Pad 11  supports viewing information at multiple scales and
 attempts to tap into our natural spatial ways of thinking .  We address the information
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 presentation problem of how to provide ef fective access to a large structure of
 information on a much smaller display .  Furnas [15] explored degree of interest
 functions to determine the information visible at various distances from a central focal
 area .  There is much to recommend the general approach of providing a central focus
 area of detail surrounded by a periphery that places the detail in a larger context .

 With Pad 11  we have moved beyond the simple binary choice of presenting or
 eliding particular information .  We can also determine the scale of the information and ,
 perhaps most importantly ,  the details of how it is rendered can be based on various
 semantic and task considerations that we describe below .  This provides semantic
 task-based filtering of information that is similar to the early work at MCC on
 lens-based filtering of a knowledge base using HITS [20] and the recent work of
 moveable filters at Xerox [4] [30] .

 The ability to make it easier and more intuitive to find specific information in large
 dataspaces is one of the central motivations behind Pad 11 .  The traditional approach
 is to filter or recommend a subset of the data ,  hopefully producing a small enough
 dataset for the user to navigate ef fectively .  Pad 11  is complementary to these filtering
 approaches in that it promises to provide a useful substrate to  structure  information .

 2 .  Description

 Pad 11  is a general-purpose substrate for creating and interacting with structured
 information based on a zoomable interface .  It adds scale as a first class parameter to
 all items ,  as well as various mechanisms for navigating through a multiscale space .  It
 has several ef ficiency mechanisms which help maintain interactive frame-rates with
 large and complicated graphical scenes .

 While Pad 11  is not an application itself ,  it directly supports creation and
 manipulation of multiscale graphical objects ,  and navigation through spaces of these
 objects .  It is implemented as a widget in Tcl / Tk [24] (described in a later section)
 which provides an interpreted scripting language for creating zoomable applications .
 The standard objects that pad 11  supports are colored text ,  graphics ,  images ,  portals
 and hypertext markup language (HTML) .  Standard input widgets (buttons ,  sliders ,
 etc . ) are supplied as extensions .

 One focus in the current implementation has been to provide smooth zooming
 within very large graphical datasets .  The nature of the Pad 11  interface requires
 consistent high frame-rate interactions ,  even as the dataspace becomes large and the
 scene gets complicated .  In many applications ,  speed is important ,  but not critical to
 functionality .  In Pad 11 ,  however ,  the interface paradigm is inherently interactive .
 One important searching strategy is to visually explore the dataspace while zooming
 through it ,  so it is essential that interactive frame rates be maintained .

 A second focus has been to design Pad 11  to make it relatively easy for third
 parties to build applications using it .  To that end ,  we have made a clear division
 between what we call the ‘substrate’ and applications .  The substrate ,  written in
 C 11 ,  is part of every release and has a well-defined API .  It has been written with
 care to ensure ef ficiency and generality .  It is connected to a scripting language
 (currently Tcl ,  but we are exploring alternatives) that provides a fairly high-level
 interface to the complex graphics and interactions available .  While the scripting
 language runs quite slowly ,  it is used as a glue language for creating interfaces and
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 putting them together .  The actual interaction and rendering is performed by the C 11
 substrate .  This approach allows people to develop applications for Pad 11  while
 avoiding the complexities inherent in this type of system .  (See the Implementation
 section for more information on this . )

 2 .1 .  PadDraw :  A Sample Application

 PadDraw is a sample drawing application built on top of Pad 11 .  It supports
 interactive drawing and manipulation of objects as well as loading of predefined or
 programmatically created objects .  This application is written entirely in Tcl (the
 scripting language) and was used to produce all the figures depicted in this paper .  The
 tools ,  such as navigation aids ,  hyperlinks and the outline browser ,  that we discuss
 later ,  are part of this application .

 The basic user interface for navigating in PadDraw uses a three button mouse .  The
 left button is mode dependent and lets users select and move objects ,  draw graphical
 objects ,  follow hyperlinks ,  etc .  The middle button zooms in and the right button
 zooms out .  Zooming is always centered on the cursor ,  so moving the mouse while
 zooming lets the user dynamically control which point they are zooming around .

 PadDraw has a primitive Graphical User Interface (GUI) builder that is in progress .
 Among other things ,  it allows the creation of active objects .  Active objects can
 animate the view to other locations (a kind of hyperlink) or move other objects
 around on the surface .

 2 . 1 . 1 .  Navigation

 Easily finding information on the Pad 11  surface is obviously very important since
 intuitive navigation through large dataspaces is one of its primary motivations .
 Pad 11  supports visual searching with direct manipulation panning and zooming in
 addition to traditional mechanisms ,  such as content-based search .

 Some applications animate the view to a certain piece of data .  These animations
 interpolate in pan and zoom to bring the view to the specified location .  If the end
 point is further than one screen width away from the starting point ,  the animation
 zooms out to a point midway between the starting and ending points ,  far enough out
 so that both points are visible .  The animation then smoothly zooms in to the
 destination .  This gives both a sense of context to the viewer as well as speeding up the
 animation since most of the panning is performed when zoomed out which covers
 much more ground than panning while zoomed in .  See the section on Space-Scale
 Diagrams for more detail on the surprisingly complex topic of multiscale navigation .

 Content-based search mechanisms support search for text and object names .
 Entering text in a search menu results in a list of all of the objects that contain that
 text .  Clicking on an element of this list produces an automatic animation to that
 object .  The search also highlights objects on the data surface that match the search
 specification with special markers (currently a bright yellow outline) that remain
 visible no matter how far you zoom out .  Even though the object may be so small as
 to be invisible ,  its marker will still be visible .  This is a simple example of task-based
 semantic zooming .  See Figure 2 for a depiction of the content-based search
 mechanism .

 We have also implemented visual bookmarks as another navigational aid .  Users can
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 Figure 2 .  The content-based search window lets users search for text and names ,  and then animate to any
 of those objects by clicking on the search entry

 remember places they have been ,  and maintain miniature views onto those places .
 Moving the mouse over one of these bookmark views places a marker in the main
 view to identify where it will take you (although the marker may be of f to the side
 and hence not visible) .  Clicking on a view animates the main view to that place
 (Figure 3) .

 2 .2 .  Portals

 Portals are special items that provide views onto other areas of the Pad 11  surface ,  or
 even other surfaces .  Each portal passes interaction events that occur within it to the
 place it is looking .  Thus ,  you can pan and zoom within a portal .  In fact ,  you can
 perform any kind of interaction through a portal .  Portals can filter input events ,
 providing a mechanism for changing behavior of objects when viewed through a
 portal .  Portals can also change the way objects are presented .  When used in this
 fashion ,  we call them  lenses  (see below) .

 Portals can be used to replicate information ef ficiently ,  and also provide a method
 to bring physically separate data near each other .  Figure 1 was created using several
 portals ,  each looking at approximately the same place at dif ferent magnifications .

 Portals can also be used to create indices .  For example ,  creating a portal that looks
 onto a hyperlink allows the hyperlink to be followed by clicking on it within the
 portal ,  changing the main view .  This however ,  may move the hyperlink of f the screen .
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 Figure 3 .  Visual bookmarks let users remember interesting places they have been by showing miniature
 views of those places .  Clicking on one of the views animates the main view to the location

 We can solve this by making the portal (or any other object for that matter)  sticky ,
 which is a method of keeping the portal from moving around as the user pans and
 zooms .  Making an object sticky ef fectively lifts it of f the Pad 11  surface and sticks it
 to the monitor glass .  Thus ,  clicking on a hyperlink through a sticky portal brings you
 to the link destination ,  but the portal index is not lost and can continue to be used .

 2 .3 .  Lenses

 Designing user interfaces is typically done at a low level ,  focusing on user interface
 components rather than on the task at hand .  If the task is to enter a number ,  we
 should be able to place a generic number entry mechanism in the interface .  However ,
 typically ,  once the specific number entry widget ,  such as a slider or dial ,  is decided
 on ,  it is fixed in the interface .

 We can use lenses to design interfaces at the level of specific tasks .  For example ,
 we have designed a pair of number entry lenses for Pad 11  that can change a generic
 number entry mechanism into a slider or dial ,  as the user prefers .  By default the
 generic number entry mechanism allows entering a number by typing .  However ,
 dragging the  slider lens  over it changes the representation of the number from text to a
 slider ,  and now the mouse can be used to change the number .  Another lens shows the
 data as a dial and lets you modify that with a mouse as well .
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 Figure 4 .  Lenses that show textual data as scatter plots and bar charts

 More generally ,  lenses are objects that alter appearance and behavior of components
 seen through them .  They can be dragged around the Pad 11  surface examining
 existing data .  For example ,  data might normally be depicted by columns of numbers .
 However ,  looking at the same data through a lens could show that data as a scatter
 plot ,  or a bar chart (see Figure 4) .

 Lenses such as these support multiple representations so that information can be
 displayed in ways most ef fective for the task at hand .  They make the notion of
 multiple representations of the same underlying data more intuitive and can be used to
 show linkages between the representations .  For example ,  if the slider lens only
 partially covers the text number entry widge ,  then modifying the underlying number
 with either mechanism (text or mouse) modifies both .  So typing in the text entry
 moves the slider ,  and vice versa .

 2 .4 .  Semantic Zooming

 Once we make zooming a standard part of the interface ,  many parts of the interface
 need to be reevaluated .  For example ,  we can use semantic zooming to change the way
 things look depending on their size .  As we mentioned ,  zooming provides a natural
 mechanism for representing abstractions of objects .  It is natural to see extra details of
 an object when zoomed in and viewing it up close .  When zoomed out ,  instead of
 simply seeing a scaled down version of the object ,  it is potentially more ef fective to
 see a dif ferent representation of it .
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 For example ,  we implemented a digital clock that at normal size shows the hours
 and minutes .  When zooming in ,  instead of making the text very large ,  it shows the
 seconds ,  and then eventually the date as well .  Similarly ,  zooming out shows just the
 hour .  An analog clock (implemented as a lens that can be positioned over a digital
 clock) is similar—it does not show the second hand or the minute markings when
 zoomed out .

 Semantic zooming can take an even more active role in the interface .  It can be used
 as a primary mechanism for retrieving data .  We have built prototype tools for
 accessing system usage including information about the print queue ,  the system load
 and the users on the machine .  They are depicted as small objects with labels .  Zooming
 into each of them starts a process which gathers the appropriate information and
 shows it in the now larger object .  Zooming out makes the information disappear and
 the data-gathering process inactive .

 3 .  Visualizations

 We are exploring several dif ferent types of interactive visualizations within Pad 11 ,
 some of which are described briefly here .  Each takes advantage of the variable
 resolution available for both representation and interaction .

 Layout of graphical objects within a multi-resolution space is an interesting
 problem ,  and is quite dif ferent than traditional fixed-resolution layout .  Deciding how
 to visually represent an arbitrary graph on a non-zoomable surface is extremely
 dif ficult .  Often it is impossible to position all objects near logically related objects .  In
 addition ,  representing the links between objects often requires overlapping or crossing
 edges .  Even laying out a tree is dif ficult because ,  generally speaking ,  there are an
 exponential number of children that will not fit in a fixed size space .

 Traditional layout techniques use sophisticated iterative ,  adaptive algorithms for
 laying out general graphs ,  and still result in graphs that are hard to understand .  Large
 trees are often represented hierarchically with one sub-tree depicted by a single box
 that references another tree .

 Using an interactive zoomable surface ,  however ,  allows very dif ferent methods of
 visually representing large data structures .  The fact that there is always more room to
 put information ‘between the cracks’ gives many more options .  Pad 11  is particularly
 well suited to visualizing hierarchical data because information that is deeper in the
 hierarchy can be made smaller .  Accessing this information is accomplished by
 zooming .

 3 .1 .  Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)

 In traditional window-based systems ,  there is no graphical depiction of the
 relationship among windows even when there is a strong semantic relationship .  For
 example ,  in many hypertext systems ,  clicking on a hyperlink brings up a new window
 with the linked text (or alternatively replaces the contents of the existing window) .
 While there is an important relationship between these windows (parent and child) ,
 this relationship is not represented .

 We are experimenting with multiscale layouts of hypertext document traversals
 where the parent – child relationships between links is represented visually .  The layout
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 represents a tree that is distorted so that the page that has the focus (i . e .  the one being
 looked at) is quite large .  As nodes get further away from the focus ,  they get smaller .
 The distortion is controllable with a pop-up window .  This is an example of a
 graphical fisheye view [15] .  As links are followed ,  they are added to the tree and
 become the current focus .  The view is animated so that the new node is centered and
 large enough to read .

 Pad 11  reads hypertext written in the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) ,  the
 language used to describe hypertext documents used by WWW browsers such as
 Mosaic and Netscape .  Pad 11  also can follow links across the internet .  Figure 5
 shows a snapshot where several hypertext links have been followed .  Two views show
 the same tree focused on dif ferent nodes .  The Pad 11  user interface for accessing
 hypertext is similar to traditional systems ,  but zooming mechanisms are employed .
 There are also special mechanisms to return to an object’s parent .

 An alternative layout technique (not shown here) uses a camera with a special
 zoomed in view of the tree .  The idea is to give an overview of the tree in one view
 while allowing individual pages to be read in another view .  This gives both a global
 context and local detail simultaneously .  The camera can be dragged around the
 overview ,  and the detail view is updated to see what the camera is pointing at .
 Clicking on a page causes the camera to animate to that page and ,  when a new page is
 brought in ,  the camera centers its view on it .

 This layout problem is challenging because the underlying data can be an arbitrary
 cyclic graph .  Any graph can be viewed as a hierarchy by taking a single node and
 calling it the root node .  Imagine taking that node and shaking the graph out .  Its
 neighbors become children ,  and the children’s neighbors become grandchildren ,  etc .
 We use this approach to display HTML documents where the order of the links that
 are followed describe the particular hierarchy imposed on the data .  When a cycle is
 encountered (i . e .  a link is followed to a page that is already loaded) ,  the user is
 brought to the original copy of the page that was loaded ,  and the focus is put upon it .

 3 .2 .  Directory Browser

 We built a zoomable directory browser as another exploration of multiscale layout .
 The directory browser provides a graphical interface for accessing the directory
 structure of a filesystem (see Figure 6) .  Each directory is represented by a folder icon
 and files are represented by solid squares colored by file type .  Both directories and
 files show their filenames as labels when the user is suf ficiently close to be able to read
 them .  Each directory has all of its subdirectories and files organized alphabetically
 inside it .  Searching through the directory structure can be done by zooming in and
 out of the directory tree ,  or by using the content based search mechanisms described
 above .  Zooming into a file automatically loads its text or image inside the colored
 square and it can then be annotated .  At any particular view ,  typically three levels of
 the hierarchy are visible .

 3 . 2 . 1 .  Timeline

 Scale can be used to convey temporal information .  Events which take place over a
 long period of time use a large scale and brief events are shown at a small scale .  We
 used this notion to visualize some of the history of computing and user interfaces .
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 Figure 6 .  A view of our file system

 The timeline visualization shows decades as large numbers .  Zooming in on a decade
 reveals the years within that decade .  Further zooming on a particular year shows
 events which took place during that year .  Figure 7 shows a sequence of snapshots as
 the view is zoomed in .

 3 . 2 . 2 .  Oval Document Layout

 Since objects on the Pad 11  surface reside at absolute locations ,  the relative positions
 of objects can be used to encode information .  Thus ,  with the Pad 11  HTML
 browser ,  position is used to encode the order of a user’s traversal of a hypertext
 document .  In the Oval Document Layout ,  position is used to reinforce the narrative
 structure of documents (such as guided tours) in which the reader follows a sequence
 of steps which eventually lead back to the starting point (Figure 8) .

 In this layout ,  the first page is placed at the bottom edge of an arc .  Subsequent
 pages are placed around the edge of the arc and are drawn at a scale which reflects
 their position in the tour—middle pages are shown distant and small ,  whereas start
 and end pages appear larger and closer to the user .

 Navigation buttons at the bottom edge of each page are used to advance through
 the document .  Clicking on a page when it is distant causes Pad 11  to pan and zoom
 so that the page fills most of the screen .

 One advantage of this layout is that as the system animates from one page to the
 next ,  the user can infer progress through the document by the direction of the
 animation :  near the start ,  pages move down and to the left ;  towards the end ,  pages
 move up and to the right .
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 Figure 7 .  A sequence that views the history of computers and interfaces

 The layout is also ef fective for non-linear access to pages within the document .
 Zooming out a small distance reveals the whole document ,  and clicking on a page
 within the document takes you to that page .

 Hotwords and hyperlink buttons in an oval document can be shown with arrows
 which point towards the destination object .  Clicking on the hyperlink animates
 the Pad 11  surface in the direction indicated by the arrow ,  reducing the
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 Figure 7 .  Continued

 sense of disorientation that many users experience when navigating hypertext docu-
 ments .

 The Oval document view illustrates that a pan / zoom coordinate system can lead to
 interesting new ways of laying out even traditional page based material .  However ,  the
 layout has several drawbacks .  It is only practical for relatively short documents and
 for documents which adopt a circular narrative structure .

 4 .  Space-Scale Diagrams

 In an ef fort to understand multiscale spaces better ,  we have developed an analytical
 tool for describing them which we call  space - scale diagrams .  By representing the
 spatial structure of an information world at all its dif ferent magnifications simul-
 taneously ,  these diagrams allow us to visualize various aspects of zoomable interfaces
 and analyze their properties .  We discuss these diagrams briefly here .  They are
 discussed in more detail in [16] .

 While Pad 11  provides panning and zooming interactions over a two dimensional
 surface ,  the basic ideas of a space-scale diagram are most easily illustrated in one
 dimension .  This would typically be a slice through a two-dimensional world .

 The basic one-dimensional diagram concept is illustrated in Figure 9 .  This diagram
 shows six points that are copied over and over at all possible magnifications .  These
 copies are stacked up systematically to create a two dimensional diagram whose
 horizontal axes represents the original spatial dimension and whose vertical axis
 represents the degree of magnification (or scale) .  Because the diagram shows an
 infinite number of magnifications ,  each point is represented by a line emanating from
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 Figure 8 .  Pad 11  help screen with oval document layout

1-D Viewing Window
q v

(c)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(a)

q
'zoomed in'

'zoomed out'

u

 Figure 9 .  A one dimensional space-scale diagram of six points as the view zooms in from ( a ) to ( b ) to ( c )
 around point  q
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 Figure 10 .  Basic pan – zoom trajectories are shown in the heavy dashed lines ;  ( a ) is pure pan ,  ( b ) is pure
 zoom ,  ( c ) is zoom around point  q

 the origin .  We call these lines  great rays .  In the 2-D analog ,  whole 2D pictures would
 be stacked up at all magnifications ,  forming a 3D space-scale diagram ,  with points still
 becoming great rays and 2D regions becoming cones .

 For comparison ,  compare this with a standard one-dimensional world .  Here ,  a
 standard viewer is a small one-dimensional window that shows a small piece of the
 world (e . g .  a view of a local-piece of a time-line) .  As the window is panned around it
 moves to dif ferent parts of that time line .  As it is zoomed in ,  it would narrow its
 scope and look at a smaller region of the time line in detail .  As it is zoomed out ,  it
 looks at a larger section .

 In space-scale diagrams ,  however ,  while the viewing window is also represented as a
 one-dimensional segment ,  it has a constant size and is located at a particular place in
 both space and scale .  Thus ,  as the user pans and zooms around the world ,  the viewing
 segment is moved rigidly (i . e .  without changing its size) in space-scale .  A whole
 sequence of such movements can be represented by a path through the space-scale
 diagram (Figure 10) .  Thus ,  the first advantage of these diagrams is that ,  by reifying
 scale ,  they allow these multiscale movements to be represented statically and so are
 easier to analyze .  For example ,  a pan operation becomes a horizontal part of such a
 path .  A zoom becomes a movement along a great ray .  Other types of movement
 correspond to curves of other characteristic shapes .

 The ability of space-scale diagrams to represent pan-zoom movements as a path in
 space-scale has allowed us to solve two concrete problems in designing good
 pan-zoom interactions .  Both concern situations where the system needs to move the
 user’s view automatically to another point in the space .  This might happen ,  for
 example ,  as the result of following some sort of hyperlink mechanism ,  or jumping to
 the result of some content-based search .

 The first problem occurs when the interface needs to not only move the user to
 some other region of the world ,  but also needs to zoom in .  The solution to doing
 these actions in parallel ,  jointly panning and zooming to the new view ,  is not as
 simple as it might seem .  However ,  if one simply computes how much to pan and how
 much to zoom and does the two independently in parallel ,  the result is disconcert-
 ingly non-monotonic .  The pan covers distance at a constant pace while the zoom-in is
 magnifying the world exponentially .  The result is that the target location first rushes
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 Figure 11 .  Solution to the simple joint pan – zoom problem .  The trajectory  s  monotonically approaches
 point ( x 2  ,  z 2 ) in both pan and zoom

 away due to the magnification ,  and only later does the pan catch up .  Various hacks to
 fix this ,  taking logs and powers of various things ,  did not work .

 Fortunately ,  using space scale diagrams ,  a monotonic approach to the target view is
 captured by a kind of parallelogram constraint on trajectories in space-scale .  In Figure
 11 ,  a path from ( x 1  ,  z 1 ) to ( x 2  ,  z 2 ) that goes outside such a parallelogram is
 non-monotonic .  If the path exits the sides of the parallelogram ,  it will violate the
 monotonicity requirement in space .  If the path exits the top or bottom of the
 parallelogram ,  it will violate the monotonicity requirement in zoom .  A simple path
 that is monotonic is just the diagonal of this parallelogram .  A simple coordinate
 transform that defines these diagrams (given in [16]) allows one to define this path
 analytically ,  and yields a rather unintuitive hyperbolic relationship between the two .
 We have implemented the trajectory derived from the space-scale diagram analysis
 and have indeed found it far superior to any uninformed ef fort .

 A second pan-zoom problem concerns the notion of shortest paths between two
 points in this pan-zoom parameter space .  This is a curious question because ,  in
 space-scale motions ,  the shortest distance between two points is not generally a
 straight line .  This is because while panning may be expected to take a time or have a
 cost that is linear in the spatial separation ,  zoom is logarithmic so that the fastest
 way to get from some point  p  to some point  q  that is far away would be very tedious
 by pan alone .  It is in fact much shorter to zoom out ,  make a small pan ,  and then
 zoom in (see Figure 12 . ) Inspired by the space-scale diagrams we were able to define
 an information theoretic metric over space-scale interactions :  the cost of a path is a
 function of the number of bits that would take to transmit a movie of the motion .
 Then we addressed the question of finding good paths through the space ,  i . e .  make
 the movie as small as possible .  We found that for points less than a few window
 widths away ,  a pure panning motion is pretty good ,  but for points far away ,  zoom
 must play a major role .

 Another use of space-scale diagrams is to represent  semantic zooming ,  where
 objects change not just their size but also their appearance when they are magnified .
 For example ,  an object could appear as a point when small .  As it grows ,  it could then
 in turn appear as a solid rectangle ,  then a labeled rectangle ,  then a page of text ,  etc .
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 Figure 12 .  The shortest path between two points is often not a straight line .  Here ,  each arrow represents
 one unit of cost .  Because zoom is logarithmic ,  it is often shorter to zoom out ( a ) ,  make a small pan ( b ) and

 zoom back in ( c ) ,  than to make a large pan ( d )

 Figure 13 shows how semantic zooming dif fers from ordinary geometric zooming ,  in
 that the triangular regions change along the scale axis .  By explicitly representing scale ,
 the scale-dependent aspects of an object’s representation can be made visible .  We
 intend to use such diagrams to help create semantically zoomable objects .  The idea is
 to provide an editing environment where transition boundaries could be moved or
 aligned by direct manipulation .

 All these uses of multiscale diagrams capitalize on the fact that they statically
 represent scale so that multiscale concepts ,  which are inherently temporal ,  are more
 readily analyzed .

v

(c)(2)

u

(3) (d)

(b)

(a)(1)

(d)(3)

(c)(2)

(b)(1, a)
 Figure 13 .  Semantic zooming .  Bottom slices show views at dif ferent points
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 5 .  Procedural Animation

 We are also using Pad 11  as a substrate for building user-definable animated objects
 such as complex interface widgets .  We have recently applied the same techniques to
 create animated human-like actors [27] .  Although the widgets are much simpler ,  we
 employ the same mechanisms that allow us to control human-like movements and
 gestures to simulate personality and intentionality .  The ultimate goal is to support an
 informational physics in which objects animate naturally .  Using these tools ,  the
 Pad 11  application designer can always convey to the user a clearly structured
 animated narrative instead of merely an assortment of disjoint temporal events .

 We approach this goal by providing a mechanism for the definition of moveable
 graphical objects .  In addition ,  we define high-level hierarchical control mechanisms
 for the movements .  We are starting to define simple widgets such as buttons and
 sliders at a behavioral level that makes it easier for application developers to easily
 change the look and feel of an application .  While the widget definitions we supply
 have a traditional Motif-like look and feel ,  a designer can easily change their visual
 style or interaction mechanism .

 In addition ,  we are exploring novel widgets that take advantage of the Pad 11
 zooming environment .  We used our extension mechanisms to implement a choice
 widget that provides an alternative to the traditional pop-up menu .  Figure 14 shows
 two views of the same widget .  The view on the left shows a zoomed out view .  Here
 the widget just shows its current value .  On the right we have zoomed into the widget
 and now the available choices become visible for user selection .

 These widgets are implemented with our KPL rendering language .  This language
 was designed to allow very fast run-time recompilation compact representation and
 ef ficient execution (roughly 100 times faster execution time than Tcl) .  It is a post-fix

 Figure 14 .  A prototype zoomable choice widget
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 stack language whose simple structure allows execution roughly 10 times faster than
 other interpreted or byte-compiled languages .  KPL’s speed allows us to execute
 scripts during each render .  Without this ef ficient mechanism ,  we would only be able
 to render items pre-defined in the C 11  substrate .

 The next step uses KPL to create complex animations by the definition of simple
 repetitive motions of objects based on stochastic processes along with a built-in
 mechanism to make an automatic transition between dif ferent motions .  The stochastic
 processes are defined by rotation axes ,  periods and magnitudes with some coherent
 noise [27] applied to give more natural behavior .  The mechanism to change between
 motions gives the hierarchical control described above .

 By changing the parameters of the stochastic movement in response to the
 environment and chaining sequences of motions ,  together with the transitioning
 mechanism ,  we are able to build complex animated behavior in the user interface .

 We handle transitions between two actions having dif ferent tempos via morphing
 approach .  At the start of the transition ,  we use the tempo of the first action ,  and at the
 end ,  we use the tempo of the second action .  During the time of the transition ,  we
 continuously vary the speed of the master clock from the first to the second tempo .  In
 this way ,  any phase dependent synchronization of the two actions is always preserved
 during transitions .  We may also define new actions as extended transitions between
 two or more other actions .  When there are multiple actors ,  each actor maintains its
 own individual tempo .

 A related notion that we are exploring is peripheral attention .  How does an actor
 convey that a process is proceeding normally or abnormally ,  without distracting the
 user from his / her current tasks? This is especially important in a zoomable
 environment where the ability to provide peripheral awareness of processes is an
 important attribute of the paradigm .

 We are also studying the semantics of the discrete state transitions that visually
 represent shifts in attention .  In this way an actor on the Pad 11  surface can quickly
 convey to users which other actors and users it is interacting with .  We are also
 interested in determining to what extent we can encode the texture of interactions in
 order to convey the visual impression of complex activities going on at dif ferent scales
 without requiring all the detail to be specified .  We suspect that some of the same
 techniques used in character animation might be ef fective here too .

 6 .  Implementation

 Pad 11  is implemented in C 11  under various versions of the Unix operating system
 using the standard X graphics library system .  It currently runs on SGIs ,  Suns ,  IBM
 RS-6000s ,  PCs running Linux ,  and should be trivially portable to other Unix systems .
 Pad 11  is implemented as a widget in Tcl / Tk and thus allows applications to be
 written in the interpreted Tcl language .  All Pad 11  features are accessible through Tcl
 making it unnecessary to write any C 11  code for new applications .

 6 .1 .  Ef ficiency

 In order to keep the animation frame-rate up as the dataspace size and complexity
 increases ,  we utilized several standard ef ficiency methods in our implementation
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 which taken together create a powerful system .  We have successfully loaded over
 600  000 objects (with the directory browser) and maintained interactive rates of about
 10 frames per second .  Even when objects are not visible ,  appropriate checks must be
 done each time there is movement to see if those objects should now be visible .  The
 key is that the rendering system takes a time roughly proportional to the number of
 visible objects ,  independent of the number of objects in the database (on average) .

 Briefly ,  the ef ficiency methods we use in Pad 11  include :

 $  Spatial Indexing :   Objects are stored internally in a hierarchy based on bounding
 boxes which allow fast indexing to visible objects .

 $  Clustering :   Pad 11  automatically restructures the hierarchy of objects to
 maintain a balanced tree which is necessary for the fastest indexing .

 $  Refinement :   Renders fast while navigating by using lower resolution ,  and not
 drawing very small items .  When the system is idle for a short time ,  the scene is
 successively refined ,  until it is drawn at maximum resolution .

 $  Level-Of-Detail :   Renders items dif ferently depending on how large they appear
 on the screen .  If they are small ,  renders them with lower resolution .

 $  Region Management :  Only updates the portion of the screen that has been
 changed .  Linked with refinement ,  this allows dif ferent areas of the screen to
 refine independently .

 $  Clipping :  Only renders the portions of large objects that are actually visible .
 This applies to images and text .

 $  Adjustable Frame Rate :  Animations and zooming maintain constant perceptual
 flow ,  independent of processor speed ,  scene complexity ,  and window size .  This is
 accomplished by rendering more or fewer frames ,  as time allows .

 $  Interruption :  Slow tasks ,  such as animation and refinement ,  are interruptible by
 certain input events (such as key-presses and mouse-clicks) .  Animations are
 immediately brought to their end state and refinement is interrupted ,  immedi-
 ately returning control to the user .

 $  Ephemeral Objects :  Certain objects that represent large disk-based datasets
 (such as the directory browser) can be tagged ephemeral .  They will automatically
 get removed when they have not been rendered for some time ,  and then will get
 reloaded when they become visible again .

 $  Optimized Image Rendering :  The code to render zoomed images has been very
 carefully optimized and allows real-time zooming of high-resolution images .

 6 .2 .  Scripting Language Interface

 An important consideration in the design and implementation of Pad 11  is how to
 create a very fast and ef ficient graphics system ,  and yet still make it extensible .  We
 wanted to make sure that we and others would be able to experiment easily with new
 interface mechanisms .  Originally ,  Pad 11  was implemented entirely in C 11 ,  making
 it very dif ficult for anyone but the authors to add new objects and interactions .  Even
 for the authors ,  going through the compile and link cycle was very slow and tedious ,
 making it dif ficult to do much experimentation .

 We decided to create an interpreted scripting language interface to Pad 11  to get
 around this problem .  This approach is becoming quite common ,  and works well as
 long as the scripting language is at the right level .  On one side ,  you want as much as
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 possible to be in the scripting language so that the system is as easy to modify as
 possible .  On the other side ,  it is critical that all speed-critical code be written as
 ef ficiently as possible .  In a system like ours ,  there are three classes of code ,  each of
 which have dif ferent speed requirements :

 $  Create objects :  Slow—Scripting language is fine
 $  Handle events :  Medium—Small amount of scripting language is ok
 $  Render scene :  Fast—C 11  or byte-compiled languages only

 Rendering is done in C 11  (for built-in Pad 11  items) or in an ef ficient byte-
 compiled language such as KPL (for user defined widgets or animated items) .  This
 results in animation performance which is quite good ,  even on Linux based PC
 platforms .

 We chose Tcl [24] as our primary scripting language ,  largely because it comes in
 combination with Tk ,  a Motif-like library for creating graphical user interfaces .
 Pad 11  is built as a new widget in Tk .  This allows it to be used in combination with
 standard ,  non-zooming widgets such as menubars ,  buttons ,  slidets ,  etc .  This lets us
 make complete applications while we build and debug widgets within Pad 11 .  Just as
 importantly ,  it provides a mechanism to compare zoomable interfaces with traditional
 interface mechanisms in the same system .

 The Tcl interface to Pad 11  is designed to be very similar to the interface to the Tk
 Canvas widget (which provides a surface for drawing structured graphics) .  While
 Pad 11  does not implement everything in the Tk Canvas yet ,  it adds many extra
 features .  The Tcl interface to Pad 11  is summarized here to give a feel for what it is
 like to program Pad 11 .

 We are also experimenting with other scripting languages which are better suited to
 some tasks—primarily those requiring higher speeds .  As mentioned previously ,  we
 use KPL for high-speed animations .  We also are considering incorporating an
 alternative language ,  such as Scheme or Java ,  for more general programming which
 needs high speed interaction .

 6 .3 .  TCL Interface

 There are many commands that create and manipulate objects ,  each referring to the
 object’s unique integer id .  Objects may be grouped by using  tags ,  a mechanism for
 associating data with each object .  Every command can be directed to either a specific
 object id or to a tag ,  in which case it will apply to all objects that share that tag .  Each
 Pad 11  widget has its own name ,  and all commands start with the name of that
 widget .  In the examples that follow ,  the name of the widget is  . pad .

 Examples :

 $  A red rectangle with a black outline is created whose corners are at the points
 (0 ,  0) and (200 ,  100) :
 . pad create rectangle 0 0 200 100 -fill red -pen black

 $  Put item number 5 at the point (30 ,  30) ,  make the object twice as big ,  and make
 the object anchored at that point on its northwest corner :
 . pad itemconfig 5 -anchor nw -place ‘ ‘30 30 2’ ’

 $  Specify that item number 5 should be visible only when its largest dimension is
 greater than 20 pixels and less than 100 pixels .
 . pad itemconfig 5 -minsize 20 -maxsize 100
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 It is straightforward to get scripts evaluated when specific events hit objects or groups
 of objects .  Simple macros get expanded within the event script to specify information
 specific to that event .  Some examples follow :

 $  Make all items with tag  foo  turn blue when the left button of the mouse is
 pressed over any of those objects :
 . pad bind foo  k ButtonPress-1 l   h
 . pad itemconfig foo -fill blue

 j
 $  This is a single event binding for a group of objects that af fects just the object

 clicked on ,  using the macro ‘ %O ’ to expand to the specific object :
 . pad bind foo  k ButtonPress-1 l   h
 . pad itemconfig %O -fill blue

 j

 Some basic navigation and searching mechanisms are provided by the Tcl interface .  A
 few basic ones are :

 $  Smoothly go to the location (100 ,  0) with a magnification of 5 ,  and take 1000
 milliseconds for the animation :
 . pad moveto 100 0 5 1000

 $  Smoothly go to the location such that object number 37 is centered ,  and fills
 three quarters of the screen ,  and take 500 milliseconds for the animation :
 . pad center 37 500

 $  Return the list of objects ids that contain the text ‘foo’
 . pad find withtext foo

 6 .4 .  Events

 As briefly mentioned ,  it is possible to attach event handlers to items on the Pad 11
 surface so that when a specific event (such as ButtonPress ,  KeyPress ,  etc . ) hits an
 item ,  the appropriate event handler is evaluated .  This system operates much as it does
 with the Tk Canvas widget ,  but there are several significant additions :

 $  Extra Macro Expansions
 When a command is invoked ,  several substitutions are made in the text of the
 command that describe the specific event that invoked the command .  In addition
 to the substitutions that the Tk bind command makes ,  Pad 11  makes a few
 more .  These include mechanisms to find the pad widget and item that actually
 received the event ,  the coordinates of the event in Pad 11  coordinates ,  which
 portals the event went through ,  and a few other related items .

 $  New Events
 Several new events were created that get fired at special times ,  depending on the
 semantics of the event .   k Create l   gets fired whenever new Pad 11  items are
 created .   k Modify l   gets fired whenever an item is modified .   k Delete l   gets fired
 whenever an item is deleted .   k Write l   gets fired whenever an item is written out
 with the Pad 11  write command .   k PortalIntercept l   gets fired just before an event
 passes through a portal .  If the event handler executes the break command ,  then
 the event stops at the portal and does not pass through .
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 $  User-Specified Modifiers
 Event handlers are defined by sequences of the same format as the Tk bind
 command .  A sequence contains a list of modifiers which are direct mappings
 hardware such as the shift key ,  control key ,  etc .  Event handlers only fire
 sequences with modifiers that are active ,  as defined by the hardware .

 Pad 11  allows user-defined modifiers where the user can control which one
 of the user-defined modifiers is active (if any) .  The advantage of modifiers is
 that many dif ferent sets of event bindings may be declared all at once—each
 with a dif ferent user-defined modifier .  Then ,  the application may choose which
 set of event bindings is active by setting the active user-defined modifier .  This
 situation comes up frequently with many graphical programs where there are
 modes ,  and the ef fect of interacting with the system depends on the current
 mode .

 6 .5 .  Callbacks

 In addition to the event bindings that every item may have ,  every Pad 11  item can
 define Tcl scripts associated with it which will get evaluated at special times .  There are
 currently three types of these callbacks :

 $  Render Callbacks
 A render callback script gets evaluated every time the item is rendered .  The script
 gets executed when the object normally would have been rendered .  By default ,
 the object will not get rendered ,  but the script may render the object at any time
 with the  renderitem  function .  An example follows where item number 22 is
 modified to call the Tcl procedures beforeMethod and afterMethod surrounding
 the object’s rendering .
 . pad itemconfig 22 -renderscript  h
 beforeMethod
 . pad renderitem
 afterMethod

 j
 Instead of calling the  renderitem  command ,  an object can render itself .
 Several rendering routines are available to render scripts ,  making it possible to
 define an object that has any appearance whatsoever .  Items which define a
 render script are called  procedural objects  and are used for creating animated
 objects (those that change the way they look on every render) and custom
 objects .  They also can be used to implement semantically zoomable objects ,
 since the size of an object is available within the callback .

 $  Timer Callbacks
 A timer callback script gets evaluated at regular intervals ,  independent of
 whether the item is being rendered ,  or receiving events .

 $  Zooming Callbacks
 Zooming callback scripts are evaluated when an item gets rendered at a
 dif ferent size than its previous render ,  crossing a pre-defined threshold .  These
 are typically used for creating ef ficient semantically zoomable objects .  Since
 many objects do not change the way they look except when crossing size
 borders ,  it is more ef ficient to avoid having scripts evaluated except for when
 those borders are crossed .
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 6 .6 .  Extensions

 Pad 11  is extensible with Tcl scripts (i . e .  no C / C 11  code) .  This provides an easy to
 use mechanism to define new Pad 11  commands as well as compound object types
 that are treated like first-class Pad 11  objects .  That is ,  they can be created ,
 configured ,  saved ,  etc .,  with the same commands you use to interact with built-in
 objects ,  such as lines or text .  These extensions are particularly well-suited for widgets ,
 but can be used for anything .

 Extensions are defined by creating Tcl commands with specific prefixes .  Each
 extension is defined by three commands which allow creation ,  configuration and
 invocation of the extension ,  respectively .  Defining the procedures makes them
 automatically available to Pad 11 .  No specific registration is necessary .  All three
 procedure definitions are necessary for creation of new Pad 11  object types ,  but it is
 possible to define just the command procedure for defining new commands without
 defining new object types .

 7 .  Physics-Based Strategies For Interface Design
 Exploration of Pad 11  is part of a research program to develop alternative strategies
 for interface design .  Our goal is to move beyond mimicking the mechanisms of earlier
 media and to start to more fully exploit radical new computer-based mechanisms .  We
 propose an information physics view of interface objects that we think provides an
 ef fective complement to traditional metaphor-based approaches .

 While an informational physics strategy for interface design certainly involves
 metaphor ,  we think there is much that is distinctive about a physics-based approach .
 Traditional metaphor-based approaches map at the level of high-level objects and
 functionality .  They yield interfaces with objects such as windows ,  trash cans and
 menus ,  and functions like opening and closing windows and choosing from menus .
 While there are ease-of-use benefits from such mappings ,  they also orient designers
 towards mimicking mechanisms of earlier media rather than towards exploring
 potentially more ef fective computer-based mechanisms .  Semantic zooming is but one
 example mechanism that we think arises more naturally from adopting an informa-
 tional physics strategy .  Even geometric zooming ,  especially with the orders of
 magnitude possible in Pad 11 ,  is not a mechanism that traditional metaphors would
 lead designers to investigate .

 We are not the first to follow a physics-inspired course in thinking about interface
 design .  It derives ,  like most interesting interface ideas ,  from the seminal work of
 Sutherland [31] on Sketchpad .  Simulations and constraint-based interfaces that led to
 the development of direct manipulation style interfaces are other examples of this
 general approach .  They too derive from Sutherland and continue to inspire
 developments .  Recent examples include the work of Borning and his students [5 ,  6] .
 Witkin [33] in particular has taken a physics-as-interface approach to construction of
 dynamic interactive interfaces .

 Smith’s Alternate Reality [28 ,  29] and languages such as Self [32] are also examples
 of following a physics-based strategy for interface design .  These systems make use of
 techniques normally associated with simulation to help ‘blur the distinction between
 data and interface by unifying both simulation objects and interface objects as
 concrete objects’ [9] .  More importantly ,  they are based on implementation of
 mechanisms at a dif ferent level than is traditional .  Smith ,  for example ,  gives users
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 access to control of parameters of the underlying physics in his Alternate Reality Kit .
 With this approach comes the realization that one can do much more than just mimic
 reality .  As Chang and Unger [9] point out about their use of cartoon animation
 mechanisms in Self ,  ‘adhering to what is possible in the physical world is not only
 limiting ,  but also less ef fective in achieving  realism . ’

 It is important to look at the costs as well as the benefits of traditional ,
 metaphor-based strategies .  They can lead away from exploration of new mechanisms
 and limit views of possible interfaces in at least four ways .

 First ,  metaphors necessarily pre-exist their use .  Pre-Copernicans could never have
 used the metaphor of the solar system for describing the atom .  In designing interfaces ,
 one is limited to the metaphorical resources at hand .  In addition ,  the metaphorical
 reference must be familiar in order to work .  An unfamiliar interface metaphor is
 functionally no metaphor at all .  One can never design metaphors the way one can
 design self-consistent physical descriptions of appearance and behavior .  Thus ,  as an
 interface design strategy physics ,  in the sense described above ,  of fers more design
 options than traditional metaphor-based approaches .

 Second ,  metaphors are temporary bridging concepts .  When they become ubi-
 quitous ,  they die .  In the same way that linguistic metaphors lose their metaphorical
 impact (e . g .   foot of the mountain  or  leg of table ) ,  successful metaphors also wind up
 as dead metaphors (e . g .  file ,  menu ,  window ,  desktop) .  The familiarity provided by the
 metaphor during earlier stages of use gives way to a familiarity with the interface due
 to actual experience .

 Thus ,  after a while ,  it is the actual details of appearance and behavior (i . e .  the
 physics) rather than any overarching metaphor that form much of the substantive
 knowledge of an experienced user .  Any restrictions that are imposed on the behaviors
 of the entities of the interface to avoid violations of the initial metaphor are potential
 restrictions of functionality that may have been employed to better support the users’
 tasks and allow the interface to continue to evolve along with the users’ increasing
 competency .

 Similarly ,  the pervasiveness of dead metaphors ,  such as files ,  menus and windows ,
 may well restrict us from thinking about alternative organizations of interaction with
 the computer .  There is a clash between the dead metaphor of a file and newer
 concepts of persistent distributed object hierarchies .

 Third ,  since the sheer amount and complexity of information with which we need
 to interact continues to grow ,  we require interface design strategies that  scale .  A
 traditional metaphor-based strategy does not scale .  A physics approach ,  on the other
 hand ,  scales to organize greater and greater complexity by uniform application of sets
 of simple laws .  In contrast ,  the greater the complexity of the metaphorical reference ,
 the less likely it is that any particular structural correspondence between metaphorical
 target and reference will be useful .  We see this often as designers start to merge the
 functionality of separate applications to better serve the integrated nature of complex
 tasks .  Metaphors that work well with the individual simple component applications
 typically do not integrate smoothly to support the more complex task .

 Fourth ,  it is clear that metaphors can be harmful as well as helpful since they may
 well lead users to import knowledge not supported by the interface .  Our point is not
 that metaphors are not useful but that ,  as the primary design strategy ,  they may well
 restrict the range of interfaces designers consider and impose less ef fective trade-of fs
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 than those designers might come to if they were led to consider a larger space of
 possible interfaces .

 There are ,  of course ,  also costs associated in following a physics-based design
 strategy .  One cost is that designers can no longer rely as heavily on users’ familiarity
 with the metaphorical reference (at least at the level of traditional objects and
 functionality) ,  and so physics-based designs may take longer to learn .  However ,  the
 power of metaphor comes early in usage and is rapidly superceded by the power of
 actual experience .  One might want to focus on easily discoverable physics .  As is the
 case with metaphors ,  all physics are not created equally discoverable or equally fitted
 to the requirements of human cognition .

 8 .  Future Directions

 To adequately explore the ef fectiveness of the Pad 11  substrate and the informational
 physics design strategy discussed here will require development of a wide range of
 applications .  One domain we plan to investigate is construction of active documents .
 Most tools for interacting with documents (like World-Wide Web browsers such as
 Mosaic and Netscape) predefine all of the interactive widgets within the client .  Hooks
 are provided so that documents may access those widgets but there is no method to
 provide new ones ,  except to re-define the standards ,  modify the client and distribute
 the client to enough of the user population so it becomes the new standard in practice .

 Pad 11 ’s extensibility ensures that new widgets can be defined by scripts which can
 be included with a document .  This will allow documents to provide new forms of
 interactivity without depending on the client to supply it .  We are currently in the
 design stages of an extension to HTML ,  we call the MultiScale Markup Language
 (MSML) ,  that will be the markup language to describe documents within Pad 11 .
 MSML will allow logical formatting of documents with dif ferent sized components
 and will provide a method for allowing Pad 11  scripts to be included with
 documents—allowing truly active documents .

 In addition to data visualizations ,  we are investigating the use of Pad 11  as a
 replacement for the standard windowing system .  PadWin currently consists of a few
 basic semantically zoomable gauges which display statistics such as the list of tasks
 being scheduled ,  the state of the printer queue or the names of people who are logged
 on .  We intend to extend these tools so that most of the computers resources and
 facilities are accessible through navigation within PadWin .  We are also producing a
 suite of zoomable applications for use in PadWin .

 In order to support existing non-zoomable applications ,  PadWin will incorporate a
 mechanism to control the placement of application windows on the screen to make
 them blend into the Pad 11  surface .  By mapping ,  unmapping and moving these
 windows appropriately ,  PadWin will act as an extended virtual window manager
 where the ef fective screen size is huge ,  and where zoomable and non-zoomable
 applications reside side by side .

 Pad 11  also seems well-suited to a collaborative work environment .  While the
 original Pad implementation allowed some basic shared workspaces (running from a
 single process displaying on multiple X servers) ,  we are designing a more sophisti-
 cated approach .  The goal is to be able to use portals to look remotely on to any
 Pad 11  surfaces on the network (assuming that the right permissions are set) .  Each
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 user’s system will contain a spatial database server that will send updates to all other
 systems that have portals looking on to it .  With this approach ,  there may be a lag in
 retrieving others’ data but ,  once it arrives ,  it will be cached within the local system so
 the high-speed interactivity of Pad 11  will not be lost .

 Finally ,  we are building a completely visual interface to Pad 11  for creation of an
 interactive visual dataspace .  Multimedia authoring tools such as MacroMedia
 Director T M  and Apple’s Multimedia Authoring Tool T M  are letting visual designers
 without programming experience create beautiful and complex interactive hypertext
 data retrieval systems .  As we discussed with the layout of HTML ,  however ,  having a
 huge data surface potentially alleviates some of the problems of navigating within a
 large hypertext document .  To this end ,  we are building a set of tools that will allow
 non-technical visual designers to create interactive zoomable multimedia systems .

 9 .  Availability
 The Pad 11  substrate is approaching the point where we can start to make it available
 to a wider community .  Our goal is to make it freely available for non-commercial use .
 See the Pad 11  project home page (http : /  / www . cs . unm . edu / pad 11 ) for current
 information .
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Pad++ Programmer’s Guide
(Version 0.2.7)

URL:  http://www.cs.unm.edu/pad++

KEYWORDS
Pad, Pad++, Widget, Zoom, Graphical User Interface, Multi-Scale, Zoomable Interfaces, Tcl, Tk.

INTRODUCTION
Pad++ is a structured graphics widget for Tcl/Tk that features zooming.  It adds scale, as a first class parameter to
all items, as well as mechanisms for navigation through the multi-scale space of the Pad++ widget.  Pad++ provides
an alternative to the Canvas widget in Tk.  The syntax used to interact with a Pad++ widget is similar to the syntax
used to interact with a Tk Canvas.  Pad++ has special mechanisms to maintain efficiency for large numbers of
graphical items, and also supports special item types such as HTML and portals.  While it does not offer all of the
features of a Canvas, Pad++ offers several extras.

Pad++ widgets implement structured, multi-scale graphics such as rectangles, lines, text, and images.  These items
can be manipulated (e.g. moved or re-colored) and/or associated with commands using event bindings.  This is
similar to the way that the Tk bind command uses events to associate commands with widgets.  For example, a
particular command/script may be associated with the <Button-1> event. This command/script is then invoked
whenever button 1 is pressed with the mouse cursor over a particular item (or items).

Pad++ is connected to the Tcl scripting language.  This provides a high-level interface to its complex graphics and
interactions.  While Tcl runs slowly, it is used as a glue language for rapidly creating interfaces and putting them
together.  The actual interaction and rendering on Pad++ widgets are performed by the Pad++ substrate (written in
C++). This approach allows people to develop applications for Pad++ at a high level while avoiding the
complexities inherent in this type of system.  Pad++ also supports Scheme as an alternative to Tcl.

Note that change bars appear wherever this document differs from the previous version.

AVAILABILITY
Pad++ is Free Access Software.  It is not public-domain, but it is available for free for education, research, and non-
commercial use.  You must obtain a Free Access License to use Pad++.

As a Free Access Licensee, you have the right to use the Pad++ System as long as it is not combined with any
product or service in any way.  Use of the Pad++ System with commercially acquired software that depends on the
Pad++ System in any way requires the commercial software supplier to have negotiated a Distribution License with
the Pad++ Consortium.

See the files License and LicenseTerms for more information.

RUNNING PAD++
To run Pad++, simply type "pad" (assuming Pad++ has been properly installed.)  This runs a demo application,
PadDraw.  PadDraw shows off many of Pad++’s abilities.  It is written entirely in Tcl, and looking at its code is a
good way to learn how to create Pad++ applications.  There is currently no documention for PadDraw.

Running PadDraw in this fashion does not give access to the Tcl interpreter.  This is because the "pad" program is
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actually a shell script that runs the pad executable (which is named "padwish"), and then loads the Tcl files to run
PadDraw.  To access the Tcl interpreter, you must set a few environment variables, and then run padwish.

The environment variables to set are TCL_LIBRARY and TK_LIBRARY (which point to the Tcl/Tk run-time
libraries), and PADHOME (which points to the Pad++ run-time library and the PadDraw application).  Looking at the
"pad" script will show you what to set these environment variables to. If the padwish executable you are using was
built with Scheme, then you must also set the ELK_LOADPATH environment variable to point to the Elk runtime
library.

Once you’ve run padwish, the Pad++ windowing shell, you can start writing your own applications, or you can run
PadDraw by typing in the interpreter:

source $env(PADHOME)/draw/pad.tcl

STARTUP FILES
When Pad++ starts up, the file ~/.padinit automatically gets loaded before anything else.  The file ~/.padinit is a
standard Tcl script that can contain any code the user wants.  A typical use for this file is to start up a Pad++
application.  To make the PadDraw application start up automatically when you run padwish, put this line in your ~/
.padinit file:

source $env(PADHOME)/draw/pad.tcl

The PadDraw application uses several other startup files as well.  They are described below in the PadDraw section.

PADDRAW SAMPLE APPLICATION
Pad++ comes with a sample application called PadDraw.  It is written entirely in Tcl and allows interactive creation
of multiscale items and navigation within the Pad++ dataspace.  It includes several demos including a dynamic tree-
based Web browser and several lenses. PadDraw supplies basic drawing and zooming capabilities with lenses and
semantic zooming that will allow you to create mockups of an application or visualization without any
programming to motivate futher development.

PadDraw is contained in the draw subdirectory of the Pad++ distribution.  It is intended to be both a user level
sample application for experimenting with the Pad++ widget and a model for the developer of new Pad++
applications.

There are several files that may be useful to the application programmer.  In particular:

• events.tcl Contains all the event-handler code that can be used for creating panning and zooming behavior.

• misc.tcl Contains many utility procedures used by the rest of PadDraw that may be useful.

• draw.tcl Contains the code that makes the Drawing Tools palette.

• debugevent.tcl Contains the code that makes the GUI event debugger.

When PadDraw starts up, several different kinds of files are loaded that control the look of PadDraw, as well as
defining more specific things.  Some of these files come with the Pad++ distribution, and some are available for
individual customization.  They are loaded after the Pad++ System file ~/.padinit, in the following order:

• padrc  - Distribution file: Contains X resource file. Specifies default colors, sizes, and fonts for system in
standard X resource file format.

• ~/.padrc  - Customization file: Put your own changes to the X resource file here.  They will override any
definitions in the padrc file.

• paddefaults  - Distribution file: Contains Tcl code.  Specifies defaults for the PadDraw application, including
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colors.

• ~/.padsetup  - Program generated file: Do Not Modify!  This is used to store information about the setup of
PadDraw between runs.  For instance, the visibility and geometry of windows are stored here.

• ~/.paddefaults - Customization file:  Put your own changes to the paddefaults here.  They will override any
definitions in the paddefaults file.  For example, you could redefine the color palette, or the default font size of
HTML pages here.

A PRIMER FOR PROGRAMMING PAD++ IN TCL/TK
The following sections provide a basic tutorial for programming Pad++ with Tcl/Tk.  This is not a complete
description of all of the Pad++ programming interface, but rather a description of many commonly used features.
See the reference documentation for a definitive description.

ITEM IDS AND TAGS
Items on a Pad++ widget may be named in either of two ways: by id or by tag.  Each item has a unique identifying
number (its id), which is assigned to that item when it is created.  The id of an item never changes and id numbers
are never re-used within the lifetime of a pad widget. The surface itself always gets an id of '1'.  (It is sometimes
useful to manually set the id of an item.  This is possible with the setid command.)

Each item may also have any number of tags associated with it. A tag is just a string of characters, and it may take
any form except that of an integer.  For example, "x123" is OK, but "123" isn't.  The same tag may be associated
with many different items.  This is commonly done to group items in various interesting ways; for example, all
items associated with one user might have a tag with that user's name.  Then, all of those items can be modified by
referring to that tag. Note that Pad++ also has a special group item for creating hierarchical groups.

The tag all is implicitly associated with every item on the Pad++ widget; it may be used to invoke operations on all
the items in the pad.

The tag current is managed automatically.  It applies to the current item, which is the topmost item whose drawn
area covers the position of the mouse cursor.  Note that events only go to the current item.  Since an item gets the
current tag only if the cursor is over the drawn area, this means that an item receives events only when the cursor is
over the drawn area.  For example, a rectangle with no fill color will not respond to events when the cursor is over
the undrawn interior.  If the mouse is not in the pad widget or is not over an item, then no item has the current tag.
Portal items are treated somewhat differently, however, as described in the bind command and in the description
of Portal Items in the reference manual.

When specifying items in Pad++ widget commands, if the specifier is an integer then it is assumed to refer to the
single item with that id. If the specifier is not an integer, then it is assumed to be a tag, and refers to all of the items
on the Pad++ widget that have that tag.  The symbol tagOrId is used to indicate that a tag or an id is to be used as
an argument to the command.  For example, the manual entry for the command slide looks like this: pathName
slide tagOrId.  An id selects a single item (which may be a group item), and a tag selects zero or more items to
be used by the command.  Some widget commands only operate on a single item at a time.  If tagOrId specifies
multiple items, then the normal behavior is for the command to use the first (lowest) of these items in the display
list that is suitable for the command. Exceptions are noted in the widget command descriptions.

There are commands to find the specific tags associated with an item (gettags), and to find all the items that
share a tag (find).  Tags can be added to items with the addtag command or deleted with the deletetag
command.  In addition, tags can be accessed with the -tags itemconfigure option.

ITEM CONFIGURATION
Every item has several options that may be configured with the itemconfigure command.  Certain options are
shared by all item types (for example, see -transparency and -maxsize), while some options are specific to item
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types (like -font). Multiple options can be changed with a single itemconfigure command by alternating options and
values.  If the value of the last option is not specified, then the current value of that option is returned.

Thus,

.pad itemconfigure foo -maxsize 50 -sticky 1

sets the maximum size of all items with the tag foo to 50, and makes them all sticky.

.pad itemconfigure 3 -penwidth

returns the current penwidth of item #3.  If no options are specified, then a list of all the options and values are
returned.  This is a good way to find out what options are available for a specific item type.  Note that ic is an alias
for itemconfigure, so an equivalent command is:

.pad ic 3 -penwidth

COORDINATES
Coordinates are specified and are returned in the current Pad++ units.  The default units are pixels (see -units
configuration option).  All coordinates relating to the Pad++ surface are stored as floating-point numbers.  All
coordinates refer to the Pad++ surface and are independent of the current view. Therefore if the view happens to
have a magnification (zoom) of 2.0, and you create an item that is 50 pixels wide, it will appear 100 pixels wide for
this specific view.

The origin of the Pad++ coordinate system is in the center of the window upon startup.  As with a normal cartesian
coordinate system, larger y-coordinates refer to points higher on the screen; larger x-coordinates refer to points
farther to the right. Notice that the y coordinate is inverted as compared to the Tk canvas.

There are two parts to pad’s coordinate system.  First, every item on the pad surface exists at a specific place, and
can be moved and scaled on the surface.  In addition, there is a view which specifies what portion of the pad surface
is visible and at what magnification.  Thus, the appearance of an item on the screen depends both on the position
and scale of the item (the item’s transformation) as well as the location and magnification of the current view.

The following code draws a simple ruler:

pad .pad -units inches
pack .pad
.pad create rectangle 0 0 5 1 -fill white -penwidth .05
for {set x 0} {$x <= 5} {set x [expr $x + 0.125]} {

if {[expr int($x) == $x]} {
# Draw inch markers

.pad create line $x .5 $x 1 -penwidth .04
} elseif {[expr int($x / .5) * .5 == $x]} {

# Draw half-inch markers
.pad create line $x .65 $x 1 -penwidth .04

} elseif {[expr int($x / .25) * .25 == $x]} {
# Draw quarter-inch markers

.pad create line $x .8 $x 1 -penwidth .04
} else {

# Draw eighth-inch markers
.pad create line $x .9 $x 1 -penwidth .04

}
}
.pad config -units pixels   ;# Return to default units
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Views are defined by a list of three numbers which specify the (x, y) point at the center of the window, and the
magnification of the view, respectively.  The default view, (0, 0, 1), has the origin at the center of the screen and is
not magnified.  The getview command returns the current view, and the moveto command modifies the current
view with an optional animation.

.pad getview
=> 0 0 1

# This command makes the ruler appear twice as big
.pad moveto 0 0 2

# This command smoothly animates the view back to its
# starting point, and takes 1000 milliseconds for the animation.

.pad moveto 0 0 1 1000

Coordinates can also be managed in another way.  Sometimes it is useful to specify coordinates relative to
something else, instead of with the absolute coordinate system just described.  Pad++ maintains a stack of
coordinate frames.  Suppose you wanted to create a layout of nested boxes.  These coordinates would not be quite
as easy to compute if we remain in the original coordinate system.  But we can use relative coordinate frames to do
this.  Each coordinate frame is a bounding box on the Pad++ surface.  All coordinates are specified as a unit square
within this coordinate frame, i.e., (0, 0)-(1, 1).  That is, when a coordinate frame is specified, coordinates are no
longer absolute units.  Instead they are relative to the specified frame.  Coordinate frames may be specified by any
bounding box, or by an item (thereby using the item’s bounding box). Note that pen width and minsize and maxsize
are also relative to the coordinate frame.  In these cases, a value of 1 refers to the average of the width and height of
the frame.

The following example draws a box with four boxes inside of it, and four boxes inside of each of those, and so on,
four levels deep.  New coordinate frames are placed on the top of the coordinate frame stack using the
pushcoordframe command and removed from the top of the stack with the popcoordframe command.  Note
that from now on, the examples assume a pad widget called .pad has already been created with pixels as the current
units, and packed with:

pad .pad
pack .pad

proc draw_a_box {x1 y1 x2 y2 level} {
set id [.pad create rectangle $x1 $y1 $x2 $y2 -penwidth .01]
puts $id
.pad pushcoordframe $id
draw_nested_boxes [expr $level + 1]
.pad popcoordframe
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}

proc draw_nested_boxes {level} {
if {$level >= 5} {return}
draw_a_box .1  .1  .45 .45 $level ;# Draw lower-left box
draw_a_box .55 .1   .9 .45 $level ;# Draw lower-right box
draw_a_box .1  .55 .45  .9 $level ;# Draw upper-left box
draw_a_box .55 .55  .9  .9 $level ;# Draw upper-right box

}

draw_a_box 0 0 300 300 1

See the pushcoordframe, popcoordframe, and resetcoordframe commands for more information.

TRANSFORMATIONS
Pad++ maintains a distinction between the surface and the view.  All graphical items sit at a distinct location on the
surface with a given size.  The view shows any given location on the surface at any magnification.

Initially the view onto the Pad++ surface looks at the origin (0, 0) with a magnification of 1.0.  The view is always
represented by a list of 3 numbers representing the (x, y) position and magnification, respectively.  The view is
specified by the point currently at the center of the window.  It is possible to adjust the view onto the surface by
using the moveto widget command.  The getview command returns the current view.

Individual items may be moved or scaled, relative to the surface, using the widget commands slide and scale,
respectively.  Currently, rotation is not supported for either individual items, or the view.

Every item on the Pad++ surface has an anchor and an anchor point associated with it that controls the item's
position and size. The anchor and the position of the anchor point can be accessed directly with the -anchor, and
-place itemconfigure options.  The -place consists of a list of three values where the first two values specify
the position of the anchor point of the item, and the third value specifies its size.  For example, an image with a -
place of "25 30 2" and an -anchor of "center" will appear centered at the point (25, 30) with a magnification of
2.  Changing its anchor to "w" will make the west side of the image appear at the point (25, 30).

Some items (such as text and images) get created with a -place of (0, 0, 1).  Items with coordinates, however,
(lines, rectangles, polygons, splines, and portals) are special in that these items get created with a -place that is
determined by the coordinates.  So, creating a rectangle from (0, 0) to (50, 50) with a center anchor gets a -place of
"25 25 1".

Let’s look at how the various transformations work.  We’ll start by creating two squares.

.pad create rectangle 0 0 100 100 -tags "rect1" -fill black
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.pad create rectangle 0 0 100 100 -tags "rect2" -fill white

Notice that only the white rectangle is visible because both rectangles are drawn at the same place, and the one
drawn last appears on top.  We now slide the black rectangle to the left and shrink the white one.

.pad slide rect1 -100 0

.pad scale rect2 .5

These commands operate by modifying the item’s configuration.  We can see this by using the itemconfigure
command to look at them.

.pad itemconfigure rect1 -place => "-50 50 1"

.pad itemconfigure rect2 -place => "50 50 .5"

If we zoom in a bit with the moveto command, both items will appear larger.  This, however, is not the same as
magnifying each item with the scale command.  Changing the view affects the way all items are rendered (except
sticky items, see below).  Transforming items changes just the way those items are rendered.

.pad moveto 0 0 2
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Note that the item configurations do not change when the view is changed:

.pad itemconfigure rect1 -place            => "-50 50 1"

.pad itemconfigure rect2 -place            => "50 50 .5"

We can retrieve the current view with the getview command:

.pad getview => "0 0 2"

EVENT BINDINGS
It is easy to attach Tcl scripts to items so that when the user interacts with that item (via a mouse button press, key
press, or whatever), the Tcl script is evaluated.  This is implemented with the bind command.  For example, the
following code creates two squares.  Clicking on the left one zooms in a bit, and clicking on the right one zooms out
a bit.  (Pad++ offers some unique features for the bind command.  See the Pad++ Reference Manual for details).

.pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -tags rect1 -fill black

.pad create rectangle 100 0 150 50 -tags rect2 -fill white

.pad bind rect1 <ButtonPress> {.pad moveto 0 0 2 1000}

.pad bind rect2 <ButtonPress> {.pad moveto 0 0 1 1000}

FONTS
Pad++ supports Adobe Type1 fonts, however, this font support is still under development.  You may notice that
fonts are not rendered very well when they are small, but look good when they are large.  While these fonts are
rendered relatively quickly, they are expensive.  The system will slow down when a lot of text is used with one of
these fonts.  Fonts for text items are specified with the -font itemconfigure option.  The system font is specified with
"System", and Type1 fonts are specified by the filename that contains the font.  This will be changed in a future
version to allow a system-independent way of specifying fonts.

Pad++ comes with a font named "System".  This is a fixed-width vector-font modeled after courier.  It is readable at
smaller sizes and it is quite fast.  But, it is not very pretty when magnified.

IMAGES
Pad++ supports real-time zooming of images.  The rendering speed is dependent only on the size of the resulting
image and is independent of the source image size.  This real-time image zooming is only possible when the Pad++
program is being displayed on the console of the same machine that is running Pad++ (i.e., real-time zooming is
much slower across networks).  Pad++ will print the message "Real-time image zooming supported", when starting
up,  if real-time image zooming is available.
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TREES
Pad++ supports dynamic hierarchical trees of pad objects which animate to show a focus + context information
space.  Dynamic trees are currently utilized in the Web browser utility, found in the Demos menu of PadDraw.

A dynamic tree is a hierarchical information space which is managed by layout objects which control the relative
positioning of the pad items they are associated with.  Currently, pad++ supports one default type of layout - a
hierarchical tree layout which places child nodes to the right of the node.

Each pad has a treeroot slot, which is the master root of all dynamic trees for that pad.  It is possible to create
special children of this master root node are "invisible" roots - nodes which have pad objects associated with them,
but are not used for anything except for managing their subtrees. These nodes separate the dynamic information
space into managed subtrees that do not "know" about each other.  That is, these separate subtrees may interfere
when a layout occurs, because they are not connected by a functioning layout.  The only way to get these top level
nodes to "cooperate" is to call layout on the master tree node owned by the pad.

Creating a tree
First, we will make some simple rectangles to represent the nodes of a tree.  Then the following code creates a tree
attached to the master root, with one parent and three children, and lays out the tree.

set root [.pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -fill white]
set child1 [.pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -fill red]
set child2 [.pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -fill green]
set child3 [.pad create rectangle 0 0 50 50 -fill blue]

# Create the dynamic tree data nodes
.pad tree create $root
.pad tree create $child1
.pad tree create $child2
.pad tree create $child3

# Create the tree structure
.pad tree addnode $child1 $root
.pad tree addnode $child2 $root
.pad tree addnode $child3 $root

# Layout the tree
.pad tree layout $root

The tree structure can be accessed with the getparent and getchildren commands.  These return the ids of
the appropriate members of the hierarchy.
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.pad tree getparent $child1
=> Returns $root

.pad tree getchildren $root
=> Returns a list of child1 child2 child3

.pad tree getchildren $child1
=> Returns an empty string

Layout
The layout at a node is invoked by the following command which causes a layout of all nodes in the subtree rooted
at node.

.pad tree layout $root

The tree maintains a notion of focus.  By default, no nodes have focus, and all nodes are the same size.  However,
making a node get focus will increase it’s size (by an amount specified by setfocusmag).  Executing the
following code will warp the tree layout as shown:

.pad tree setfocus $child1 1.0

.pad tree layout $root

Normally, when invoking the layout command on a tree, the tree will animate without changing the view.  The -
view option in the layout command is used to animate the view while a layout is taking place. Because the user
may want to animate the view to a position based on the future position of a node, the getlayoutbbox provides
the bounding box of a node at the end of the current animation.  These commands must be used in a specific order,
so that the information referenced by both the layout code and the user is valid.

To animate the view of a layout to center child1, use the following commands.

.pad tree computelayout $root
set bb [.pad tree getlayoutbbox $child1]
set x [lindex $bb 0]
set y [lindex $bb 0]
set z [lindex [.pad getview] 2]
.pad tree animatelayout $root -view "$x $y $z"

Maintainance
A tree can be reorganized, added to, or parts of a tree can be deleted.  A single node can be reparented, or its entire
subtree.  The relevant commands are delete, removenode, and reparent. The following code will rearrange
the previously created tree, moving one child under another.

.pad tree reparent $child3 $child2

.pad tree layout $root
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APPLICATION-DEFINED ITEM TYPES AND OPTIONS
Pad++ may be extended entirely with Tcl scripts (i.e., no C/C++ code).  This provides a mechanism to define new
Pad++ types and a way to define options for those types (or built-in types).  These user-defined types and options
are treated like first-class Pad++ objects.  They can be created, configured, saved, etc., with the same commands
you use to interact with built-in objects such as lines or text.  These extensions are particularly well-suited for
widgets, but can be used for anything.

For example, the PadDraw application (written in Tcl), defines several widgets including buttons and sliders with
the type mechanism.  It also defines -roughness and -undulate options for the built-in line type.

Types and options are defined with the addtype and addoption commands, respectively. The addtype
command defines a new type with a script that gets evaluated whenever a new item of that type is created with the
create command.  The pathname of the pad widget is added on to the script as an extra parameter when the script
is evaluated.  In addition, any other parameters before the first option (defined by a ’-’) are passed as extra
arguments after the pad widget pathname. The script must return the id of an item that it creates that is to be treated
as the new type.  Any item type can be created for this purpose, and it will be treated as the new type.  If a -
renderscript is attached to this item, then this item type can have any desired visual look.  Alternatively, the
script might create a group with members that define the item’s look.

The addoption command defines a new option for a built-in or user-defined type.  This option is accessed, the
regular way, with the itemconfigure command, and will get written out with the write command.  Similar to
the addtype command, addoption defines a script that gets evaluated whenever the user-defined option is
accessed for an item of the specified type.  The script must return the new value of the option.  When the script is
evaluated, two or sometimes three extra parameters are added on to the end of the string. They are:

• pathName: The name of the pad widget the item is on.
• item: The id of the item being configured.
• [value]: Optional value.  If value is specified, then the option must be set to this value.

The following example shows how to define a new "property" type that has two slots, -option and -value.  When an
item of type property is created, it appears as text with the option on the left and the value on the right separated by
a colon and some space.

#
# Add new "property" type
#
.pad addtype property propCreate

#
# Define script to handle creation of property item
#
proc propCreate {PAD args} {

set option [.pad create text -anchor e -text "option: "]
set value [.pad create text -anchor w -text "value"]
set group [.pad create group -members "$option $value" -z 20]

return $group
}

#
# Add "-option" and "-value" options to the property type
#
.pad addoption property -option "propConfig -option" "option"
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.pad addoption property -value  "propConfig -value"  "value"

#
# Handle property item configuration
#
proc propConfig {args} {

set option [lindex $args 0]
set PAD [lindex $args 1]
set id [lindex $args 2]
set got_value 0

# Access arguments
if {[llength $args] >= 4} {

set value [lindex $args 3]
set got_value 1

} else {
set value ""

}
switch -exact -- $option {

-option {     ;# Handle "-option" option
set option_id [lindex [$PAD ic $id -members] 0]
if {$got_value} {

$PAD ic $option_id -text "$value: "
} else {

set value [$PAD ic $option_id -text]
set len [expr [string length $value] - 3]
set value [string range $value 0 $len]

}
}
-value {      ;# Handle "-value" option

set option_id [lindex [$PAD ic $id -members] 1]
if {$got_value} {

$PAD ic $option_id -text "$value"
} else {

set value [$PAD ic $option_id -text]
}

}

default {return -code error "Unknown option: $option"}
}

return $value
}

The property item can be created and accessed just like any built-in item.  The following code shows how one
might use a property item.

set prop [.pad create property]
.pad itemconfig $prop -option "color"
.pad itemconfig $prop -value "blue"
set color [.pad itemconfig $prop -value]
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puts "color of property is $color"

DISPLAY LISTS
There are two display lists maintained by Pad++, the regular display list and the sticky display list.  Items are put on
the regular display list by default. The actual size and location of the items on the screen depends upon the view.
Items put on the sticky display list are unaffected by the view and thus seem to stick to the screen.  Sticky items act
as if the view is always (0, 0) with a magnification of 1.0.  Items can be moved between the display lists with the
-sticky itemconfiguration option.

Each display list maintains its own sense of drawing order.  Items that are created later are drawn later, and thus
appear over other items.  All sticky items are rendered after (i.e., on top of) non-sticky items. Drawing order within
display lists can be changed with the raise and lower commands.

REGION MANAGEMENT AND SCREEN UPDATING
Only the portions of the screen that change get rendered.  This makes many operations, such as modifying and
dragging items, or panning the view, much more efficient.  Panning is optimized by shifting the pixels in the
appropriate direction and then re-rendering just the strips left blank.  This optimization can be turned off with the -
fastPan widget configuration option.  Zooming speed is not improved by this process because it requires re-
rendering the entire view.

Screen updating is controlled by region management which uses the concepts of damage and repair.  When an item
changes, the region within its bounding box is automatically damaged.  The act of damaging a region adds it to a
list that gets scheduled for repair. The repair doesn't occur until either the system is idle, or the update command
is called. Many commands implicitly damage items, but damage can be triggered manually with the damage
command.

UNIQUE PAD++ FEATURES
While Pad++ is modeled after the Tk Canvas widget, there are several unique features of Pad++, in addition to the
basic multiscale concept.

• Portals

Portals are a special type of item in Pad++ that sit on the Pad++ surface with a view onto a different
location. Because each portal has its own view, the surface might be visible at several locations, each at a
different magnification, through various portals. In addition, portals can look onto surfaces of other Pad++
widgets. See the description of Portal Items in the reference manual, as well as the description of the bind
command for more information about portals.

• Events

It is possible to attach event handlers to items on the Pad++ surface so that when a specific event (such as
ButtonPress) is applied to an item, an associated command is executed. This system is similar to the way that
the Tk bind command uses events to associate commands with widgets; but the Pad++ bind command has
several significant additions.  The extensions fall into the following three categories (See the pad bind
command in the Pad++ Reference Manual for complete details):

• Extra macro expansions are added.
• New events are added: <Create>, <Modify>, <Delete>, <Write>, and <PortalIntercept>.
• User-specified modifiers are added.

• Callbacks
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In addition to the event bindings that every item may have, every Pad++ item can define Tcl scripts
associated with it which will get evaluated at special times. There are four types of these callbacks:

• Render Callbacks

A render callback script gets evaluated every time the item is rendered.  See the -renderscript
itemconfigure option for more detail.

• Timer Callbacks

A timer callback script gets evaluated at regular intervals, independent of whether the item is being
rendered, or receiving events.  See the -timerscript and -timerrate itemconfigure options for
more detail.

• Zooming Callbacks

A zooming callback script gets evaluated when an item gets rendered at a different size than its
previous render (the relevant size thresholds are definable).  This is a simple way of making
"semantically zoomable" items (i.e., items that look different when they are rendered at different
sizes).  See the -zoomaction itemconfigure option for more detail.

• View Change Callbacks

A view change callback gets evaluated whenever the view onto the Pad++ surface changes (as a result
of commands such as moveto, center, etc.).  See the -viewscript itemconfigure option for
more detail.

• Extensions

It is possible to add user-defined types and options to Pad++ entirely with Tcl scripts (i.e., no C/C++ code).
This provides a mechanism to define new compound item types that are treated like first-class Pad++ items.
The user-defined types can be created, configured, saved, etc., with the same commands you use to interact
with built-in items such as lines or text.  These extensions are particularly well-suited for widgets, but can be
used for anything.  See the Application-Defined Item Types and Options section above for a detailed
description.

• Animation

Pad++ has several methods for producing animations.  The moveto command animates the view of the
surface to any new point in a specified time.  Individual items can be animated with either render or timer
callbacks, the -place itemconfigure option, or the slide command.  Finally, panning and zooming
is animated under user-control, defined by scripts supplied with the PadDraw application.

All automatic animations use slow-in-slow-out motion. This means that the motion starts slowly, goes
quicker in the middle, and ends slowly.  This results in smoother feeling animations. slow-in-slow-out does
not affect the amount of time that the animation takes because time is effectively stolen from the middle to
put at the ends. User-controlled animations are specified precisely by the user, and there is no distortion in
the speed of the motion.

EFFICIENCY
Pad++ uses several techniques to maintain efficiency, even when handeling a large number of items. Understanding
these internal techniques may help the application designer to build faster programs.  The techniques are:

• Spatial Indexing and Clustering

The items are stored in a hierarchy based upon the bounding box of each item.  In effect, it is a kind of
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spatial indexing.  This hierarchy is used to quickly locate the item(s) when the Pad++ widget is rendered, or
when an item must be found to match an event, based on its position on the Pad++ surface. The hierarchy is
defined by the invariant that every item whose bounding box is completely enclosed by another item's
bounding box becomes that item's child.  Pad++ automatically performs cluster analysis and adds invisible
wrapper nodes around groups of items in order to keep down the fan-out of this hierarchy. These wrappers
are managed automatically and are invisible in all respects to the application developer.

• Refinement

Pad++ renders the scene at different resolutions depending on how much time is available. For example,
while panning or zooming and during other forms of interaction, Pad++ attempts to render the scene as
quickly as possible.  It does this by not drawing items that are very small, and by drawing larger items at
lower resolution.  The system refines the scene to it highest resolution, in steps, after a short pause, once the
interaction is over.

These iterative refinements each have numbers.  Refinement level 0 (sometimes referred to as render level 0)
is the lowest-resolution, and thus the fastest.  Each ensuing refinement is labeled with the next larger integer.
The starting refinement level (which is usually 0) can be controlled with the -defaultRenderLevel
configuration option.

• Level of detail

Some built-in items are drawn differently depending on how much time is available to draw them, and how
big the item appears on the screen. The two main examples are images and text. Images are drawn
undithered at low levels of refinement, and dithered at higher refinement levels.  Note that it is possible to
stop images from ever being dithered with the -norgb option on the allocimage command. Text is drawn
as hashmarks, at small sizes, and as horizontal lines at extremely small sizes.

In addition, facilities are provided so that user-defined items can be drawn with different levels of detail. The
render and zooming callbacks can be used in combination with the getsize, getmag, and getlevel
commands to modify the way the item is drawn depending on the refinement level and size of the item.

• Region management

See the above section on Region Management and Screen Updating.

• Adjustable frame rate

Pad++ adjusts the frame rate during animations and zooming to maintain constant perceptual flow.  This
flow is independent of processor speed, scene complexity, or window size.  For example, if a particular
animation is specified to take 750 milliseconds, just enough animation frames are rendered so that the
animation takes 750 milliseconds.

• Interruptible

Whenever the system is doing a slow task, such as refining or animating, any event (such as a key-press or
mouse-click), will interrupt the task and give control back to the user.  For example, pressing the space-bar
during an animation will bring you to the end of the animation.  Panning during a refinement will stop the
refinement and perform high-speed panning. Interruption can be turned off with the -interruptible
configuration option.

SCRIPTING LANGUAGES
Pad++ is a prototyping system.  It is intrinsically connected to an interpreted scripting language for writing
programs that create items and interact with them.  By default Pad++ comes with the Tcl scripting language,
however, other languages may be added.  Note that these other scripting languages can access the full functionality
of Pad++, but can not access any of the Tk interface system.  The Pad++ substrate supports a fairly general
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mechanism for incorporating new scripting languages. We have done this with the Elk version of Scheme.  The
README.SCHEME file describes specifically how to build Pad++ with Scheme support, and how to access Pad++
from Scheme.  If Pad++ is built with Scheme included, then the setlanguage and settoplevel commands
will apply to Scheme as well as Tcl.  These commands control which language is to be used.

The setlanguage command specifies what language is to be used to evaluate all callback scripts that are created
in the future.  The settoplevel command specifies what language the toplevel interpreter should use.  In
addition, the padwish executable has a -language option that specifies what language the interpreter should start
using.  It defaults to Tcl.  The following session trace shows how the two languages work together:

surf[164] padwish -language scheme
Real-time image zooming supported.
> (+ 2 2)
4
> (pad '.pad 'create 'line 0 0 50 50)
22
> (pad '.pad 'itemconfig 22 '-penwidth 5)
> (pad '.pad 'bind 22 '<Enter> "(pad '.pad 'ic %O '-pen 'red)")
> (pad '.pad 'bind 22 '<Leave> "(pad '.pad 'ic %O '-pen 'black)")
> (settoplevel 'tcl)
%
% puts [expr 2 + 2]
4
% .pad create line 0 0 0 50
23
% .pad settoplevel scheme
scheme
>
>
> (exit)
surf[165]

Adding a new interpreted scripting language to Pad++ requires creating some C++ interface code, modifying the
Pad++ C++ substrate to access that code, and building a new padwish executable.  Several callback procedures
must be defined to add a language.  Then a new instance of the Pad_Language class must be created in tkMain.C.
The necessary callback procedures are:

• Callback when a pad widget is created.  This routine gets called whenever a new Pad++ widget is created.
This leads to the creation of a function for accessing the new widget in the new scripting language.

Pad_CreateProc   *create_proc;

• Callback to process pad command.  There should be a command for accessing the new scripting language
from Tcl, without using the top-level interpreter.  For example, it should be possible to load and evaluate
files, and access variables from that language.  This routine gets called when the Tcl command is evaluated,
and it must implement this functionality.

Pad_CommandProc  *command_proc;

• Callback that specifies if command is complete and should be evaluated.  Given a command in the scripting
language, this routine typically counts parenthesis, quotes, and braces, and determines if the command is
partial or complete.  This routine is called whenever the user presses the return key at the top-level
interpreter to determine if the command should be evaluated yet.

Pad_CompleteProc *complete_proc;
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• Callback to generate a prompt.  Given a flag specifying whether a command is, or is not complete
(according to the complete_proc), this routine should generate a distinctive prompt for this language.

Pad_PromptProc   *prompt_proc;

• Callback to evaluate a string.  This routine should evaluate the specified string as a command in the
scripting language.

Pad_EvalProc     *eval_proc;

There are several relevant C++ files that should be examined to see how Scheme is currently connected to Pad++.
The files are all in the PADHOME/src directory. pad-scheme.C implements all of the callback routines that form
the connection between C++ and scheme. script.h declares the Pad_Language and Pad_Script classes. script.C
implements those classes. tkMain.C instantiates the Pad_Language class for each available scripting language.

LOGO
The first Pad++ widget created within a session has a small logo in the bottom right corner of the screen.

CREDITS
The scripting language interface to the Pad++ widget was greatly inspired by John K. Ousterhout's canvas widget in
Tk. The zooming concept was originally described by Ken Perlin and David Fox at New York University in
SIGGRAPH'93.

Pad++ is being developed by an ARPA funded consortium led by Jim Hollan at the University of New Mexico in
collaboration with New York University.

The development group is being led by Ben Bederson (UNM), and consists of people at UNM: Jim Hollan, Allison
Druin, Mohamad Ijadi, David Rogers, David Proft, Jason Stewart, and people at NYU: Ken Perlin, and Jon Meyer.

In addition, other people that have been involved with the Pad++ project include: David Bacon, Duco Das, David
Fox, David Vick, Eric De Mund, Mark Rosenstein, Larry Stead, and Kent Wittenburg.

Pad++ is supported in part by ARPA contract #N66001-94-C-6039.

BUGS
For a list of known bugs, see the Bugs file in the Pad++ home directory.

CHANGES
For a list of changes since prior version, see the ChangeLog file in the Pad++ home directory.

CONTACT
Please use the following email address for contacting us:

• pad-bug@cs.unm.edu: Bug reports.

• pad-comment@cs.unm.edu: Comments, questions, suggestions, etc.

• pad-info@cs.unm.edu:  Information requests.

• pad-users@cs.unm.edu: List of people currently using Pad++.  This is currently the best way to contact other
pad users.
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Jonathan Meyer, April 1997

The Pad++ Metaphor
What exactly is meant by zooming?

Why zoom? Three example applications
1. An outline viewer

Interaction with the outline view
Hypermedia presentations using outlines

2. A file browser
Semantic zooming in the file browser

3. An HTML browser
Preserving history in the HTML browser

Other Pad++ features
Portals - twists in Pad++ space

Portals vs Windows
Hyperlinks
Sticky objects

Sticky portals as indexes
Portal filtering and 'magic lenses'

Other uses for lenses
Conclusion
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Imagine that the computer screen is a section of wall about the size of a typical bulletin board or whiteboard.
Any area of this surface can then be accessed comfortably without leaving one's chair.

Imagine further that by applying extraordinarily good eyesight and eye-hand coordination, a user can both
read and write as comfortably on any micron wide section of this surface as on any larger section. This would
allow the full use of a surface which is several million pixels long and high, on which one can comfortably
create, move, read and compare information at many different scales.

The above scenario would, if feasible, put vast quantities of information directly at the user's fingertips. For
example, several million pages of text could be fit on the surface by reducing it sufficiently in scale, making
any number of on-line information services, encyclopedias, etc., directly available. In practice one would
arrange such a work surface hierarchically, to make things easier to find. In a collaborative environment, one
could then see the layout (in miniature) of many other collaborators' surfaces at a glance.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/metaphor.html#a3
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The Pad++ Metaphor (continued)

The above scenario is impossible because we can't read or write at microscopic scale. Yet the concept is very
natural since it mimics the way we continually manage to find things by giving everything a physical place. A
good approximation to the ideal depicted would be to provide ourselves with some sort of system of `magic
magnifying glasses' through which we can read, write, or create cross-references on an indefinitely
enlargeable (`zoomable') surface.

Pad++ gives users this zoomable surface. Before we look in detail at Pad++, though, lets clarify what we
mean by zooming.

To illustrate what we mean by zooming, there follows a series of snapshots of a Pad++ session which show
how you might interact with a zoomable drawing application.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/metaphor1.html
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Here we see a simple shape drawn on surface of our Pad++ drawing application.

In Pad++, clicking and holding on the middle mouse button performs an smooth animated zoom in.

Your browser, unfortunately, can't show this! Instead, click on the next button above to single-step to the next
image in the sequence...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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After zooming in a little, we have drawn a second, smaller shape.

This process can be repeated indefinitely...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we have zoomed in a little more and drawn a third shape and also some text.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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At any point, you zoom out to see an overview of what's been done.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we see a simple shape drawn on surface of our Pad++ drawing application.

In Pad++, clicking and holding on the middle mouse button performs an smooth animated zoom in.

Your browser, unfortunately, can't show this! Instead, click on the next button above to single-step to the next
image in the sequence...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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After zooming in a little, we have drawn a second, smaller shape.

This process can be repeated indefinitely...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we have zoomed in a little more and drawn a third shape and also some text.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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At any point, you zoom out to see an overview of what's been done.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we see a simple shape drawn on surface of our Pad++ drawing application.

In Pad++, clicking and holding on the middle mouse button performs an smooth animated zoom in.

Your browser, unfortunately, can't show this! Instead, click on the next button above to single-step to the next
image in the sequence...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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After zooming in a little, we have drawn a second, smaller shape.

This process can be repeated indefinitely...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we have zoomed in a little more and drawn a third shape and also some text.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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At any point, you zoom out to see an overview of what's been done.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we see a simple shape drawn on surface of our Pad++ drawing application.

In Pad++, clicking and holding on the middle mouse button performs an smooth animated zoom in.

Your browser, unfortunately, can't show this! Instead, click on the next button above to single-step to the next
image in the sequence...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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After zooming in a little, we have drawn a second, smaller shape.

This process can be repeated indefinitely...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we have zoomed in a little more and drawn a third shape and also some text.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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At any point, you zoom out to see an overview of what's been done.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we see a simple shape drawn on surface of our Pad++ drawing application.

In Pad++, clicking and holding on the middle mouse button performs an smooth animated zoom in.

Your browser, unfortunately, can't show this! Instead, click on the next button above to single-step to the next
image in the sequence...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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After zooming in a little, we have drawn a second, smaller shape.

This process can be repeated indefinitely...

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Here we have zoomed in a little more and drawn a third shape and also some text.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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At any point, you zoom out to see an overview of what's been done.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/zoom.html#z1
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Once you add zooming to a user interface, new kinds of interactions are possible. The following sections
introduce three sample applications that we have developed which use zooming.

The Pan/Zoom space is a powerful visualisation for any kind of hierarchical data - nested details can be
shown at a smaller scale, conveying the relations between objects very naturally.

For example, we have developed an interactive outline viewer which we use for giving presentations. The
outline viewer shows the text of the whole presentation - you simply zoom in on the points you want to make.

Main topic headings are shown at a large scale, subheadings are shown at a smaller scale, and individual
points are shown even smaller.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline.html
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For example, here we see a distant view of an outline for a presentation about Pad++ itself.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1

1 of 7 1/10/2012 3:43 PM
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you zoom in, the major headings become legible.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you click on a piece of text, Pad++ zooms in so that that text fills the screen horizontally and appears
near the top of the screen vertically.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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For example, here we see a distant view of an outline for a presentation about Pad++ itself.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you zoom in, the major headings become legible.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you click on a piece of text, Pad++ zooms in so that that text fills the screen horizontally and appears
near the top of the screen vertically.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1

5 of 7 1/10/2012 3:43 PM
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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For example, here we see a distant view of an outline for a presentation about Pad++ itself.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you zoom in, the major headings become legible.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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When you click on a piece of text, Pad++ zooms in so that that text fills the screen horizontally and appears
near the top of the screen vertically.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline1.html#z1
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Interaction with the outline view

To move through a presentation shown in the outline view, you can simply click on successive pieces of text.

Alternatively, the 'n' and the 'p' keys move to the next or the previous item in the presentation using smooth
animated zooms.

Of course, at any time you can use the mouse to pan and zoom to another part of the presentation - great if
you want to quickly skip a few sections or go back to a previous section.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline2.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:43 PM
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Hypermedia presentations using outlines

Outline documents can include things other than text: images and interactive objects can be incorporated in
the outline; you could even include a whole document nested within the outline, drawn at a smaller scale -
here you see an HTML document and an image nested within the outline:

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/outline3.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:44 PM
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Many hierarchical structures are suitable for visualisation within Pad++. The second application we will look
at is a file browser.

An important concept in the zoomable coordinate system is that objects have an absolute physical location.
The metaphor is not one of viewing a small part of the data through a window, as in MS-Windows. Instead,
all of the data is placed directly on the Pad++ surface, and you navigate through the data by panning and
zooming. In this sense, Pad++ is a 2.5 dimensional virtual reality.

For example, in the Pad++ file browser, each file is shown as a small rectangle with a label.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:44 PM
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Above you see the file browser looking at some of the files that constitute this document.

Colors are used to denote file type - text documents are shown using a solid blue rectangle, whereas the
'images' folder is shown as an unfilled rectangle outline.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1
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To see more detail, simply zoom in. Here, we have zoomed in for a closer view of the 'images' folder and the
'begin.html' document. At this distance, you can't make out individual pictures or words, but you can see the
outlines of files within the 'images' folder and the shape of the text in the HTML file.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1
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To read the contents of the 'begin.html' file, zoom in further.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1
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Now we have zoomed out and panned across.

You can see the pictures within the 'images' folder, and some of the contents of another file. Of course you
could zoom in further to see the images in greater detail.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1

7 of 11 1/10/2012 3:44 PM
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Zoom out again. The file browser performs 'lazy loading'; it only loads the contents of the files that you zoom
in on. When you zoom out again, you can see which documents you have seen and which are still unloaded.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir1.html#z1

9 of 11 1/10/2012 3:44 PM
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Semantic zooming in the file browser

The file browser illustrates what we call 'semantic zooming' - objects can render themselves differently when
viewed at different sizes. So when a file is very small, it is shown only as a rectangle. A little larger and the
label appears. Larger still and the contents are visible.

Through semantic zooming, many of the mode switches required in traditional windowing systems can be
removed. The user does not have to double click on a file icon to switch into a mode where its contents are
visible - instead they learn and reuse the simple principal that, to see more detail, you look more closely.

Lets move on to the third application in Pad++...

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/dir2.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:46 PM
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A zooming version of Mosaic and Netscape? This is not such a strange idea. The third example Pad++
application we will look at is a simple Pad++ web browser.

Although the web browser we show here is still fairly primitive, you could imagine a much more advanced
version. Does the idea of using a zoomable Web browser excite you? If so, why not email us at
pad-comment@cs.unm.edu and tell us your thoughts.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:46 PM
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Here is a screen snapshot showing Pad++ displaying an HTML document.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html1.html#z1
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Here is a zoomed in view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue - positioning the pointer over a
hotword changes its color to red. In this snapshot the pointer was over the 'Pad++: Multiscale interfaces' link.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html1.html#z1
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When you follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the right of
the original document, at a smaller scale. Here you can see the 'Pad++: Multiscale interfaces' document
loaded beside the home page.

The Pad++ HTML browser will lay out sub-documents in two columns next to the parent document. Because
Pad++ is zoomable, there is always enough space between those two columns for placing further documents
reached from those sub-documents!

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html1.html#z1
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Simply zoom in on the sub-document to read it.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html1.html#z1
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Preserving history in the HTML browser

You can see the history of the user's interaction implicitly in the layout of the documents on the Pad++
surface. Here's what the Pad++ surface looks like after we've done a little browsing. Four documents were
accessed via Ben's home page. From the first of these, another two documents were visited. Just zoom in to
view the documents.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/html2.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:50 PM
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We have seen three example Pad++ applications. Now we will look at some other Pad++ features: portals,
hyperlinks and magic lenses.

The Pad++ surface as an infinite zoomable space, with objects residing at specific x, y, zoom coordinates
within that space.

Sometimes, however, you want to be able to compare two distant locations, or to look at a zoomed out view
of a document together with a close up view.

Portals allow you to do this - they introduce 'holes' in the Pad++ surface through which you look onto other
regions of the Pad++ surface, or in fact onto other Pad++ surfaces.

Portals in Pad++ http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals.html
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When you initially create a portal it looks like a colored rectangle with a drop shadow. Here we have created
a portal over a squiggle on the Pad++ surface.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals1.html#z1
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When you select the portal and move it away, it drags off a copy of what was underneath it.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals1.html#z1
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In fact, however, it isn't a copy - its the 'real thing' - its another view onto the same part of the Pad++ surface.
So when you draw a second squiggle next to the first, it appears in two places... on the Pad++ surface, and
within the portal's view of the Pad++ surface.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals1.html#z1
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Each portal has its own independant view - you can pan and zoom inside a portal without changing the view
outside the portal. Here we see the portal looking at a zoomed in view of the squiggle and line.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals1.html#z1
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Portals vs Windows

A portal is not like a window, which represents a dedicated link between a section of screen and a specific
thing (eg: a Unix shell in X-Windows or a directory in the Macintosh Finder). A portal is, rather, a view onto
the infinite Pad++ surface; links to specific items are established and broken continually as the portal's view
changes.

Also, unlike windows, portals can recursively look onto other portals - you can get some pretty interesting
effects with portals:

We will discover more about portals later. First, lets look at hyperlinks.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/portals2.html
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We have seen that, when you move the pointer over text within the Pad++ outliner, the text changes color to
red; clicking on the text causes Pad++ to pan and zoom until that text fills the screen horizontally and appears
near the top of the screen vertically. The text is acting as a hyperlink to a location on the Pad++ surface.

(Similarly, in the Pad++ HTML browser, some words are shown in blue. They are 'hotwords' - positioning the
pointer over the word causes it to change color to red. When you click on the word, the appropriate document
is placed on the Pad++ surface.)

In Pad++, this concept is generalised. Any object an be turned into a hyperlink.

For example, suppose I am writing a zoomable narrative, and I want to make the text in the story active, so
that users can click on lines of text to progress through the story. Read on to discover how to do this.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

Hyperlinks in Pad++ http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/hyper.html
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In this snapshot we are making the 'there lived a king' line of text a hyperlink.

From within the Pad++ draw application, bring up the 'Hyperlink' panel. Then set the 'from object' (the object
you wish to make active), and the 'to point' (the place you want the hyperlink to take you to), then click on
apply.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/hyper1.html#z1
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The text is now active. Here we have zoomed out and you can see the whole story.

The pointer is positioned over the 'there lived a king' line, and it has changed color to red to indicate that it is
a hyperlink.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/hyper1.html#z1
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Clicking on the 'there lived a king' line performs an animated pan/zoom to the location that the author
specified.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/hyper1.html#z1
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Pad++ objects can be made 'sticky' - so that they stick to the surface of the glass, rather than being on the
Pad++ surface. When you pan and zoom the Pad++ surface, sticky object remain stationary. In these
snapshots, the 'Pad++' label has been made sticky, and does not pan and zoom with other objects:

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/sticky.html

1 of 1 1/10/2012 3:52 PM
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Sticky portals as indexes

By making a portal sticky and changing its view so that it looks at a hotword or an active document, you
create automatic hyper-buttons and indexes which float above the Pad++ surface.

Here you can see an example of a portal acting as an index to the Pad++ outline: Clicking on text within the
portal causes the main Pad++ surface to pan/zoom to show the text you clicked on, giving you rapid access to
the outline.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/sticky_portals.html
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Portals can be used to filter what is seen through them. This concept goes by the name of 'Portal Filters' or
'Magic Lenses'.

When an object is seen through a portal, the portal can communicate with the object during rendering to
change how the object appears.

The portal can also filter user events (mouse clicks, etc.) which pass through it - either passing these events
on unchanged, blocking them, or communicating with the object to decide how to interpret the event. So
objects can behave differently when seen through portals.

By using these features, developers can create portals which act as magic lenses - lenses which change the
nature of the data in unique ways. (the concept of portal filters and magic lenses was developed
independently by Ken Perlin and David Fox in the original version of Pad and by Eric Beir, et. al. at Xerox
PARC).

Lets look at some examples.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses.html
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In the image above you can see a table of numbers and two portals.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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When you slide the orange portal over the table of numbers, it modifies how the table appears so that it uses a
bar chart view.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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Slide the blue portal in place, and you see the table of numbers as a scatter plot.

Lenses such as these could make a good teaching aid, since they show students alternate views of the same
data.

Lets see another example.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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In this example, the 0 digit shown above is a simple digital counter. When you position the pointer over the
number and hit a number key between 0 and 9, the counter changes to show that number.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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However, some people prefer to use a slider to set numeric values.

Here, the dark gray lens has been placed over the number, and the user has clicked and dragged the slider
handle to change the number to 7.

This shows how portals can change how an object behaves as well as how it appears.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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You may prefer to see the number as a guage. Use the light gray lens. Here we are setting the number to 3.

Click on the next button to go on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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With a little simple trickery, all three representations can be used at the same time - you can choose which
version to interact with.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses1.html#z1
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Other uses for lenses

Whilst the example shown here are relatively trivial, you could create a much more complex lens.

Lenses are used for rendering and interacting with data in specialised ways. You could for example create a
translation lens, which shows a piece of text in an alternate language.

More sophisticated lenses might be used for editing text, or for painting, or for modifying bitmap data.
Instead of constantly switching between large applications and using the Import/Export options to move data
between the applications, you simply pick up the relevant lens and slide it into place.

Click on the Next button below to read on.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/lenses2.html
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In Pad++ there is a sense of peripheral awareness. When objects are small or off to one side, you can still see
them, and still make out a little of their contents, though they are not shown in all their detail. When you look
directly at them and zoom in, all of the detail becomes available. Hence the Pad++ metaphor offers a new
route for tapping into our natural spatial and geographic ways of thinking.

This metaphor is more powerful than the tradional (and now dated) view of a computer screen as a collection
of small windows through which you peer at your data.

Click on the Next button below if you want to read answers to frequently asked questions about Pad++.

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/tour/conclusion.html
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This document contains a list of answers to common questions about Pad++ and Zoomable User Interfaces.

Questions about the Pad++ consortium

Where did Pad++ come from?
Who is working on Pad++?
What research directions are you following?
How do I contact the Pad++ group?
How do I get a Pad++ license?
How do I get on the Pad++ mailing lists?

Questions about Pad++

What other online info is there on Pad++ or Zoomable interfaces?
Is Pad++ available?
What platforms does Pad++ run on?
Why does the Windows version run slower than the Unix version?
Is there a Pad++ ftp site?
What are the plans for the Web browser?
Are you going to port Pad++ to Java?

Questions about the approach

Its all very well, but why isn't Pad++ 3D?
How does Pad++ relate to traditional windowing systems?

Technical questions about Pad++

What does the Pad++ code consist of?
How do you get Pad++ to zoom so quickly?
Pad++ dies as it starts up on Windows95/NT. Why?
Building Pad++ on Solaris with gcc 2.8.1 hangs. Why?

Technical questions about Tcl/Tk that Pad++ users have asked

Why does my Tcl socket code hang when using Pad++?

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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Where did Pad++ come from?

Ken Perlin at New York University came up with the initial zoomable surface concept. He and David Fox
implemented the first versions of Pad (described in the 1993 SIGGRAPH paper available here), which were
the precursors to the current implementation, Pad++. Perlin and Fox's original work was supported in part
originally by NYNEX, and then NSF.

Pad++ was designed by Ben Bederson and Jim Hollan while at Bellcore, and implemented by Ben Bederson.
They both moved to the University of New Mexico where they developed the bulk of Pad++ in collaboration
with Jon Meyer and Ken Perlin at NYU.

Now, Ben Bederson has moved to the University of Maryland, College Park where he is continuing
responsibility for the further development of Pad++. Jim Hollan moved to the University of California, San
Diego where he is building applications using Pad++.

Who is working on Pad++?

Pad++ research and development is supported in part by DARPA grant #N660011-94-C-6039. Work is being
carried out at the University of Maryland, University of California, San Diego, and at the NYU Media
Research Laboratory. Much of the initial work on Pad++ was done at the University of New Mexico.

Here are the links to folks currently working on Pad++:

University of Maryland, HCIL
Benjamin Bederson
Allison Druin
Tammara Combs

Univ. of California, San Diego, Cognitive Science Dept.
James Hollan

University of New Mexico, CS Dept.
Jason Stewart

NYU Media Research Laboratory
Ken Perlin
Jonathan Meyer

And here are the folks who have worked on Pad++ in the past:

University of New Mexico, CS Dept.
Hugh Bivens
George Hartogensis
David Proft
Laura Ring
David Rogers
David Vick

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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Ron Hightower
Mohamad Ijadi
David Thompson
Ying Zhao

The NYU Media Research Laboratory
David Bacon
Troy Downing
David Fox
Athomas Goldberg
Noah Wardrip-Fruin

Bellcore
Larry Stead

What research directions are you following?

The Pad++ group is developing Pad++ in many ways, such as:

Creating Pad++ GUI components.
Developing an internet based distributed Pad++.
Performing Pad++ usability studies.
Developing Pad++ applications for understanding large datasets.
Porting Pad++ to Windows95/NT.
Developing easy to use authoring tools.

How do I contact the Pad++ group

You can contact the Pad++ group at the following email addresses:
pad-info@cs.umd.edu - Send your comments and information requests here
pad-bug@cs.umd.edu - Report bugs here
pad-chat@cs.umd.edu - Send questions/comments to all Pad++ users that have asked to be on
this list

How do I get a Pad++ license?

For non-commercial (education, research, or in-house) use, all you need to do to use Pad++ is to fill in
the online registration form. If you are interested in a commercial license, you should contact us at
pad-info@cs.umd.edu. The Pad++ Consortium currently consists of UNM and NYU, and license can
be negotiated from either institution.

How do I get on the Pad++ mailing lists?

When you download Pad++, there are two checkboxes to add you to the mailing lists. Or, you can send
mail to pad-info@cs.umd.edu, and we'll add you manually.

There is an announce list which has very low volume. This list is just for us to send you mail about
new Pad++ releases and other important information. This is a private list, and others can not use it, so

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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you don't have to worry about getting much unsolicited mail. There is also a chat list which has
moderate volume. This list is for the Pad++ user community to communicate with us and each other
about ideas, solutions, requests, etc.

What other online info is there on Pad++ or Zoomable interfaces?

There are several online papers about Pad++ and related issues here

Is Pad++ available?

Yes it is. You can register online and download it here.

What platforms does Pad++ run on?

Pad++ runs on just about any Unix platform. We have tested it on PCs running Linux, SGIs, and Suns
(SunOS and Solaris).

Pad++ now also runs on Windows95/NT. This port is still early, and the Windows version is not very
reliable. Also, it is slower because it is currently implemented with Tk's X emulator.

Why does the Windows version run slower than the Unix version?

The Windows version of Pad++ runs slower than the Unix version because we are using the Tk X
emulator. In a future version, we will write a native Windows renderer, and expect that it will be at
least as fast as the Unix version.

Is there a Pad++ FTP site

No, all public information about Pad++ is at this web site.

What are the plans for the Web browser?

We built a prototype Web browser in Pad++ in 1995. At that time, HTML was quite simple, and the
idea of building our own better browser was quite tempting. We build what was at the time a cutting
edge browser - with HTML 1.0. Since then, the web has advanced greatly, and we realized that we

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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didn't want to get in the business of competing with the major Web browser companies.

Instead, we are taking advantage of the new features of HTML by building a new generation Web
browser that piggybacks on existing commercial ones. The new Pad++ Web browser, called PadPrints,
monitors what the browser is doing and what pages are being visited. It builds a map showing your
history of interaction with Web. You can use your commercial browser normally, but at any time, you
can go to PadPrints in a separate window to control the browser.

Are you going to port Pad++ to Java?

We are looking into connecting Pad++ to Java so that it will be possible to write zooming applications
entirely in Java using the C++ core. However, this work still has a long way to go.

Another approach would be to build Pad++ entirely in Java. We have experimented with this, and it
appears that at least for the time being, Java is too slow, and the AWT graphics package is not powerful
enough. Perhaps when Java compilers are common, and Java2D is commonly available (and
well-implemented), it will be possible, but that is still in the future. However, we have created a simple
zooming Java applet to give a flavor of what the interaction feels like. See the link on the home page.

Its all very well, but why isn't Pad++ 3D?

There are some very attractive 3D systems out there (the Information Visualizer is one of them).
However, although they may look impressive, 3D systems are typically hard to navigate using current
display and pointer technologies. They also require high levels of computing resources. Its not obvious
that a 3D interface is appropriate for a handheld device or for a cheap home computer.

Pad++, on the other hand, can be implemented very efficiently using a small home computer, and is
easy to navigate using a mouse.

How does Pad++ relate to traditional windowing systems?

There are two answers to this - choose one you like:

1. Pad++ can be seen as a mechanism for creating applications which have a zooming component. For
some applications, a zoomable interface may be more appropriate than a more traditional windows
based approach - for example, zooming seems to be particularly effective for applications which need

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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to present large amounts of data in an intuitive and understandable manner. This especially true for data
that is hierarchical in nature as information that is deeper in the hierarchy can be represented as being
smaller on the Pad++ surface.

2. Pad++ could also be viewed as a way to implement an alternative windowing system based on
zooming. Your whole desktop could be zoomable. This seems especially attractive for systems which
have small screens, such as handheld computers (i.e. PDA's).

What does the Pad++ code consist of?

Pad++ consists of a C++ core that provides zoomable objects. Applications can be written in C++ (this
API is still under development), or with Tcl/Tk, a scripting language that implements the zoomable
draw application which you have seen.

Pad++ runs on most unix machines including PC's running Linux, on workstations from Silocon
Graphics, IBM and Sun, and probably on most other UNIX-like systems that support X11. Pad++ also
runs on Windows95/NT, but this port is still slow and unreliable.

How do you get Pad++ to zoom so quickly?

In order to keep zoom animations fast, Pad++ employs several tricks:

Spatial Indexing

Pad++ uses an R-Tree internally to quickly determine which objects are visible in a given view.

Level of Detail

When things become too small to see, Pad++ ceases to render them. When Pad++ starts to get too slow,
it renders medium sized things in a more ugly fashion. When the system is idle, things that have not
been rendered fully are refined - see below.

Refinement

When trying to achieve a high frame rate, Pad++ use a reduced level of detail. Then, when the system
is idle, successive refinements are performed to increase the level of detail.

Pad++ - Frequently asked questions http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/pad++/faq.html
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Adaptive render scheduling

The system monitors render times, and adapts the rendering algorithm to maintain a constant frame rate
during zooms and pans.

Pad++ dies as it starts up on Windows95/NT. Why?

There is a bug in the Windows95/NT version where it dies if there is a space in any of the directory
names that Pad++ is installed in. So, if you installed Pad++ in the 'Program Files' directory, it will die
with this behavior. Try re-installing (or just moving Pad++) in the top-level directory, and it should
work. Sorry about this - we'll try and fix this in the next version.

Building Pad++ on Solaris with gcc 2.8.1 hangs. Why?

We've had reports that building Pad++ on Solaris 2.5 with gcc 2.8.1 hanges when compiling
generic/object.cpp. A workaround is to remove the -fPIC flag from the Makefile. This flag is only
necessary when compiling shared libraries, but isn't necessary when just compiling an executable, so
you should be able to remove it safely.

Another approach is to configure with:
configure --disable-load
and then add '-ldl' at the end of the link line

Why does my Tcl socket code hang when using Pad++?

When Tcl 7.6 performs a socket read in "line buffered" mode, it reads only until the new-line character.
If the writer sends a zero-terminated string, Tcl 7.6 leaves the zero byte in the buffer. The next read,
then, returns a string that begins with a zero byte; we interpreted this incorrectly as a read of a null
string, when in fact it was a long string following a zero byte. This problem does not occur with Tcl
8.1, the latest release.
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